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Minutes of a meeting of Scrutiny Committee for Housing, Planning 
and Economic Growth 

held on Wednesday, 23rd October, 2019 
from 7.01  - 7.59 pm 

 
 

Present: N Walker (Chair) 
C Laband (Vice-Chair) 

 
 

R Bates 
P Brown 
R Cromie 
R Eggleston 
 

S Hatton 
S Hicks 
G Marsh 
J Mockford 
 

C Phillips 
R Webb 
S Smith 
 

 
Absent: Councillors S Hillier, M Belsey, E Coe-Gunnell White and 

A Peacock 
 

Also Present 
as Cabinet 
Members: 

Councillor MacNaughton 

 
 
 

1 TO NOTE SUBSTITUTES IN ACCORDANCE WITH COUNCIL PROCEDURE 
RULE 4 - SUBSTITUTES AT MEETINGS OF COMMITTEES ETC.  
 
Councillor Smith substituted for Councillor Coe-Gunnell White. 
 

2 TO RECEIVE APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE.  
 
Apologies were received from Councillor Hillier, Councillor Coe-Gunnell White, 
Councillor Margaret Belsey and Councillor Peacock. 
 

3 TO RECEIVE DECLARATIONS OF INTERESTS FROM MEMBERS IN RESPECT 
OF ANY MATTER ON THE AGENDA.  
 
None. 
 

4 TO CONFIRM THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE FOR HOUSING, PLANNING AND ECONOMIC GROWTH HELD ON 
11 SEPTEMBER 2019.  
 
The Minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 11 September 2019 were 
agreed as a correct record and signed by the Chairman after it was noted that the 
Scrutiny Committee had met to review the process for the site allocations 
development plan document on five occasions prior to 11 September 2019. 
 

5 TO CONSIDER ANY ITEMS THAT THE CHAIRMAN AGREES TO TAKE AS 
URGENT BUSINESS.  
 
None. 
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6 PARKING SERVICES ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19.  
 
Claire Onslow, Business Unit Leader for Parking Services introduced the annual 
review of Parking Services.  She advised that the report provides the Committee with 
an overview of Parking Services’ activity in 2018/19, including information about the 
enforcement contract the Council operate on behalf of West Sussex County Council.  
The Committee were informed that the Parking Services Team manage the District's 
public car parks, the enforcement of on and off street parking, administers West 
Sussex County Council's Controlled Parking Zone in East Grinstead and the 
Council's concessionary taxi voucher scheme.  She highlighted that the rollout of 
cashless parking had modernised the service for users and had been well received.  
In response to a Member's question she advised that the contract with West Sussex 
County Council was due for consideration next year but the County Council were 
currently reviewing the Civil Parking Enforcement agreements in all Borough and 
District Councils.    
 
Due to the unavoidable absence of Councillor Stephen Hillier, Cabinet Member for 
Economic Growth, it was agreed that Councillor Gary Marsh would answer questions 
relating to the Parking Strategy. 
 
A Member queried how Parking Services prioritised parking enforcement and 
enforcement of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs).  The Officer noted that the contract 
with West Sussex County Council stipulated that enforcement should be 70% for on-
street and 30% for off-street parking.  The Committee were advised that the District 
covers a large area but the controlled parking zone and known hot spots are 
prioritised.  The hot spots have been identified from historic data and local 
knowledge, and the parking enforcement team can monitor any other areas that are 
raised as sites of concern.   The Officer stated that they also undertake reactive 
enforcement after receiving information from Members and the public, and the priority 
is to keep traffic moving across the District. 
 
In response to a Member's question Councillor Marsh stated that the decision had 
been made, where possible, to pursue unpaid tickets issued to foreign drivers.  He 
noted that the enforcement officers have visited hot spots like schools and these 
visits have been effective.  The Business Unit Leader for Parking Services confirmed 
that the pursuit of debt collection from foreign drivers has a zero cost to the Council if 
there is no successful outcome.  If a debt is recovered the cost to the Council is 20% 
of the recovered funds.   
 
Members queried the spare capacity of the car parks, key performance indicators, 
the retention of parking enforcement staff, the use of car parks by season ticket 
holders and controlled parking zones.  The Officer confirmed that there are three car 
parks in Haywards Heath for use by season ticket holders only, and Franklynn Road 
car park is for use by both season ticket holders and pay and display users.  The 
Committee were informed that there was no high turnover of staff, staff moved on 
due to relocation or retirement but it has proved difficult to employ the final 
enforcement officer.  She advised that the Parking Strategy Working Group would 
look at the transaction data and the use of car parks by season ticket holders to 
ensure the Council is getting best value for money. The Committee were advised that 
the Council could not stipulate when season ticket holders use the car parks as they 
are issued for a set period. The Officer noted that controlled parking zones were the 
responsibility of the County Council and they must ensure that the roads are used 
appropriately whilst balancing on and off street parking provision. 
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Judy Holmes, Assistant Chief Executive noted that the provision of pay and display 
and season ticket spaces was a balancing act.  The Council needed to support 
economic growth, provide parking for workers and those who use the car parks in 
connection with leisure activities.  This approach has attracted large businesses to 
the towns and their employees boost the local economy.  The Assistant Chief 
Executive advised that the challenge for the Working Group is to balance the 
utilisation of the car parks for all the different user groups.  The Committee were 
advised that a representative from West Sussex County Council is also a member of 
the Working Group which will report back to the Committee and full Council would 
agree the strategy.  She confirmed that the first meeting of the Working Group is 
Thursday 31 October 2019. 
 
A Member noted that the result of the road space audit by West Sussex County 
Council had not been published.  He advised that a reduction in the provision for 
season ticket holders would cause congestion on residential roads.  The Assistant 
Chief Executive confirmed that the audit results would be considered by the Working 
Group. 
 
The Chairman thanked the Officer for the report and highlighted that Mid Sussex are 
the only Council to offer the discretionary service of taxi vouchers. 
 
As there were no questions the Chairman took Members to the recommendation 
which was agreed unanimously. 
  
RESOLVED 
 
The Committee noted the contents of the report. 
 

7 EAST GRINSTEAD CONSERVATION AREA APPRAISAL AND BOUNDARY 
REVIEW - OUTCOME OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION  
 
Alma Howell, Senior Planning Officer and Conservation Officer introduced the report 
which requested that the Committee considered the proposed changes resulting from 
the public consultation on the East Grinstead Conservation Area Appraisal and 
Boundary Review.  She noted that the review was a legal requirement and Historic 
England advised that best method was by undertaking appraisals. A programme of 
appraisals had been agreed by this Committee in July 2018. The review of East 
Grinstead Conservation Area was agreed as a priority within this programme and in 
the Council’s Economic Strategy due to its economic role and the historic medieval 
timber framed buildings on the High Street.  She advised that since that programme 
had been agreed, appraisals had been completed for the three Conservation Areas 
in Hurstpierpoint, this one, East Grinstead, was now almost complete and work had 
started for Lindfield and Muster Green. The Committee was informed that Part A of 
the document sets out the special architectural and historic features of the 
Conservation Area that should be preserved and enhanced, Part B sets out the 
Management Proposals which also includes a review of the boundary of the 
Conservation Area.  The work on the appraisal noted that there was no reason to 
significantly alter the boundary other than to rationalise the edges and include some 
of the rear service yards.   
 
The Officer confirmed that a meeting and exhibition at East Grinstead Library formed 
part of the consultation There had been 26 respondents to the consultation.  She 
noted that where appropriate action had been taken and responses to the comments 
were noted in red in appendix 2.  The appraisal provides a clear statement on what 
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needs protecting and the document should be adopted as a material consideration in 
the planning process. 
 
Members discussed the responsibilities of the Highway Authority, signage in the 
conservation area and the development at Queens Walk.  The Officer confirmed that 
all initiatives required partnership working with East Grinstead Town Council and/or 
the County Council.  She informed the Committee that the document could only 
influence future applications once the changes have been approved.  Sally Blomfield, 
Divisional Leader for Planning and Economy confirmed that the development at 
Queens Walk had planning permission and this document would inform future 
applications.  She advised that the progress of any collaboration work with the 
County Council would be reliant on their work programme and budget.    
 

The Chairman noted that it was remarkable that the High Street was still identical to 
the medieval map, and he thanked the Officer for her work. 
 
The Chairman took Members to the recommendations which were agreed 
unanimously.  
 
RESOLVED 
  
The Committee: 
 
(i) Considered the responses to the public consultation on the East Grinstead   
Conservation Area Appraisal and the recommended changes, as set out in Appendix 
1 to the report; 
 
(ii) Delegated approval of the proposed changes to the East Grinstead      
Conservation Area Appraisal to the Cabinet Member for Housing and  Planning along 
with approval of the revised document (as set out in Appendix 2), as a material in the 
determination of planning applications; and 
 
(iii) Delegated approval of the proposed boundary changes, as illustrated in                   
Appendix 3, to the Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning. 
 

8 SCRUTINY COMMITTEE FOR HOUSING, PLANNING AND ECONOMIC GROWTH 
- WORK PROGRAMME 2019/20.  
 
Tom Clark, Solicitor to the Council, introduced the tabled report which presented the 
Committee’s Work Programme for the year.  He highlighted the additional meeting on 
11 March 2020 to discuss the consultation feedback from the Site Allocation 
Development Plan Document.  
 
Councillor Paul Brown proposed an amendment to the Work Programme to examine 
the Northern Arc Masterplan and IDP, and invite expert witnesses to the Scrutiny 
meeting on 25 March.  Tom Clark, Head of Regulatory Services advised that the 
Masterplan had already been adopted. Councillor Marsh informed the Committee 
that it was the responsibility of the Head of Service and Cabinet Members to ask 
questions of Homes England and the Assistant Chief Executive, as Head of 
Planning, has regular consultations with Homes England. 
 
The Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning noted that Homes England should 
not be treated differently to any other developer and all applications were scrutinised 
during the planning process.  The Assistant Chief Executive noted that Councillor 
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Brown's proposal would be discussed outside the meeting to help the Chairman 
make an informed decision.   
 
In response to a Member's question the Assistant Chief Executive advised that the 
Scrutiny Committee for Leader, Finance and Performance has the responsibility for 
monitoring the Council's corporate performance and this is done quarterly using a 
suite of indicators for every service area of the Council, and Officers and Cabinet 
Members are asked to attend the meeting if more information is required.  The Head 
of Regulatory Service added that Members are permitted to attend the meeting and 
would be able to comment. 
 
The Chairman took the Members to the recommendation which was unanimously 
agreed. 
 
RESOLVED 
 
The Committee noted the Committee’s Work Programme as set out at paragraph 5 of 
the tabled report. 
 

9 QUESTIONS PURSUANT TO COUNCIL PROCEDURE RULE 10, DUE NOTICE OF 
WHICH HAS BEEN GIVEN.  
 

 
 
 

The meeting finished at 7.59 pm 
 

Chairman 
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PARKING STRATEGY 
 

Purpose of Report 

1. The purpose of this report is to provide the Scrutiny Committee with an update on the 
work of the Parking Strategy Member Working Group. 

Recommendations 

2. That the Scrutiny Committee notes the progress made by the Parking Strategy 
Working Group. 

Background 

3. The current Mid Sussex District Council Parking Strategy expires in 2020 and a key 
objective in the 2019/20 Corporate Plan is to refresh this strategic document.  

4. Working alongside the District Plan and the Economic Development Strategy, the key 
objective of the Parking Strategy will be to provide strategic direction to support 
sustainable and economic growth across Mid Sussex.  

5. It is intended that the Parking Strategy refresh will be delivered by April 2020. 

6. Consultants Parking Matters Ltd have been engaged to work with the Council to 

progress the Parking Strategy review.  

7. Officer and Member Working Groups have been created to support the development 

of the Parking Strategy. The Members Working Group comprises eight Members from 

this Scrutiny Committee. The Officer group comprises key representatives from 

Council Services including Parking Services, Planning, Economic Development and 

Estates.  

Progress Report 

8. To date three Member Working Group meetings have been held to progress the 

Parking Strategy work plan. 

9. The work of the working group consists of  three specific phases of work: 

 Discovery: Reviewing policies, the existing service and benchmarking with 
other services 

 Challenge: Challenge policies and operations to establish future service 
delivery and customer needs supported by policy and delivering value for 
money. 

REPORT OF: Assistant Chief Executive 
Contact Officer: Claire Onslow, BUL Parking Services  

Email: claire.onslow@midsussex.gov.uk Tel: 01444 477586 
Wards Affected: All 
Key Decision: No 
Report to: Scrutiny for Housing, Planning and Economic Growth 

Wednesday 22 January 2020 
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 Design: Develop strategy and action plans to guide strategic development of 
the service and future delivery. 
 

10. In the Discovery phase the Consultants reviewed all aspects of the existing service 

and carried out benchmarking against other services. The consultants reported to the 

first Member Working Group the key findings of this phase which are summarised 

below: 

 The MSDC car park estate is well maintained with consistent presentation 

compared to some other local authority providers but would benefit from 

future investment to modernise the service / offer. 

 Significant investment has taken place into digital technology to improve 

service provision and customer experience, such as the digital enforcement 

package – front and back office with self serve platforms, new pay and 

display machines with card payment technology and pay by phone 

platforms. 

 The pay and display and season ticket tariff structures have not been 

increased in 8 years, and the blanket offer of one tariff structure to fit all is 

out of step with comparable authorities. By not keeping pace with inflation, 

income has not offset the increasing costs of running the service or 

providing capacity for growth and investment into the estate. 

 MSDC has a relatively large enforcement team due to the size of the on-

street contract across the District – which is subject to review by West 

Sussex County Council in March 2020. There is a clear operational staffing 

structure with low staff turnover and clear contractual arrangements for 

external services (e.g. cash collection). 

11. In the Challenge phase the Consultants built on the findings of the Discovery work to 

start challenging current policy and operations and developing a future strategy and 

action plan. The findings of this phase were reported and discussed in the two 

Member Working Groups and the key findings were: 

 A summary of current car park usage in the three towns highlighting which 

parts of the estate were performing well to support the economic priorities 

of each area and where potential could lie for future growth, consolidation, 

and enhancement.   

 To develop the above, occupancy surveys of the town and larger village 

estate were undertaken to further inform usage patterns in the larger 

villages as no data was available, and to verify the pay and display 

transaction behaviour in town car parks. 

 Challenging pay and display and season ticket tariff structures to maximise 

the effectiveness of the off-street estate. Discussion included consideration 

of differential tariffs at settlement and car park level to manage churn to 

support economic vitality whilst generating an income to offset costs and 

fund future investment into modernising the estate. 
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 Considering opportunities for increasing capacity via investment, 

development, consolidation or disposal of the off-street estate whilst 

maintaining provision levels to serve the economic needs of specific towns 

and larger villages 

 Gaining an understanding of the future target audiences and how the 

estate and associated tariffs should prioritise their needs in the future e.g. 

town centre visitors, local business workers whilst delivering the objective 

of supporting economic growth. 

 Considering how further investment into digital technology can continue to 

modernise the customer experience and the functionality and enforcement 

of the off-street estate to serve economic objectives 

Next Steps 

10. Between January and March, the Design phase of the work will be undertaken with 
the consultants based on the findings from the Design and Challenge phases of the 
work programme.  

11. It is anticipated that two further Member Working groups will be held in January and 
February 2020 to agree the development of the strategy and action plan, of course 
more will be convened if considered to be necessary.  

12. It is intended that the final draft Strategy and action plan will be presented to this 
Scrutiny Committee in March 2020 for recommendation to Council in April 2020. 

Financial Implications 

13. There are no direct financial implications arising from this report  

Risk Management Implications 

14. The Council has committed to the preparation of a Parking Strategy in the Economic 
Development Strategy.  If the Parking Strategy is not developed, there is a risk that 
the Council will not have a Plan-led strategic policy for the future management of off-
street parking to support sustainable and economic growth. 
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SITE ALLOCATIONS DEVELOPMENT PLAN DOCUMENT – RESPONSE TO DRAFT SITE 
ALLOCATIONS DPD CONSULTATION (REGULATION 18) 
 
REPORT OF:  DIVISIONAL LEADER FOR PLANNING AND ECONOMY 
Contact Officer: Andrew Marsh – Interim Business Unit Leader Planning Policy and 

Economy 
Wards Affected: All 
Key Decision:  Yes 
Report to:  Scrutiny Committee for Housing, Planning and Economic Growth 
Date of meeting: 22nd January 2020 
 

 
Purpose of Report 

 
1. The purpose of this report is to inform Members of the outcome of the draft Site 

Allocations Development Plan Document (DPD) (Regulation 18) consultation which took 
place from 9th October to 20th November 2019.  It asks Members to consider the 
representations made and note the next steps. 

 
Summary 

 
2. This report: 

a) Sets out the background to the Site Allocations DPD and the work to date; 

b) Provides a summary of the representations which were received during the 
recent draft Site Allocations DPD (Regulation 18) public consultation; and 

c) Sets out the next steps in the preparation of the Site Allocations DPD. 

 
Recommendations 

 
3. That the Scrutiny Committee for Housing, Planning and Economic Growth: 

 
(i) Considers the comments received during the public consultation on the 

Draft Site Allocations DPD and supporting documentation; and  
 
(ii) Notes the additional work required and the next steps ahead of the 

Regulation 19 stage. 

 

 
Background 

 
4. The District Plan 2014-2031, adopted in March 2018, sets out a commitment for the 

Council to prepare a Site Allocations Development Plan Document (the Sites DPD). The 
draft Sites DPD has four main aims, which are: 

 

(i) to allocate sufficient housing sites to address the residual necessary to meet 
the identified housing requirement for the district up to 2031 in accordance with 
the Spatial Strategy set out in the District Plan – the residual is currently 1,507 
dwellings; 

(ii) to allocate sufficient employment land to meet the residual need and in line with 
policy requirements set out in District Plan Policy DP1: Sustainable Economic 
Development – the residual is currently 10-15 hectares; 
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(iii) to allocate a site for a Science and Technology Park west of Burgess Hill in line 
with policy requirements set out in District Plan Policy DP1: Sustainable 
Economic Development; and  

(iv) to identify and set out Strategic Policies necessary to complement or replace 
those set out in the District Plan to deliver sustainable development.   

 
Site Selection 
 
5. A robust methodology, consistent with national policy and guidance, was developed in 

order to select sites for inclusion in the draft Sites DPD.  The development of the 
methodology and site selection process was overseen by a Members Site Allocations 
Working Group (SAWG) which met 16 times before the draft Sites DPD was approved 
for consultation. It was also shared with the Council’s Developer Liaison Group and 
neighbouring authorities for their comments. The methodology and findings were 
considered by the Scrutiny Committee for Housing, Planning and Economic Growth at 
meetings in January 2017, July, September and November 2018.  

 
6. The Site Selection process was carried out in five stages: 
 

Stage Description 

No. of Sites Sites that 
meet 

criteria 

1: Call for Sites and 
SHELAA 

Sites submitted by promoters 
during the Call for Sites. Sites 
assessed against the SHELAA 
methodology 

241 233 

2: High Level Assessment 91 sites removed that were not 
compliant with the District Plan 
strategy (based on distance from 
existing settlements and yield) 

233 142 

3: Detailed Assessment 142 sites assessed against 
detailed criteria – 17 criteria for 
housing, 19 for employment. 
Criteria approved by the working 
group and considered by 
Scrutiny Committee.  

142 47 

4: Detailed Evidence 
Testing 

47 sites subject to additional 
refinement within the 
Sustainability Appraisal, 
consultation with stakeholders, 
consideration of technical 
evidence 

47 23 

5: Preferred Option 22 housing sites included within 
the Regulation 18 Sites DPD 

22 

 
7. A total of 22 housing sites were included within the draft Sites DPD. The detailed 

process for selecting these sites is contained within Site Selection Paper 3: Housing, 
which was published alongside the draft Sites DPD. In total, the 22 housing sites yield 
1,962 dwellings. This ensures the residual need is fully met and provides a reasonable 
over-allocation to provide flexibility. The sites chosen are across a wide geographical 
area and of a variety of sizes, which best delivers District Plan policies DP4 and DP6. 

 
8. A similar process was followed for Employment sites. The pool of sites to select from 

was smaller, comprising 18. A total of 7 employment sites were included within the draft 
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Sites DPD; the process for selecting these sites was published in Site Selection Paper 4: 
Employment. In total, these sites yield 17.45 hectares of employment land, which is 
more than the residual need of 10-15ha. This too represents a reasonable over-
allocation to provide flexibility. 

 
9. Mid Sussex District Plan policy DP1: Sustainable Economic Growth allocated a broad 

location to the west of Burgess Hill for a Science and Technology Park. Following the 
site assessment process, the draft Sites DPD identifies a site to the north of the A2300 
as the preferred location. The justification is contained within Site Selection Paper 4: 
Employment. 

 
Consultation 
 
10. The draft Sites DPD and supporting documentation was considered by this Committee 

on 11th September 2019. The Committee recommended to Council that the draft Sites 
DPD should be subject to a six-week public consultation. Council approved the draft 
Sites DPD for public consultation at its meeting on 25th September 2019. 

 
11. The consultation commenced on 9th October and concluded on 20th November 2019. 

Just over 1,300 respondents made 2,124 individual comments on the document and 
supporting evidence (including the Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats Regulations 
Assessment). 

 
12. Of the comments received: 

 115 were in support 

 90 were neutral 

 1,919 were objections, predominantly from residents to the proposed sites 
 
13. In terms of the respondents: 

 19 were from Town and Parish Councils. Every Town and Parish Council within the 
district responded aside from Balcombe, Lindfield, Lindfield Rural and Twineham and 
those within the South Downs National Park. Additionally, comments were received 
from Ditchling and Wivelsfield Parish Councils within neighbouring Lewes District. 

 8 responses were received from neighbouring authorities, including West Sussex and 
East Sussex County Councils, Horsham, Lewes, Tandridge and Wealden. 

 12 responses were received from ‘Specific Consultation Bodies’, including Natural 
England, Historic England and infrastructure providers. 

 88 responses were submitted by site promoters who have their sites allocated in the 
DPD, or those promoting alternative (omission) sites. 

 30 were received from organisations, local interest groups, and developers. 

 Approximately 1,200 were from individuals. 
 
 
Summary of Key Issues 
 
14. Appendix 1 contains a summary of the broad themes and issues arising from the 

consultation responses, by site and policy within the draft Sites DPD. A more detailed 
schedule which includes each response received is available in the background paper 
“Draft Site Allocations DPD – Regulation 18 Consultation Report” published on the 
Council’s website at www.midsussex.gov.uk/SitesDPD and available as a hard copy in 
the Member’s Room. 
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Housing Sites 
 

Site 
Number of 
Dwellings 

Comments 
Received 

 TOTAL    Sup          Obj         Neu 

SA12 96 Folders Lane, Burgess Hill 43 
830 21 802 7 

SA13 South Folders Lane, Burgess Hill 300 

SA14 Selby Close, Burgess Hill 12 12 0 8 4 

SA15 Southway, Burgess Hill 30 69 2 65 2 

SA16 The Brow/St.Wilfrids, Burgess Hill 200 18 2 12 4 

SA17 Woodfield House, Burgess Hill 30 8 1 4 3 

SA18 EG Police Station, East Grinstead 22 31 3 22 6 

SA19 Crawley Down Road, East Grinstead 200 38 4 27 7 

SA20 Imberhorne Lane, East Grinstead 550 69 6 50 13 

SA21 Rogers Farm, Haywards Heath 25 16 1 14 1 

SA22 Burleigh Lane, Crawley Down 50 21 1 17 3 

SA23 Hanlye Lane, Cuckfield 55 16 1 11 4 

SA24 Shepherd’s Walk, Hassocks 130 76 2 71 3 

SA25 Selsfield Road, Ardingly 100 120 2 111 7 

SA26 Hammerwood Road, Ashurst Wood 12 24 2 20 2 

SA27 St Martin Close, Handcross 65 10 3 5 2 

SA28 Old Police House, Horsted Keynes 25 25 3 19 3 

SA29 St Stephen’s Church, Horsted Keynes 30 89 3 82 4 

SA30 North of Lyndon, Sayers Common 35 13 1 10 2 

SA31 Rear of Firlands, Scaynes Hill 20 29 4 23 2 

SA32 Withypitts Farm, Turners Hill 16 30 2 24 4 

SA33 Ansty Cross, Ansty 12 11 4 5 2 

 
15. Seven sites received the vast majority of the response, mainly from residents. 
 

 SA12: 96 Folders Lane, Burgess Hill 

 SA13: South Folders Lane, Burgess Hill 

 SA15: Southway, Burgess Hill 

 SA20: Imberhorne Lane, East Grinstead 

 SA24: Shepherd’s Walk, Hassocks 

 SA25: Selsfield Road, Ardingly 

 SA29: St Stephen’s Church, Horsted Keynes 
 
16. By comparison, a lower response was received on the remaining housing sites.  
 
17. Many of the issues raised will be addressed by the additional work that will need to be 

carried out before Regulation 19 consultation and examination. This includes further 
assessment and evidence base work as set out in the Next Steps section of this report. 

 
Employment Sites 
 

Site 

Area 
(ha) 

Comments 
Received 

 TOTAL   Sup         Obj      Neu 

SA2 Burnside Centre, Burgess Hill 0.96 3 0 2 1 

SA3 Former KDG, Burgess Hill 1.1 2 0 2 0 

SA4 North A264, Copthorne 2.7 19 1 17 1 
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SA5 Bolney Grange, Bolney 7 10 1 7 2 

SA6 Marylands, Bolney 2.4 3 0 1 2 

SA7 Cedars, Pease Pottage 2.3 6 0 4 2 

SA8 Pease Pottage Nurseries, PP 1 6 0 4 2 

SA9 Science and Technology Park 48.75 19 2 13 4 

 
 
18. Whilst residents and statutory consultees raise site-specific issues for all of the proposed 

employment sites, these will be addressed by the additional work that will need to be 
carried out before Regulation 19 consultation and examination. This includes further 
assessment and evidence base work as set out in the Next Steps section of this report. 

 
19. A total of 19 comments were received regarding the proposed Science and Technology 

Park north of the A2300; 2 in support, 13 objections and 4 neutral. The majority of 
comments received were from the promoters of the alternative site south of the A2300. 
The Council is working alongside West Sussex County Council (WSCC), Highways 
England and its transport consultants in order to assess the transport impact of the 
Science and Technology Park on the A23/A2300 junction. 

 
 
Policies  
 

Policy 

Comments 
Received 

 TOTAL      Sup          Obj         Neu 

SA34 Existing Employment 11 2 6 3 

SA35 Safeguarding Highways 12 3 4 5 

SA36 Wivelsfield Station 6 2 2 2 

SA37 Burgess Hill/Haywards Heath Multifunctional Network 81 6 71 4 

SA38 Air Quality 6 1 4 1 

 
20. SA34: Existing Employment Sites seeks to retain existing employment sites and 

supports their expansion. This policy was largely supported; some amendments to site 
boundaries were suggested; and two additional sites were proposed to be defined under 
this policy. The proposed boundary amendments and additional sites will be assessed 
ahead of the next stage. 

 
21. Support was received from West Sussex County Council and Gatwick Airport Limited on 

the two policies that relate to safeguarding land (SA35: Strategic Highway Improvements 
and SA36: Wivelsfield Railway Station) as they would support economic growth and 
assist in relieving traffic congestion – both by providing improved highways infrastructure 
but also supporting sustainable transport modes. 

 
22. The highest level of responses was in relation to SA37: Burgess Hill to Haywards Heath 

Multifunctional Network. Support was received from West Sussex and East Sussex 
County Councils; however the majority were objections received from local residents and 
appear to be based on a misunderstanding of the proposal, particularly relating to the 
need to compulsory purchase land which is not the case. It is important to note that any 
areas proposed for safeguarding are indicative and subject to detailed design work. 
Work will continue, as part of the Council’s Place and Connectivity Programme, to 
assess all route options to enable delivery of this policy.   
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General Comments 
 

23. Whilst the majority of comments received were related to the proposed sites or policies, a 
number of respondents also raised other general issues: 

 

 Omission Sites: of the 241 sites assessed in the Site Selection process (see above), 
a total of 58 site promoters objected to the draft Sites DPD as their site had not been 
included as a proposed allocation. Officers will re-assess these sites against the 
agreed criteria and set out the results of the assessment in a revised version of Site 
Selection Paper 3: Housing and Site Selection Paper 4: Employment ahead of the 
next stage.  

 New Sites: a total of 28 ‘new’ housing or employment sites were submitted that were 
not in the Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) 
and therefore had not been assessed in the Site Selection process. Officers will 
assess these sites and set out the results in a revised version of Site Selection Paper 
3: Housing and Site Selection Paper 4: Employment ahead of the next stage. 

 Housing Requirement: 71 comments were received objecting to the housing 
requirement – arguing it is not sufficiently high enough, the 
commitments/completions/residual figure is incorrect, or the District Plan spatial 
strategy (policies DP4: Housing and DP6: Settlement Hierarchy) had not been 
applied correctly. These were predominantly from promoters of sites that were not 
included within the DPD. Some respondents feel the housing requirement is too high 
because the completions or commitments figures are incorrect, and the Sites DPD 
should allocate fewer sites. Officers remain confident that the published information is 
correct. 

 General Comments: Objecting largely to the principle of housing development, the 
Sites DPD, site selection process, and evidence base/supporting documents. These 
are summarised in Appendix 1.  

 
Comments from ‘Specific Consultation Bodies’ and Organisations 
 
24. In accordance with the regulations, the Council consulted the ‘Specific Consultation 

Bodies’. Comments were also received from a number of key respondents. 
 
25. Their key comments are set out below: 

 
 Neighbouring Authorities: No objections were received from neighbouring 

authorities. Wealden District Council indicated they are reserving their position 
regarding the suitability of the Habitats Regulations Assessment, as they are awaiting 
the results of their own examination on this issue before being able to comment. 
Other neighbours have requested more information regarding cross-border traffic 
impacts in order to be assured that there is no impact on their areas. This matter is 
addressed already within the Transport Study and no significant impacts are 
expected, however the next iteration of the Transport Study will address this issue 
more clearly. 

 West Sussex County Council: Suggest policy wording changes related to the 
Science and Technology Park, comments related to the Transport Study (related to 
what would be required in the next version at Regulation 19 stage) and County 
infrastructure (such as requirements for education/fire and rescue/library 
services/waste for the proposed sites).  

 High Weald AONB Unit: For sites within the High Weald Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty, the AONB unit have requested further information on Landscape and 
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Visual Impact (LVIA) and an assessment as to whether proposed sites within the 
AONB constitute ‘major’ development in National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
terms (with reference to footnote 55). This work is in progress and will be complete 
ahead of Regulation 19 stage. 

 Historic England: Have requested some additional information for sites which may 
impact on listed buildings. The site promoters have been requested to provide this 
information ahead of Regulation 19 stage. 

 Natural England: Have raised no objections with the Habitats Regulations 
Assessment, and make similar comments to the High Weald AONB unit regarding 
development within the AONB. 

 Town & Parish Councils: The responses received from Town and Parish Councils 
are predominantly objections or comments on the sites allocated within their 
town/parish.  

 
 
Next Steps 

 
26. As a result of the consultation responses received, the following are the priority areas of 

work between now and publication of the next version of the Sites DPD: 
 

 Transport: A version of the strategic transport study will be required for the next 
stage to address comments made in representations, this will include additional work 
regarding the Science and Technology Park and mitigation required to address 
impacts on the highways network. This work is being carried out in close co-operation 
with West Sussex County Council and Highways England. The results of this 
transport modelling will feed in to Air Quality and Habitats Regulations Assessment 
work which will be updated and published at Regulation 19 stage. 

 AONB: Following the response by the High Weald AONB Unit, site promoters have 
been asked to carry out Landscape and Visual Impact Assessments. In addition, 
further assessment work related to whether sites are classified as ‘major 
development’ will be published at Regulation 19 stage as requested by the High 
Weald AONB Unit and in line with regulations. 

 Proposed Sites: Officers are working through the objections received on the 
proposed sites for allocation and will be working with the site promoters to ensure that 
there is sufficient information/evidence to address any issues raised. Appendix 1 
includes high-level actions to address these. 

 Omission Sites: Officers will be carrying out assessment work, using the previously 
agreed Site Selection methodology in order to maintain robustness and consistency 
of approach, on the additional sites submitted during the consultation period. The 
results of this will be published ahead of the next stage. 

 General Policies: Officers will assess any proposed amendments to the schedule of 
‘Existing Employment Sites’ related to policy SA34, and progress work on the policies 
related to safeguarding land (SA35, SA36 and SA37). 
 

 
27. Officers are continuing discussions with neighbouring authorities and key stakeholders 

and working on Statements of Common Ground as required by the NPPF (paragraph 
27). These will be completed and published at Regulation 19 stage. 

 
28. The next stage of the process is the publication of the Proposed-Submission Site 

Allocations DPD (Regulation 19). The Proposed-Submission document will be 
considered by this Committee on 11th March 2020. Council will be asked to approve the 
document for a further 6-week consultation and submission at its meeting on 1st April 
2020. 
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29. Once submitted, the Secretary of State will appoint an independent examiner to examine 

the Site Allocations DPD. The examination is scheduled for Autumn 2020. 
 
Financial Implications 

30. Commissioning consultants to carry out transport modelling, air quality assessment and 
Habitats Regulations Assessment has financial implications and these have been 
budgeted for.  

Risk Management Implications 

31. The Sites DPD will identify housing and employment sites which will enable the Council 
to meet the housing requirement identified in policy DP4 of the District Plan. It will 
allocate sites which will support the five year housing land supply; without this, the 
Council would be vulnerable to speculative planning applications.  The allocation of 
additional employment sites will make an important contribution to the delivery of 
Economic Development Strategy.  

Equality and Customer Service Implications  

32. It is important that the Council allocates sites for housing and employment to maximise 
accessibility for all to decent housing and employment opportunities. An Equality Impact 
Assessment was prepared alongside the Sites DPD to ensure opportunities to promote 
equality and/or barriers to service are considered and addressed.  

Other Material Implications 

33. There are no other material implications. 

 
Background Papers  
 

 Draft Site Allocations DPD – Regulation 18 Consultation Report – available to 
view online at www.midsussex.gov.uk/SitesDPD  

 
The Draft (Regulation 18) Site Allocations DPD, Sustainability Appraisal, Habitats 
Regulations Assessment and supporting evidence documents that were subject to the 
Regulation 18 consultation are also available to view online at 
www.midsussex.gov.uk/SitesDPD  
 
Previous Committee Reports relating to the Sites DPD are available online at 
http://midsussex.moderngov.co.uk/ieDocHome.aspx?Categories 
 
 
Appendices 
 

1. Summary of Responses 
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APPENDIX 1: Summary of Responses 
 

Employment Sites 

Site/Policy: SA2 Burnside Centre 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 3 Support: 0 Object: 2 Neutral: 1 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Site is adjacent to the Pook Bourne Stream, Flood Risk Assessment will be required, 
and no development shall take place within 8m of the main river. (Environment 
Agency) 

 Requirement for stream and open area of green space to be protected and enhanced 
(Sussex Wildlife Trust)  

 “Burgess Hill Shed” are located at this site, this is a valuable community resource 
and they should be found alternative accommodation. There should be a 
comprehensive study of what is required in the town before Burnside is removed. 
(Burgess Hill Town Council) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 None 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Liaise with West Sussex County Council (landowner and site promoter) regarding 
timeline for the site, including the policy requirement to replace existing use. 

 Amend policy wording to make clear there is a requirement for a Flood Risk 
Assessment. 

 

Site/Policy: SA3 - Former KDG 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 2 Support: 0 Object: 2 Neutral: 0 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Adjacent to open space which should be retained, alongside protection and 
enhancement for biodiversity on site (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

 Site has planning permission for industrial use, the Council requests it is used for 
housing as defined in the Neighbourhood Plan (Burgess Hill Town Council) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 None 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Clarify position in the policy in relation to the existing planning permission. Will still 
contribute towards the employment need as it was not previously counted as a 
‘commitment’ 

 Neighbourhood Plan allocation relates to a mixed-use development at this location, 
this will not be possible when the existing planning permission is implemented. 

 Amend policy wording to make clear the requirements for biodiversity on site 

 

Site/Policy: SA4 – Land north of A264 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 19 Support: 1 Object: 17 Neutral: 1 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 This area was intended to be retained as a landscape screen between the A264 and 
the residential development permitted to the north. This use would contradict its 

APPENDIX 1  
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purpose. (Worth Parish Council) 

 The site is not required to meet the residual employment need, as the Sites DPD 
over-allocates (Worth Parish Council) 

 No infrastructure concerns given information to date (Thames Water) 

 Seems partially developed, would still need to retain biodiversity (Sussex Wildlife 
Trust) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 Will increase traffic to the area, which is already congested 

 B8 (Warehouse) units will inevitably mean logistics operations, therefore traffic 
movements on a 24/7 basis 

 Was intended for landscaping as part of the St Modwen scheme to retain the 
strategic “gap” between Crawley and Copthorne 

 Combination impacts with the permitted 500 homes on the same site 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Site specific requirements will be amended to refer to high quality design and 
landscaping in order to ensure provision of a landscape screen.  

 The site was appraised favourably in Site Selection Paper 4 and Sustainability 
Appraisal therefore is a suitable site for allocation, its location is supported by the 
NPPF 

 

Site/Policy: SA5 – Bolney Grange Business Park 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 10 Support: 1 Object: 7 Neutral: 2 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Lies in a mineral safeguarding area, need to assess potential for mineral sterilisation 
(West Sussex County Council) 

 No site-specific requirements related to biodiversity or green infrastructure, and no 
assessment of these in the Sustainability Appraisal (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

 Site extends outside the area of the Bolney Neighbourhood Plan, Parish Council 
requests a landscaping scheme is used to minimise the impact on views from the 
South Downs (Bolney Parish Council) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 None 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Discuss requirements with West Sussex County Council and amend policy wording 
to address the requirements for potential mineral sterilisation 

 Include biodiversity/landscaping requirements to the policy and address this in the 
Regulation 19 Sustainability Appraisal 
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Site/Policy: SA6 – Marylands Nursery 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 3 Support: 0 Object: 1 Neutral: 2 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Lies in a mineral safeguarding area, need to assess potential for mineral sterilisation 
(West Sussex County Council) 

 The Parish Council would like to see a height restriction, light pollution and 
landscaping plan for this site. (Bolney Parish Council) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 None 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Discuss requirements with West Sussex County Council and amend policy wording 
to address the requirements for potential mineral sterilisation 

 Site specific requirements will be added to refer to high quality design, height and 
landscaping 

 

Site/Policy: SA7 – Cedars, Brighton Road 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 6 Support: 0 Object: 4 Neutral: 2 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Site is adjacent to a waste management facility; development should not prevent or 
prejudice the continued use of the waste management facility (West Sussex County 
Council) 

 In our view, would constitute major development in an Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty (AONB) (CPRE) 

 Would require an assessment of whether this constitutes major development in the 
AONB and a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) (High Weald AONB 
Unit) 

 AONB site - agree that a LVIA should be carried out (Natural England) 

 Priority habitats/woodland should be referred to in the policy text (Natural England) 

 No infrastructure concerns (Thames Water) 

 No ecological information has been provided; policy should also include reference to 
net gains in biodiversity (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 None 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Assessment to be carried out to determine whether development is major 
development in the AONB in the context of Para 172 of the NPPF 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Landscape and Visual Impact 
assessment (LVIA) 

 Amend policy text to address West Sussex County Council comments regarding the 
waste management facility. 

 Amend policy text to refer to priority habitats and ecology requirements 
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Site/Policy: SA8 – Pease Pottage Nurseries 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 6 Support: 0 Object: 4 Neutral: 2 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Site is adjacent to a waste management facility; development should not prevent or 
prejudice the continued use of the waste management facility (West Sussex County 
Council) 

 In our view, would constitute major development in an Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty (AONB) (CPRE) 

 Would require an assessment of whether this constitutes major development in the 
AONB and a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) (High Weald AONB 
Unit) 

 AONB site - agree that a LVIA should be carried out (Natural England) 

 Priority habitats/woodland should be referred to in the policy text. Ancient woodland 
present on site (Natural England) 

 No infrastructure concerns (Thames Water) 

 No ecological information has been provided; policy should also include reference to 
net gains in biodiversity (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 None 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Site has been promoted by the same landowner as the waste facility (car breakers 
yard), will liaise with the landowner to ensure it does not prejudice continued use 

 Assessment to be carried out to determine whether development is major 
development in the AONB in the context of Para 172 of the NPPF 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Landscape and Visual Impact 
assessment (LVIA) 

 Amend policy text to refer to priority habitats, ecology and protection of ancient 
woodland 

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers 
to biodiversity net gain. These principles will be made clearer in the Regulation 19 
version of the Sites DPD. 

 

Site/Policy: SA9 – Science and Technology Park 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 19 Support: 2 Object: 13 Neutral: 4 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Mix of B1/B2 uses, this is a similar aim to Horsham District Council who are seeking 
to strengthen this offer. Need to acknowledge the focus of the S&TP and ensure it is 
complementary to Horsham’s proposed offer. (Horsham District Council) 

 Include wording to address the eastern parcel being allocated in the West Sussex 
Waste Local Plan, and that uses could be complementary, plus urban design 
principles (West Sussex County Council) 

 Further modelling work will be required to determine the scale of development, and 
sustainable transport and other mitigation measures to minimise disruption and delay 
on the highways network (West Sussex County Council) 

 Pleased to see inclusion of flood risk and drainage in the site-specific requirements, 
and that the area of flood zones 2/3 will remain undeveloped (Environment Agency) 

 Depending on trajectory, may trigger the requirement to replace the regulator to 
ensure the site could connect to the gas network satisfactorily (Southern Gas 
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Networks) 

 Concerned about loss of biodiversity, need to include a requirement to deliver net 
gains in biodiversity (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 Impose a condition related to car parking in order to encourage sustainable travel, 
and impose TPOs on all significant trees (CPRE) 

 Would like to understand the phasing of the project and what constitutes “science” 
companies 

 Consider blocking off Cuckfield Road so that it is no longer a through road, to save 
accidents 

 Object due to flooding, loss of biodiversity, woodland. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Continue discussions with Horsham District Council. Note that the principles for uses 
at the Science and Technology Park were established in the District Plan, and that 
this allocation is only specifying the exact site and policy requirements 

 Commission further modelling of the A23/A2300 junction and other mitigation 
measures, including phasing (level of development within the plan period) as part of 
the Regulation 19 version of the Transport Study.  

 Phasing work, once completed by the promoter, will be shared with Southern Gas 
Networks 

 Amend policy wording to respond to changes suggested by West Sussex County 
Council regarding the waste allocation, and Sussex Wildlife Trust. 
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Housing Sites 

Site/Policy:  
SA12 – 96 Folders Lane, Burgess Hill 
SA13 – South of Folders Lane, Burgess Hill 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 830 Support: 21 Object: 802 Neutral: 7 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

(Note: The comments for these sites have been reported together, as most comments 
received were duplicate responses related to both sites. Where the comment relates to a 
specific site, this is labelled as such) 
Transport 

 Reassurance sought regarding transport impacts on highway network in Lewes 
District and proposed details of all mitigation required.  (Lewes & Eastbourne DC).  

 Traffic issues will be compounded by the extent of additional development proposed 
in this area (Ditchling Parish Council/Burgess Hill Town Council/Haywards Heath 
Town Council/CPRE/Hassocks Parish Council).  

 Concern regarding traffic impacts on village of Ditchling, development will erode the 
rural buffer between Burgess Hill and the SDNP harming its setting – landscape 
evidence required to inform capacity/mitigation – landscape assessment not just 
views and should also include setting, tranquillity and dark skies of the park (SDNP 
Authority).  

 No transport assessment has been carried out and existing issues will be 
compounded (Hassocks Parish Council). 

 Contract with Metrobus needed for sustainable transport between Burgess Hill and 
Haywards Heath. Haywards Heath to Burgess Hill cycle path must be delivered and 
highway mitigation provided to address impact of this development on Haywards 
Heath (Haywards Heath Town Council). 

Landscape / Biodiversity 

 Query policy requirement for central open space (SA13) – southern area of site could 
better respect the settlement form and add to a landscape/ecological buffer to the 
Park. (SDNP Authority, CPRE). 

 Concern regarding the impact on the setting of SDNP, rural edge of Burgess Hill and 
high-quality biodiversity (CPRE). 

Evidence 

 Evidence to identify appropriate assessment of the heritage assets has been 
undertaken on protection of the setting of the asset or assessing archaeology has not 
been provided (Historic England).  

 Limited capacity currently exists in the local sewerage infrastructure to accommodate 
the development. This is not a constraint to development and policy wording should 
be amended to align occupation with delivery of new wastewater infrastructure 
(Southern Water). 

 Evidence to determine the ecological value of the site has not been provided. 
Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure policy requirement should be strengthened to 
ensure mitigation hierarchy is adhered to – amend wording (West Sussex Wildlife 
Trust). 

 The impacts of existing major development are not yet fully understood, and a more 
strategic and cumulative assessment should be taken for future housing sites. 
Allocation is contrary to various Development Plan Policies. Loss of trees will impact 
on the aim of being carbon neutral by 2050. Loss of important green corridor 
(Burgess Hill Town Council). 

 The allocation goes beyond the level of housing required in the plan period for 
Burgess Hill. Lack of consultation with neighbouring authorities. Development will 
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harm the setting of the SDNP and biodiversity. It will erode the gap between the 
settlements (Ditchling Parish Council). 

Comments from Residents/Other 

Transport 

 Unsafe vehicular access via Broadlands and lack of pavement. (SA13) 

 Construction vehicles have already adversely affected the streets in the area. 

 Transport assessment flawed – does not include Folders Lane and Keymer Road 
junction. Does not include any appropriate mitigation in the vicinity of the site. 

Site Selection 

 Support the allocation of these sites as they are in a sustainable location and will 
meet the housing needs within this area. (Residents and Site Promoter) 

 No justification for choosing to allocate the site when these sites have been rejected 
numerous times in the past and no transport study has been undertaken to assess 
the impacts on already congested highway network and associated air pollution.  

 Housing need should be spread fairly across the district based on planning decisions 
– Burgess Hill has taken a disproportionate amount of housing.  

 The site selection Member’s working group was not representative of the elected 
Councillors following May 2019 elections.  

 Haywards Golf Club scored higher than Folders Lane sites in the Site Selection 
Paper and Sustainability Appraisal yet was not allocated. 

Landscape / Biodiversity 

 Site contains significant ecological value including ancient hedgerows and 
indigenous wildlife. 

 Concern regarding impact on SDNP and biodiversity.  

 Will erode the natural landscape.  

 Loss of green space. 
Infrastructure 

 No planned infrastructure – schools, doctor's surgeries, water, sewerage systems, 
car parks. 

 Negative impact on house values.  

 Drainage and flood risk will be exacerbated – Ockley Lane often floods. 
 

Actions to Address Objections 

Transport 

 The Systra Strategic Transport Assessment identified no site-specific issues. The 
Site promoters are carrying out a site-specific Transport Assessment and will enter 
pre-application discussions with West Sussex County Council Highway Authority to 
assess the more detailed highway impacts and safety issues and identify any 
required mitigation.   

 Close working with Lewes DC and East Sussex CC will continue and the next version 
of the Strategic Transport Assessment will include a more detailed assessment of 
cross-boundary transport impacts. 

 The Strategic Transport Assessment will make clearer the localised impacts and 
associated mitigation within the next version.  

 Sustainable transport infrastructure improvements are included in detail in the 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) and policy wording will be amended to include 
requirement to detail sustainable infrastructure improvements along with broader 
infrastructure requirements including any necessary contributions to schools, sports 
facilities, community infrastructure, healthcare and education. 

Site Selection 

 Site was assessed in the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) in 

the past, however the reasons for rejecting the site in the past have been addressed 

by the more up-to-date and site specific evidence base for the Sites DPD – 
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particularly the Strategic Transport Assessment. 

 Site Selection Paper 3: Housing and the Sustainability Appraisal contain the 

justification for selecting and rejecting individual sites and site options. The decision 

to publish the Sites DPD for consultation was made by Council which consists of 

Members from across the district. 

 

Evidence 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment (LVIA) which will provide evidence on yield which can be achieved and 
inform additional elements to consider including where open space should be located 
– consider amending policy wording once LVIA seen. Policy amended to refer to 
setting, not just views from the Park. 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Heritage assessment in relation to 
archaeology and the adjacent listed building which will inform the layout and yield. 
 

Policy Wording 

 ‘Utilities’ policy wording to be amended to reflect comments raised. 

 Biodiversity policy wording to be amended to accord with Sussex Wildlife Trust 
advice 

 Site promoter will be required to address any potential flooding issues in accordance 
with the policy – policy wording will be strengthened to make this clear (SA13) 

 Sites DPD will be amended to make clear the status and role of the Infrastructure 
Delivery Plan regarding infrastructure requirements. 
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Site/Policy: SA14 - Land South of Selby Close, Burgess Hill 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 12 Support: 0 Object: 8 Neutral: 4 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Traffic issues between Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath will be compounded and 
therefore additional infrastructure improvements/financial support is needed to 
mitigate the adverse effects on the Town, (Haywards Heath Town Council). 

 Remove the requirement to protect Southern Water’s infrastructure as our records do 
not show the need for this (Southern Water) 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 Impacts on residential amenity in terms of views and height as a tall building would 
be needed to accommodate 12 flats.  

 There are rumours that the community use is for temporary housing. MSDC need to 
be more specific about the proposed plans for ‘community use’. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Site promoter is required to carry out a site-specific transport assessment and obtain 

pre-application advice from West Sussex County Council on the suitability of detailed 

highways arrangements. 

 Amend policy to provide clarity over community use and amend policy wording to 

provide detail regarding the height of the building. 

 Amend policy text to remove the requirement to protect Southern Water’s 

infrastructure 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording.  
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Site/Policy: SA15 - Land South of Southway, Burgess Hill 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 69 Support: 2 Object: 65 Neutral: 2 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 The allocation is on a Local Green Space (LGS) which is not compliant with NPPF 
policies. The Burgess Hill Neighbourhood Plan designated this area as part of an 
important “green lung” for the west of Burgess Hill, a function which does not require 
accessibility (Sussex Wildlife Trust). 

 The site is an important wildlife site including for nightingales, a species on the red 
list and in danger of extinction (Burgess Hill Town Council). 

 Traffic issues will be compounded between Haywards Heath and Burgess Hill and 
therefore additional financial support/infrastructure improvements are needed to 
mitigate the adverse effects on the Town. (Haywards Heath Town Council) 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 Conflicts with District Plan Policy DP38, which refers to enhancing biodiversity. There 
are numerous species on this site which are afforded statutory protection.  

 Burgess Hill Neighbourhood Plan designated this site as a Local Green Space on the 
basis it is well used for recreational purposes and an important 'green lung' for the 
west of Burgess Hill. 

 Concerns regarding pedestrian safety, lack of provision of sufficient vehicle parking, 
congestion and inappropriate access roads width. 

 The proposed access from Linnet Lane is not suitable as it would be located between 
2 blind bends and directly opposite existing resident drives 

 Concerns about due process for site selection regarding geographical and political 
balance of the sites Member Working Group. 

 The site boundary encroaches onto Croudace Homes land and a more precise land 
ownership plan is required. 

 There is a covenant on the land which means this land cannot be built on/ developed. 

 Burgess Hill is carrying a disproportionate share of the burden for Mid Sussex's 
expansion plans in relation to its infrastructure. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 The NPPF allows for an LGS designation to be subsequently allocated for a different 
purpose in a subsequent Development Plan Document if this is evidenced and 
justified. Carry out additional evidence to support justification for development in 
LGS. 

 Site promoter is required to undertake an ecological survey to inform development 
proposals and to identify measures to deliver ecological enhancements and ensure 
there is a net-gain to biodiversity 

 Site promoter is required to undertake a transport assessment including traffic and 
parking surveys and to obtain pre-application advice from West Sussex County 
Council Highways on suitability of the detailed highway arrangements.  

 Site promoter to provide evidence on land ownership. Site promoter has confirmed 
that there are no restrictive covenants relating to this site. 

 Discuss requirements with West Sussex County Council and amend policy wording 
to address the requirements for potential mineral sterilisation 

 Site Selection Paper 3: Housing and the Sustainability Appraisal contain the 
justification for selecting and rejecting individual sites and site options. The decision 
to publish the Sites DPD for consultation was made by Council which consists of 
Members from across the district. 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 
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Site/Policy: SA16 – The Brow and St. Wilfrid's Catholic Primary 
School, School Close, Burgess Hill 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 18 Support: 2 Object: 12 Neutral: 4 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 This allocation is supported in light of work carried out through the Mid Sussex 
Growth Deal and the Burgess Hill Strategic Growth Programme. Various Sustainable 
Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy requirement for this 
site (West Sussex County Council) 

 Confirmation from Diocese that they have put in place actions and agreements which 
would allow St Wilfrid’s Catholic Primary School to move to a new site adjacent to St 
Paul’s Catholic College in agreement with West Sussex County Council (Diocese of 
Arundel and Brighton Education Service). 

 Object to any loss of playing field unless it was justified through the current playing 
pitch strategy (PPS) or mitigation is provided (Sport England). 

 Traffic issues between Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath will be compounded and 
therefore additional financial support is needed to mitigate the adverse effects on the 
Town, by provision of financial or infrastructure improvements (Haywards Heath 
Town Council). 

 Wish to further understand the impact on primary education in this area. Site 
allocations should be considered in a more strategic manner. Question the 
deliverability and timeframe as the site involves numerous stakeholders (Burgess Hill 
Town Council). 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 Increased traffic congestion and lack of school places in town centre. 

 Relocation of the school to the outskirts will result in further journeys for parents and 
children across the town.  

Actions to Address Objections 

 Viability and masterplanning to demonstrate deliverability and the timeframe for this 
has been commissioned as part of the One Public Estate bid.  A report on these 
aspects will be produced. 

 Continue ongoing consultation with West Sussex County Council (WSCC) regarding 

pupil places and provide an evidence paper on this matter.  

 Site promoter is required to carry out a site-specific transport assessment and obtain 
pre-application advice from West Sussex County Council on the suitability of detailed 
highways arrangements 

 Site promoter to ensure re-provision of playing fields to satisfy Sport England 
concerns 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 
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Site/Policy: SA17 – Woodfield House, Isaacs Lane, Burgess Hill 
Number of Representations Received 

Total: 8 Support: 1 Object: 4 Neutral: 3 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

 Contract with Metrobus needed for sustainable transport between BH and HH. HH to 
BH cycle path must be delivered and highway mitigation provided to address impact 
on Haywards Heath. Direct provision of infrastructure improvements may be more 
practical than S106. (Haywards Heath Town Council) 

 Concerns of safety and the impact for residents using Isaacs Lane and the Bolnore 
Roundabouts. (Haywards Heath Town Council) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 None. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 

 Site-specific Transport Assessment has been provided as part of current planning 
application. Site promoter will be required to obtain pre-application advice from West 
Sussex County Council on the suitability of detailed highways arrangements 
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Site/Policy: SA18 – EG Police Station, East Grinstead 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 31 Support: 3 Object: 22 Neutral: 6 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 The site should be used for the community – sheltered housing for elderly or 
disabled. Height should be limited to 2 storeys (East Grinstead Labour Society). 

 Evidence to determine the impact of the proposed allocation on the designated 
heritage asset not provided (Historic England). 

 Appropriate mitigation will be necessary to protect the Ashdown Forest (Natural 
England). 

 Limited capacity currently exists in the local sewerage infrastructure to accommodate 
the development, this is not a constraint however planning policy should ensure that 
conditions ensure occupation of development is phased to align with delivery of new 
wastewater infrastructure. Policy wording should be amended (Southern Water). 

 Consideration should be given to the impact on the conservation area. Community 
infrastructure and highways improvements must be sought. Requirement of adequate 
car parking and traffic management should be explicit in the policy and the Town 
Council should be directly involved in the process (East Grinstead Town Council). 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 Concern regarding traffic impacts, parking facilities, access arrangements and the 
need for safety improvements. Lack of sustainable transport measures. Need for EG 
Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) with purpose-built cycle routes 
along with wider sustainable transport measures to reduce car use. Development is 
unsustainable. 

 Concern regarding the impact on the conservation area.  

 Harmful impact from construction phase on users of nearby facilities – air 
quality/noise.  

 Memorial trees and existing significant trees on site should not be moved/lost.  

 Harm to neighbouring amenity. 

 Covenant on any building within the Park exists.  

 Flood risk and potential instability of the embankment adjacent to Blackwell Hollow. 

 East Grinstead is saturated with flats and existing services are under significant 
pressure. 

 Three storeys is too high. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 

 No issues have been identified in the Strategic Transport Assessment however a 
detailed transport assessment would be secured at the planning application stage to 
ensure highway safety is maintained and safe access is achieved. Policy wording 
updated to include requirement to make any necessary safety improvements and 
contributions towards sustainable transport infrastructure.  

 Covenants do not prohibit the ability to allocate the site or approve planning 
permission however if they do exist the details will be explored with the site promoter 
/landowner. 

 The Site promoter is required to carry out a preliminary assessment of ground 
instability which will inform the yield/layout. Amend the policy wording to include a 
slope stability risk assessment report to ensure that adequate and environmentally 
acceptable mitigation measures are in place/are provided.  
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 Amend ‘Utilities’ policy wording to address comments raised 

 Amend policy to make clear that parking standards will be applied in accordance with 
the adopted standards in the Development plan and details assessed through the 
submission of a Transport Assessment in support of the planning application.  

 Site promoter advised to engage in pre-application discussion with Historic England 
and undertake any work necessary.  

 Amend ‘Historic Environment and Cultural Heritage’ policy wording to address 
comments raised. 

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers 
to Ashdown Forest. These principles will be made clearer in the Regulation 19 
version of the Sites DPD. 
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Site/Policy: SA19 – Crawley Down Road, East Grinstead 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 38 Support: 4 Object: 27 Neutral: 7 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Traffic impact a concern on A264 – Safeguarding land for Strategic Highway 
Improvements (SA35) should be extended to include the Dukes Head roundabout 
and junctions between Vicarage Road and Grange Road with Turners Hill Road 
(Worth Parish Council).  

 Appropriate financial contributions towards delivering necessary strategic highway 
improvements, including in Surrey, should be secured and reference to potential 
need for cross boundary mitigation should be explicit; measures should include 
impacts on the wider A22/A264 corridor (Surrey CC). 

 Early communication with Surrey CC is necessary regarding the access which is 
within Surrey (Tandridge District Council).  

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

 Policy wording in relation to flood risk is supported (Environment Agency). 

 Impact on Hedgecourt Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) - green space on site 
will therefore be critical. Potential harmful impact on ancient woodland - substantial 
semi-natural buffer and woodland management plan should be required. Enhanced 
ecological connectivity between the ancient woodland and wider landscape is critical. 
Ashdown Forest mitigation will be necessary and the proposed Suitable Alternative 
Natural Greenspace (SANG) needs to be in line with guidance and Natural England 
consulted (Natural England).   

 More evidence of the baseline biodiversity data and cumulative impacts with SA20 
(Imberhorne Farm) required. Biodiversity policy needs updating (Sussex Wildlife 
Trust). 

 Allocation must support existing and new community infrastructure and address 
highways and access, habitats and sustainability; the access may require 3rd party 
land. Concern regarding coalescence. Policy should be amended to address 
concerns relating to highway impacts and coalescence. (East Grinstead Town 
Council).   

 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 The surface of the Public Right of Way (PRoW) should be upgraded and permeability 
for non-car users is key to delivering sustainable travel objectives. 

 Need to ensure design does not exacerbate flooding.  

 Concern regarding traffic impacts. 

 Insufficient infrastructure and services to support the development.  

 Concern regarding traffic impacts, parking facilities, access arrangements and the 
need for safety improvements. Lack of sustainable transport measures. Need for EG 
Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) with purpose-built cycle routes 
along with wider sustainable transport measures to reduce car use. Development is 
unsustainable. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Amend the Sites DPD to make clear the status and role of the Infrastructure Delivery 

Plan (IDP) regarding infrastructure requirements. 

 Amend IDP to include recommended sustainable transport infrastructure and refer to 

this in policy wording. 

 Amend policy to incorporate Natural England advice. 

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers 
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to Ashdown Forest. These principles will be made clearer in the Regulation 19 
version of the Sites DPD. 

 Make ecological data available for consultees, audit biodiversity data and outcomes. 

 Amend biodiversity policy wording to address comments raised 

 Access arrangement and land ownership will be further explored with the site 
promoter and Surrey CC / Tandridge DC / West Sussex County Council 

 Site promoter is required to carry out a detailed site-specific Transport Assessment 
and enter pre-application discussions with Surrey County Council to assess the more 
detailed highways impacts and safety issues, and identify mitigation 

 Site promoter is required to carry out an ecological survey 

 Amend policy wording to make clear there is a requirement for a Flood Risk 
Assessment. 
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Site/Policy: SA20 – Imberhorne Lane, East Grinstead 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 69 Support: 6 Object: 50 Neutral: 13 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Appropriate financial contributions towards delivering necessary strategic highway 
improvements, including in Surrey, should be secured and reference to potential 
need for cross boundary mitigation should be explicit; measures should include 
impacts on the wider A22/A264 corridor (Surrey CC). 

 Support the provision of land for early years and primary school and GP surgery. 
Contributions towards junction improvements should be sought where design 
identified (Tandridge). 

 Reference to location in 7km buffer for the Ashdown Forest SPA or cross reference 
to policy DP17 should be made. Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspace (SANG) 
provision supported in principle. Cross boundary discussion with East Sussex County 
Council (ESCC) is necessary regarding highways and education (Wealden). 

 Contaminated land policy wording does not refer to historic landfill around the farm 
which could impact on layout. (Environment Agency). 

 Concern regarding the effects on the setting of grade II* listed assets. Heritage 
Impact Assessment should be undertaken (Historic England). 

 Impact on Hedgecourt Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) - green space on site 
will therefore be critical. Potential harmful impact on ancient woodland - substantial 
semi-natural buffer, beyond the 15m minimum in the policy and woodland 
management plan should be required. Enhanced ecological connectivity between the 
ancient woodland and wider landscape is critical. Ashdown Forest mitigation will be 
necessary and the proposed Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspace (SANG) needs 
to be in line with guidance and Natural England consulted (Natural England).   

 Limited current capacity exists in the local sewerage infrastructure to accommodate 
the development, not a constraint however planning policy should therefore ensure 
that conditions ensure occupation of development is phased to align with delivery of 
new wastewater infrastructure. Policy wording should be amended (Southern Water). 

 Biodiversity policy needs updating. Ecological survey results should be provided – 
concern regarding habitat loss and inclusion of section of the Worth Way Local 
Wildlife Site (LWS) (Sussex Wildlife Trust). 

 Concern regarding coalescence. Clarity regarding the SANG required. Transport 
impacts. (Felbridge Parish Council). 

 Allocation must support existing and new community infrastructure and address 
highways and access, habitats and sustainability; the access may require 3rd party 
land. Concern regarding coalescence. Policy should be amended to address 
concerns relating to highway impacts and coalescence – Suitable Alternative Natural 
Greenspace (SANG) should be used to preserve the gap between settlements.  
(East Grinstead Town Council).   

Comments from Residents/Other 

 Road network is congested 

 Good quality cycle network needed in this area to remove cars from the road network 
Landscape and habitat implications from this large-scale development 

 Excessive number of houses in the area, will impact on A22 

 There are already suitable brownfield sites that could accommodate the required 
amount of development 

 Few facilities nearby, meaning residents will need to drive to services 

 Fields and footpath are currently well used by residents, dog walkers, school children 

 Important to provide adequate housing in East Grinstead but this is the wrong 
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location 
 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Amend the Sites DPD to make clear the status and role of the Infrastructure Delivery 
Plan (IDP) regarding infrastructure requirements. 

 Amend IDP to include recommended sustainable transport infrastructure and refer to 
this in policy wording.  

 Jointly commission additional evidence with West Sussex County Council 
/Surrey/Tandridge to explore highways improvements related to the A22/A264 

 Cross boundary working will continue with all affected authorities.  

 Discuss requirements with West Sussex County Council and amend policy wording 
to address the requirements for potential mineral sterilisation 

 Site promoter advised to engage in pre-application discussion with Historic England 
and undertake any work necessary.  

 Update policy to incorporate Natural England advice. 

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers 
to Ashdown Forest. These principles will be made clearer in the Regulation 19 
version of the Sites DPD. 

 Make available up to date ecological survey information and assess the potential 
inclusion of a Local Wildlife Site. 

 Amend ‘Utilities’ policy wording to address Southern Water comments. 

 Carry out further work with the site promoter to determine the extent of proposed 
SANG. Work with site promoter re SANG location to address the concerns regarding 
coalescence. 

 Site promoter is required to carry out a detailed site-specific Transport Assessment 
and enter pre-application discussions with West Sussex County Council to assess 
the more detailed highways impacts and safety issues, and identify mitigation 

 Review Contaminated Land records in relation to site and update policy requirements 
where necessary. 
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Site/Policy: SA21 – Rogers Farm, Fox Hill, Haywards Heath 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 16 Support: 1 Object: 14 Neutral: 1 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Reassurance sought regarding transport impacts on highway network in Lewes 
District and proposed details of all mitigation required.  (Lewes & Eastbourne DC).  

 An assessment of impacts on heritage significance should be undertaken as a basis 
for the site selection. (Historic England) 

 The requirements under Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure should be 
strengthened. (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

 In principle Haywards Heath Town Council (HHTC) objects to the inclusion of this 
site. This site conflicts with Haywards Heath Neighbourhood Plan (HHNP) as it is not 
within the approved built line. (HHTC and Wivelsfield Parish Council) 

 Serious flooding issues – need for a full drainage report detailing how this ongoing 
problem will be rectified. Concerned with wastewater evacuation procedures (HHTC) 

 Planning application in for this site previously refused and upheld at appeal. (HHTC 
and WPC) 

 Allocation would require the provision of traffic lights at the junction of Fox 
Hill/Hurstwood Lane, combined with a speed limit reduction to 30 MPH. (HHTC) 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

Comments from Residents/Other 

 Previously refused scheme (at appeal). 

 Flood risk. 

 Road safety. 

 Impact on the grade II listed building opposite. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Amend policy requirements under Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure to reflect 
Sussex Wildlife Trust requirements. 

 Detail regarding localised impact re cross-boundary impacts to be presented in 
forthcoming Strategic Transport report 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Heritage assessment and undertake any 
work as necessary.   

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 

 Address flood risk comments within policy wording, seek additional information if 
required 

 Site promoter is required to carry out a detailed site-specific Transport Assessment 
and enter pre-application discussions with West Sussex County Council to assess 
the more detailed highways impacts and safety issues, and identify mitigation 
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Site/Policy: SA22 – Land north of Burleigh Lane, Crawley Down 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 21 Support: 1 Object: 17 Neutral: 3 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

 An assessment of impacts on heritage significance should be undertaken as a basis 
for the site selection. (Historic England) 

 Appropriate mitigation necessary to address impacts on Ashdown Forest. (Natural 
England) 

 Existing local sewerage infrastructure has limited capacity to accommodate the 
proposed development – reinforcement of the wastewater network will be required 
ahead of connection of new development. (Southern Water) 

 The requirements under Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure should be 
strengthened. (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

 The assessment of access is incorrect as it will require an existing property to be 
purchased and demolished, therefore not sustainable development. (Worth Parish 
Council) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 Impact on schools, and health centre. 

 Copthorne and Crawley Down have exceeded their housing targets while other 
villages have not. 

 Insufficient existing drainage, both in storm water and sewage. 

 Impact on wildlife. 

 Impact on ancient woodland - Burleigh Wood. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Site proponent to provide transport assessment and seek pre-application advice from 
West Sussex County Council Highways. Site promoter to provide details on specific 
access arrangements. 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers 
to infrastructure, ancient woodland and Ashdown Forest. These principles will be 
made clearer in the Regulation 19 version of the Sites DPD. 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Heritage assessment and engage in pre-
application discussion with Historic England and undertake any work necessary.   

 ‘Utilities’ policy wording to be amended to reflect comments raised. 

 Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure policy to be amended to reflect Sussex Wildlife 
Trust. 
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Site/Policy: SA23 – Land at Hanlye Lane to the east of Ardingly 
Road, Cuckfield 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 16 Support: 1 Object: 11 Neutral: 4 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

 About half of this proposed allocation is occupied by good quality semi-improved 
grassland priority habitat, which is not referred to. (Natural England) 

 Existing local sewerage infrastructure has limited capacity to accommodate the 
proposed development – reinforcement of the wastewater network will be required 
ahead of connection of new development. (Southern Water) 

 The requirements under Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure should be 
strengthened. There must also be a requirement for a 15-metre buffer to the north of 
Horsegate Wood ancient woodland. (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

 The landscape, ecology and other features on this site are particularly sensitive to 
change and the site should not be expected to accommodate 55 dwellings – 
recommended capacity of 20 dwellings. (Cuckfield Parish Council) 

 Suggested text changes to prevent development of southern field, remove reference 
to high density development, guidance for trees and hedges, to transfer the southern 
field to the Parish Council, infrastructure requirements. (Cuckfield Parish Council) 

 Conflicts with Neighbourhood Plan. (Cuckfield Parish Council) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 None. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out further ecological work 

 Remove reference to “high density development” in policy text 

 Ancient woodland is in a small part of south eastern corner of the southern field 
forming part of the boundary. It is not proposed to develop this field as stated in this 
policy, therefore there is no requirement for a 15m buffer. 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Landscape and Visual Impact 
assessment (LVIA) which may impact the yield for this site 

 Site promoter to liaise with Parish Council regarding feasibility of transfer of southern 
field to them. 

 Utilities policy criteria already refers to Southern Water suggested text. 

 Amend Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure policy criteria to Sussex Wildlife Trust 
suggested text. 
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Site/Policy: SA24 – Land to the north of Shepherd’s Walk, 
Hassocks 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 76 Support: 2 Object: 71 Neutral: 3 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Support the provision of a tunnel as it would complement non-motorised connectivity 
to the SDNP (South Downs National Park) 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

 Pleased to see detailed site-specific requirements related to flood risk, satisfied with 
the proposals related to the planning application therefore no objection (Environment 
Agency) 

 MSDC has not made sufficient self-build plots available, therefore this site should be 
designated self-build (Hassocks Parish Council). 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 Ignores local resident wishes, undermines the Neighbourhood Plan 

 Habitats, wildlife, local infrastructure will suffer 

 Friars Oak Fields have been designated as a Local Green Space in the 
Neighbourhood Plan 

 Contravenes the District Plan (residual requirements in DP6) 

 Wasn’t included in the District Plan or Neighbourhood Plan, therefore shouldn’t be 
included now 

 Hassocks cannot take any more development. It has fulfilled its housing obligations. 

 Field is a vital community asset, much needed open space 

 Significant flooding 

 Impact on Air Quality Management Area 

 Rydon have already received permission for this site 

 Traffic pressure, particularly on Ockley Lane in combination with other sites and on 
London Road/Stonepound Crossroads 

 Object to the rerouting of a footpath 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Many issues raised have been addressed as part of the approved planning 
application. Policy text will be amended to address the latest position and update 
evidence submitted as part of the planning application.  

 Neighbourhood Plan is not yet “made”, Examiner has submitted his report into the 
Neighbourhood Plan and recommended the deletion of the proposed designation of 
this as a Local Green Space.  

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 
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Site/Policy: SA25 – Selsfield Road, Ardingly 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 120 Support: 2 Object: 111 Neutral: 7 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 NPPF tests related to major development in the Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
apply and need to be met before the allocation can be taken forward. Landscape and 
Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) needs to inform if the allocation is taken forward 
(CPRE & High Weald AONB Unit). 

 Evidence is not provided to identify appropriate assessment of the heritage assets 
has been undertaken on protection of the setting of the asset or assessing 
archaeology (Historic England).  

 Appropriate mitigation will be necessary to protect the Ashdown Forest. LVIA should 
be undertaken and include impacts on historic setting. (Natural England). 

 Existing sewerage infrastructure has limited capacity to deal with this development, 
although this is not a constraint. Wastewater network improvements required, which 
will be an infrastructure charge to developers (Southern Water) 

 Site is adjacent to a football/cricket pitch, possibility housing could suffer from ‘ball 
strike’ – ball strike survey would need to be carried out (Sport England) 

 Development is too large for the village, will increase the size of the village by 13%.  
This level of development is not required (re DP6). Within an Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty (AONB). Ardingly lacks services, site is not sustainable 
(environmentally or otherwise). Traffic and access issues within the village. Policy 
wording changes suggested. Location of a replacement scout hut requires 
consideration. (Ardingly Parish Council) 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 Support the sale to support the showground, however, disagree with the site yield as 
it is too high 

 Scale of the site is too large for the village 

 Public transport in the village is not sufficient 

 Primary school is not large enough to support this development 

 Health services are too distant 

 Proximity to listed buildings and conservation area adjacent 

 Traffic issues within the village 

 Loss of Showground Car Park which may have implications in the village during 
large-scale events 

 Support this site over the other two sites considered within the Parish 

 Would conflict with the aims and objectives of the Neighbourhood Plan 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 

 Assessment to be carried out to determine whether development is major 
development in the AONB in the context of Para 172 of the NPPF and liaising with 
promotors to secure further evidence including submission of a LVIA.  

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers 
to Ashdown Forest. These principles will be made clearer in the Regulation 19 
version of the Sites DPD.  

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Landscape and Visual Impact 
assessment (LVIA) 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Heritage assessment and engage in pre-
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application discussion with Historic England and undertake any work necessary.   

 Site promoter will be required to assess potential for ‘Ball strike’ and take necessary 
actions in consultation with Sport England. 

 Update policy wording to incorporate Natural England advice. 

 Site Selection Paper 3: Housing and the Sustainability Appraisal contain the 
justification for selecting and rejecting individual sites and site options. The decision 
to publish the Sites DPD for consultation was made by Council which consists of 
Members from across the district. 

 

 

Site/Policy: SA26 – Hammerwood Road, Ashurst Wood 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 24 Support: 2 Object: 20 Neutral: 2 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Not clear how potential for cross-boundary impacts (e.g traffic and education) and the 
setting of the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) have been addressed. Site 
is within the 7km zone. Policy requirements could be added to address these issues 
(Wealden District Council) 

 Lies within a mineral safeguarding area, consider potential for mineral sterilisation 
(West Sussex County Council) 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

 Pleased to see requirements related to contamination are fully considered, as the site 
is located on a secondary aquifer (Environment Agency) 

 AONB – absence of a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment and assessment of 
whether the development is “major” (High Weald AONB Unit & Natural England) 

 Priority habitat woodland is present on part of the site, this needs to be referred to in 
the policy text(Natural England) 

 Appropriate mitigation will be required as the site is within 7km of the Ashdown 
Forest (Natural England) 

 Need to conserve and enhance areas of wildlife value, net gain in biodiversity 
(Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

 Site appears to be predominantly woodland, not a workshop (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 Village is being bombarded with larger developments 

 Village infrastructure is stretched to capacity 

 Should not be including sites that are within the AONB 

 Ashurst Wood has already identified sufficient sites to meet its housing needs 

 Twelve houses does not sound like it would contribute affordable housing which is 
much needed 

 Landowners disagree about the provision of allotments on the site 

 Creeping development/infill/outside the built-up area 

 Adjacent development was agreed on the proviso there would be no more 
development south of the road 

 SHELAA is out of date as it was published over a year ago 

 There are other, better sites in Ashurst Wood 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Assessment to be carried out to determine whether development is major 
development in the AONB in the context of Para 172 of the NPPF 

 Discuss requirements with West Sussex County Council and amend policy wording 
to address the requirements for potential mineral sterilisation 
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 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Landscape and Visual Impact 
assessment (LVIA)  

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers 
to Ashdown Forest. These principles will be made clearer in the Regulation 19 
version of the Sites DPD. 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 

 Cross boundary working will continue with all affected authorities. 

 Update policy wording to incorporate Natural England advice. 

 Amend Biodiversity criteria to Sussex Wildlife Trust suggested text. 
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Site/Policy: SA27 – Land at St Martin Close, Handcross 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 10 Support: 3 Object: 5 Neutral: 2 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Require a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment and assessment as to whether 
this constitutes ‘major’ development in the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
(AONB)  (High Weald AONB Unit and CPRE). 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

 Southern Water's underground infrastructure crosses this site. This needs to be 
taken into account when designing the site layout (Southern Water). 

 Clarity is required in table 2.5 that this site is to deliver only 35 units and the adjacent 
site allocated in the Slaugham Neighbourhood Plan would deliver the other 30 units. 
The trigger points for the release of this site should also be mentioned in this policy 
(Slaugham Parish Council). 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 The Mid Sussex District Plan has identified that there is no need for additional 
development in Handcross. 

 There is abundance of wildlife on the site. 

 Impact of volume of additional traffic on local access roads. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Assessment to be carried out to determine whether development is major 
development in the AONB in the context of Para 172 of the NPPF 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Landscape and Visual Impact 
assessment (LVIA) 

 Include a criterion regarding protection of Southern Water’s infrastructure. 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended infrastructure 
contributions. 

 Site promoter is required to carry out a site-specific transport assessment 

 Clarify the quantity of development allocated by the Neighbourhood Plan and 
application of the trigger point 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 
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Site/Policy: SA28 – Land South of The Old Police House, 
Birchgrove Road, Horsted Keynes 
Number of Representations Received 

Total: 25 Support: 3 Object: 19 Neutral: 3 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

 Potential cross boundary impacts on infrastructure should be addressed in policy. 
Site located within Ashdown Forest 7km buffer and should therefore incorporate this 
issue within the policy or cross reference to policy DP17. (Wealden District Council) 

 Incorrect identification of Source Protection Zone (should be 3, not 1). (Environment 
Agency) 

 Absence of LVIA and need to address whether this is ‘major’ development. (High 
Weald AONB Unit) 

 An assessment of impacts on heritage significance should be undertaken as a basis 
for the site selection. (Historic England) 

 Mitigation will be necessary to address impacts on Ashdown Forest. (Natural 
England) 

 The requirements under Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure should be 
strengthened. (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 Impact on medieval field system, AONB, Ashdown Forest, habitats, wildlife, mature 
trees, rural public footpath, highways and access, infrastructure and amenities. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include West Sussex County Council 
recommended sustainable transport infrastructure. 

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers 
to Ashdown Forest. These principles will be made clearer in the Regulation 19 
version of the Sites DPD. 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Heritage Assessment and undertake any 
work as necessary.   

 Amend inaccuracy of Flood Risk and Drainage policy criteria noted by Environment 
Agency. 

 Amend Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure policy criteria to Sussex Wildlife Trust 
suggested text. 

 Assessment to be carried out to determine whether development is major 
development in the AONB in the context of Para 172 of the NPPF 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Landscape and Visual Impact 
assessment (LVIA) 
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Site/Policy: SA29 – Land south of St Stephens Church, Hamsland, 
Horsted Keynes 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 89 Support: 3 Object: 82 Neutral: 4 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Support this allocation subject to continued discussions regarding detailed policy 
criteria and any future planning applications (Horsted Keynes Parish Council) 

 Site is close to the boundary of Wealden District and it is not clear what the cross-
boundary infrastructure impacts would be (Wealden District Council).  

 Appropriate mitigation required as the site is within 7km of the Ashdown Forest 
(Natural England and Wealden District Council). 

 Require a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment and assessment as to whether 
this constitutes ‘major’ development in the AONB (High Weald AONB Unit & Natural 
England) 

 Green field site, ecological assessment required. Achieve a net gain in biodiversity 
(Sussex Wildlife Trust). 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 Disruption in terms of increased traffic, congestion and impacts on existing 
infrastructure.  

 The road width of Hamsland is insufficient which already serves 125 dwellings, 
extensive work would be required to widen access, this is unrealistic because of the 
steep slope, impact on pavement width affecting pedestrian safety, difficulties for 
emergency vehicles. 

 The Challoners/Hamsland area already has long standing parking difficulties which 
this development will exacerbate 

 The AONB Units’ assessment of the site should be re-examined. 

 The access would affect a large number of mature trees. 

 Impacts on wildlife, views from footpaths 

 There is an alternative site available which would not have access problems, namely 
Jeffreys Farm. 

 A petition has been signed by 350 residents objecting to the allocation of this site. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Promoter has carried out parking and traffic surveys, transport assessment and 
obtained pre-application advice from West Sussex County Council to demonstrate 
access arrangements are suitable and safe.  Have agreed also to improve local 
traffic conditions by setting back existing on street parking into the adjacent verge. 

 Assessment to be carried out to determine whether development is major 
development in the AONB in the context of Para 172 of the NPPF 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Landscape and Visual Impact 
assessment (LVIA) 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out ecological assessment. 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Tree Survey to confirm access 

arrangements are achievable. 

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers 
to Ashdown Forest. These principles will be made clearer in the Regulation 19 
version of the Sites DPD. 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 

 Cross boundary working will continue with all affected authorities. 
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Site/Policy: SA30 – Land to the north of Lyndon, Reeds Lane, 
Sayers Common 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 13 Support: 1 Object: 10 Neutral: 2 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

 Contrary to Hurstpierpoint and Sayers Common Neighbourhood Plan. Sayers 
Common lacks necessary infrastructure to support additional development. Transport 
impacts on Reeds Lane need to be assessed, as well as flood risk (Hurstpierpoint 
and Sayers Common Parish Council) 

 The requirements under Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure should be 
strengthened to make it clear that avoidance is always the first requirement as per 
the mitigation hierarchy. Further ecological assessment is required to be able to 
assess impacts on ecology (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 The allocation is not in accordance with the Hurstpierpoint and Sayers Common 
Neighbourhood Plan 

 Infrastructure in the village is insufficient 

 There is no need for additional housing in Sayers Common 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Site promoter is required to carry out a site-specific transport assessment and obtain 
pre-application advice from West Sussex County Council on the suitability of detailed 
highways arrangements 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out further ecological work 

 Site promoter is required to carry out a site-specific flood risk assessment 

 Amend the Sites DPD to make clear the status and role of the Infrastructure Delivery 

Plan (IDP) regarding infrastructure requirements. 

 Amend IDP to include recommended sustainable transport infrastructure and refer to 
this in policy wording. 
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Site/Policy: SA31 – Land to the rear Firlands, Church Road, 
Scaynes Hill 
Number of Representations Received 

Total: 29 Support: 4 Object: 23 Neutral: 2 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 Departure from ribbon development pattern. 

 Restrictive covenant with the owners of properties in Downs View Close which 
prevents any development of a significant part of the land the subject of SA31. 

 Impact on countryside, parking, highways, Scaynes Hill Common, and has a 
dangerous access. 

 Scaynes Hill is an unsustainable location. 

 Junction of Church Road and A272 would be affected 

 Houses along Nash Lane have outfalls from their septic tanks which drain onto the 
site. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 

 Covenants do not prohibit the ability to allocate the site or approve planning 
permission however if they do exist the details will be explored with the site promoter 
/landowner. 

 Site promoter is required to carry out a site-specific transport assessment and obtain 
pre-application advice from West Sussex County Council on the suitability of detailed 
highways arrangements 

 No objections received from water companies related to foul water drainage however 
issues re septic tanks to be explored further 
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Site/Policy: SA32 – Withypitts Farm, Turners Hill 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 30 Support: 2 Object: 24 Neutral: 4 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

 Small-scale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) site, incongruous with the 
countryside. Not a rural exception site. Council’s housing target doesn’t require its 
allocation (CPRE) 

 Require a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment and assessment as to whether 
this constitutes ‘major’ development in the AONB (High Weald AONB Unit & Natural 
England) 

 Heritage Assessment required (Historic England) 

 Appropriate mitigation required as the site is within 7km of Ashdown Forest (Natural 
England) 

 No infrastructure concerns based on information provided to date (Thames Water) 

 Turners Hill Parish Council strongly object as it brings no benefits to the village, 
public transport is poor, no health provision in the village, walk to the primary school 
is unsafe, access is dangerous, visual impact, last working farm in the Parish, AONB 
(Turners Hill Parish Council) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 None 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Assessment to be carried out to determine whether development is major 
development in the AONB in the context of Para 172 of the NPPF 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Landscape and Visual Impact 
assessment (LVIA) 

 Site promoter will be required to carry out a Heritage assessment and engage in pre-
application discussion with Historic England and undertake any work necessary.   

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers 
to Ashdown Forest. These principles will be made clearer in the Regulation 19 
version of the Sites DPD. 
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Site/Policy: SA33 – Ansty Cross Garage, Ansty 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 11 Support: 4 Object: 5 Neutral: 2 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Various Sustainable Transport measures are suggested to be included in the policy 
requirement for this site (West Sussex County Council) 

 Due to current sites use as a commercial filling station, consideration of potential 
contamination is required prior to redevelopment – site specific requirements could 
be strengthened to reflect this (Environment Agency) 

 Heritage Assessment required (Historic England) 

 Strongly object to the allocation as Ansty has already seen numerous developments 
in recent years. Traffic concerns (particularly regarding the roundabout). No 
infrastructure to support this development (Ansty and Staplefield Parish Council) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 None 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Site is not located on the filling station itself; it is located to the north (car showroom) 
– seek clarification from the Environment Agency and amend policy requirements if 
needed. 

 Amend Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) to include recommended sustainable 
transport infrastructure and refer to this in policy wording. 

 Developer will be required to carry out a Heritage assessment and undertake any 
work as necessary to assist. 

 

General Policies 

Policy: SA34 – Existing Employment Sites 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 11 Support: 2 Object: 6 Neutral: 3 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Object to the inclusion of Old Court House, East Grinstead – it is not in B1/B2/B8 use 
(Site Promoter & East Grinstead Town Council) 

 Protection of existing employment sites is supported in principle (Wealdent District 
Council) 

 Query why Philpots Quarry, West Hoathly, is not included within this list (West 
Hoathly Parish Council) 

 Amend final criterion to include reference to conforming with other plan policies 
(CPRE) 

 Remove/amend Barns Court and First Farm as this is not solely in commercial use 
(Site promoter) 

 Remove Benfell (Hurstpierpoint) as the site is promoted for residential use 

 Remove Ivy Dene Industrial Estate (East Grinstead) as the viability of continued use 
on this site is uncertain, and employment needs can be met without requiring this site 
(Site promoter) 

 Amend site boundaries (Site promoters - various) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 None 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Investigate objections relating to sites not in B1/B2/B8 uses and remove where 
appropriate 
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 Include additional sites where they meet the use clas (B1/B2/B8) criteria 

 Review proposed boundary changes and amend where necessary 

 Review proposed wording changes and amend policy wording where appropriate. 

 Amend paragraph 3.16 in consultation with West Sussex Councty Council 

 

Policy: SA35 – Safeguarding of Land for Strategic Highway Improvements 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 12 Support: 3 Object: 4 Neutral: 5 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Support the policy in order to set a framework for future housing/employment needs 
– accords with NPPF (DMH Stallard – promoter of SA20 Imberhorne Farm) 

 Support the safeguarding of land for the A23/A2300 as this is included within the 
Growth Deal (West Sussex County Council)  

 Support delivery of the schemes to improve strategic highways which serve the 
airport such as the A23, A264 and A22. Improvements to the A23 Junction at 
Hickstead could assist in improving the flow of traffic on this key transport artery to 
the M23 and to Brighton. (Gatwick Airport Limited)  

 Concern that the policy is general in nature and that specific areas of land will need 
to be identified. Although this will be kept to a minimum, this should be reflected in 
the policy wording. Include reference to Biodiversity net gain (Sussex Wildlife Trust). 

 The A22/A264 is already congested in peak hours, there is a need for Tandridge 
District Council, Surrey County Council, MSDC and West Sussex County Council to 
continue to work together to bring forward A22 upgrades. The DPD should 
acknowledge the possibility that improvements may not be deliverable at the 
Felbridge junction, amend para 3.16 to acknowledge that alternative strategy 
approaches may need to be introduced (West Sussex County Council) 

 Junction of A272/London Road should be safeguarded to enable delivery of SA6: 
Marylands Nursery (Bolney Parish Council) 

 Policy should include the safeguarding of Dukes Head Roundabout and junctions of, 
and between, Vicarage Road and Grange Road with the Turners Hill Road (Worth 
Parish Council) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 The assessment criteria for predicting the financial gain that is used in identifying the 
need to provide Safeguarding of Land for Strategic Highway Improvements needs 
explaining 

 Existing congestion on A22 and A264 needs addressing 

 Many of the proposed individual development schemes indicate only sketchy 
proposals for dealing with the increase in traffic which will (and has been) generated 
by continuing development in East Grinstead.  

Actions to Address Objections 

 Safeguarding areas to be kept under review as forthcoming evidence (particularly 
related to the A22/A264) emerges 

 More specific site-specific Transport Assessments to be carried out 

 Jointly commission additional evidence with West Sussex County Council 
/Surrey/Tandridge to explore highways improvements related to the A22/A264 

 Cross boundary working will continue with all affected authorities. 

 Potential for including additional safeguarded areas will need to be supported by the 
Transport Study, impacts arising and any proposed mitigation 
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Policy: SA36 – Wivelsfield Railway Station 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 6 Support: 2 Object: 2 Neutral: 2 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Suport the integrated use of sustainable transport however disappointing that an area 
allocated as Local Green Space in the Burgess Hill Neighbourhood Plan will be 
developed (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

 The Growth Deal includes the Burgess Hill Place and Connectivity Programme, a 
coordinated investment in public realm improvements and sustainable transport 
infrastructure that are integral to unlock planned growth at Burgess Hill. It is 
supported (West Sussex County Council) 

 Support the proposals to expand and upgrade Wivesfield Railway Station (Policy SA 
36) as it would complement the Airport Access Strategy which aims at improving 
sustainable transport access routes and options for travel to the airport. As GAL is 
the largest employer in the south east, it is likely that this route will be utilised by 
current and potential employees therefore increasing the modal transport share and 
the possible alternatives to the use of private cars for travel to the airport. (Gatwick 
Airport Limited) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 Any expansion must take into account the nearby junction of Valebridge Road and 
Janes Lane to avoid further traffic congestion in the Worlds End area and beyond. 
Transport Assessment to be carried out. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 The NPPF allows for an LGS designation to be subsequently allocated for a different 
purpose in a subsequent Development Plan Document if this is evidenced and 
justified. Carry out additional evidence to support justification for development in 
LGS. 

 

Policy: SA37 – Burgess Hill / Haywards Heath Multifunctional 
Network 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 81 Support: 6 Object: 71 Neutral: 4 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Concerned at the level of uncertainty from this policy. We would welcome 
acknowledgement that multifunctional networks would have the benefits to deliver 
benefits to biodiversity. The creation of a network could aid or hinder connection and 
function in the natural environment. (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

 Agree in principles to support provision of more sustainable transport opportunities in 
the area. Wish to work with Mid Sussex on the appropriate implementation of this 
policy – the policy should reference cross boundary working (East Sussex County 
Council). 

 Lewes District Council support the principle of the safeguarded routes, the principle is 
consistent with the District Council’s own adopted objectives to reduce the causes of 
climate change and promote alternative modes (Lewes District Council) 

 Supported insofar as they relate to the Mid Sussex Growth Deal - The Growth Deal 
includes the Burgess Hill Place and Connectivity Programme. The Place and 
Connectivity Programme includes proposals to deliver a comprehensive pedestrian / 
cycle link between Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath (West Sussex County Council) 

 Wivelsfield Parish Council supports the objections cited by the Theobalds Road 
Residents’ Association (Wivelsfield Parish Council) 
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 Welcome the inclusion of this policy and policy wording (British Horse Society) 

 Need for non-vehicular links between Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath has long 
been obvious and should be extended south to Hassocks. (CPRE) 

 Theobalds Road is a private road and bridleway which is unsuitable for a Mid Sussex 
cycle highway. Pedestrians and equestrians will have to give way to cyclists (Mid 
Sussex Area Bridleways Group) 

 Theobalds Road is a public ancient bridleway with priorities for pedestrians, metalled 
as an equestrian pathway. It is a private road. The route will be a commuter route, 
pavements on Valebridge Road will be too narrow. The route would need to conform 
with design requirements. How would the route be managed and maintained during 
construction and onwards? (Theobalds Road Residents’ Association) 

 In order to be deliverable and comply with design requirements, it is implied that 
Compulsory Purchase Orders would need to be used to purchase the road from 
residents and adjoining farmers. (Theobalds Road Residents’ Association) 

 Strongly support the route and MSDC’s strong commitment to delivering the scheme 
(West Sussex Access Forum) 

 Should be a cycle path connecting the Northern Arc to Wivelsfield Station, and 
Wivelsfield Station / Worlds End to the Town Centre (Worlds End Association) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 Object to the use of Compulsory Purchase Orders (CPOs) - would lead to the loss of 
private land (frontage of properties, front gardens) and possible blight 

 Many established trees, hedges, verges, biodiversity on this route, their loss would 
impact on the historic character of the area 

 Residents had not been made formally aware of the proposals, particularly as CPOs 
are required. Lack of public consultation. 

 No objection to cycle path as long as it is within the existing highway boundary 

 Disagree with the route chosen, particularly the eastern route 

 Would make access from/to Foxhole Close dangerous 

 There are few benefits as the route does not connect to any established cycleways 

 Cyclists would be able to use the roads safely if speed limits were reduced 

 No consideration of the safety of cyclists, pedestrians and equestrians 

 No evidence of need from cyclists for this route 

Actions to Address Objections 

 The safeguarded areas shown in the map accompanying SA37 are indicative and a 
number of options are being investigated. The final route option is still to be 
determined; detailed designed work will be carried out to inform this. 

 Detailed design work will be carried out to determine the exact specification of the 
proposed routes. 

 Consultation was carried out in accordance with the District Council’s adopted 
Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) – including publicising through social 
media, libraries & help points, press release and email alert to subscribers and 
statutory consultees. The provision of exhibitions and displays goes beyond this 
requirement. 

 The Council does not consider the use of Compulsory Purchase of private property 
appropriate to facilitate any route. Policy wording will be amended in the next draft of 
the Sites DPD to make this clear. 

 

Policy: SA38 – Air Quality 
Number of Comments Received 

Total: 6 Support: 1 Object: 4 Neutral: 1 

Comments from Organisations / Specific Consultation Bodies 

 Concur with the requirement for air quality assessments to be provided in relation to 
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impacts on Ashdown Forest (Natural England) 

 Council notes the HRA and certain considerations which are key to the conclusion of 
“no adverse impact” on the Ashdown Forest. The Council reserves the right for 
further comment upon receipt of its own inspector’s report on this matter (Wealden 
District Council) 

 Call for a policy that is clear, objective, fair, flexible and legally compliant – changes 
to SA38 are needed (CPRE) 

Key Issues Raised – Residents / Other 

 The NPPF has been clear on air quality guidance and potential impacts of air quality 
since 2012, however this policy has only been drafted seven years later. Reference 
to the 2019 version should be replaced by latest version of the NPPF. 

 This consultation requires latest air quality statistics in order to assess the air quality 
of proposals before the go ahead. 

Actions to Address Objections 

 Air quality/HRA/Ashdown Forest matters to be addressed within the Statement of 
Common Ground with Wealden District Council 

 Review references to NPPF and revise/update where appropriate 

 

General Comments 

Site Allocations DPD – General Issues / Principles 
General  
 
Comments Received: 18 
 

 Overpopulation of the South East (Resident). 

 Lack of supporting infrastructure for housing and employment growth – missing from 
‘four main aims’ of the DPD (Resident). 

 Jargon could be simplified/explained, e.g. Northern West Sussex Housing Market Area 
(Resident) 

 Copthorne taking greater levels of growth than other villages in the District – lack of 
infrastructure to support this (Resident). 

 Overdevelopment of East Grinstead - insufficient infrastructure (Residents - multiple). 

 Burgess Hill regeneration is inappropriate in terms of building heights, parking provision, 
and impact on highways and blue light services (Resident). 

 Insufficient infrastructure in Burgess Hill (Residents - multiple). 
 
Actions to Address Comments: 
 

 Amend the Sites DPD to make clear the status and role of the Infrastructure Delivery 
Plan (IDP) regarding infrastructure requirements. 

 Review the text of the DPD to amend for clarity/remove jargon. 
 

Conflict with Neighbourhood Plans  
 
Comments Received: 1 
 

 Neighbourhood Plans must be protected, and reference in the document to their position 
in the Development Plan requires clarification (Resident). 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
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 Amend the Sites DPD to explain the Development Plan and status of Neighbourhood 
Plans. 

 

Consultation 
 
Comments Received: 2 
 
 Worth Parish Council regrets that Mid Sussex did not discuss with it either the outcome 

of the Site Selection process or the possible use of Developer Contributions prior to the 
publication of the results. The Parish Council considers that it is better placed than Mid 
Sussex to determine how Developer Contributions can best be used to the benefit of the 
local community and requests that Mid Sussex implement a policy for Community 
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) as set In District Plan para 3.34 as matter of urgency (Worth 
Parish Council). 

 Publicity of the consultation has been minimal, particularly in terms of the insufficient 
display at East Grinstead Library. The display was not well publicised or informative 
(Sussex Ramblers and Resident).  

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 Amend the Sites DPD to explain the Development Plan and status of Neighbourhood 
Plans. 

 Have liaised with Town and Parish Councils throughout the process of preparing the 
Sites DPD, this will continue 

 The draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) sets out requirements in line with the 
adopted Development Infrastructure and Contributions SPD and was prepared in 
consultation with infrastructure providers. It has been prepared to provide guidance on 
the scope of possible infrastructure, its status will be made clearer in the Regulation 19 
Sites DPD. 

 Consultation was carried out in accordance with the District Council’s adopted 
Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) – including publicising through social media, 
libraries & help points, press release and email alert to subscribers and statutory 
consultees. The provision of exhibitions and displays goes beyond this requirement. 

 

Duty to Co-Operate 
 
Comments Received: 4 
 

 Horsham District Council welcomes that our authorities have a close joint working 
relationship, which is important given that, together with Crawley Borough, our 
authorities make up the Northern West Sussex Housing Market Area (NWS HMA). It is 
helpful that we are working together on joint projects such as the Economic Growth 
Assessment update and have worked closely on matters relating to strategic and 
affordable housing needs across the HMA. HDC is committed to working with our 
neighbouring partner authorities to achieve the best outcomes for our wider area. 
Welcome also that work is progressing on a bilateral Statement of Common Ground 
(SOCG) between our authorities, to update the Northern West Sussex Position 

Statement dated March 2016. We support Mid Sussex’s continuing liaison with 
neighbouring authorities, including the SDNPA, to ensure cross-boundary strategic 
priorities are fully addressed.  

 Support Mid Sussex’s continuing liaison with neighbouring authorities, including the 
SDNPA, to ensure cross-boundary strategic priorities are fully addressed. (South Downs 
National Park). 
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 Tandridge has noted that it is proposed to include SANG to the west of SA20. Tandridge 
currently does not have any SANG but as noted in the SOCG, the proposed Garden 
Community could include SANG as part of its open space provision. The emerging LP is 
undergoing its examination, and in line with the Statement of Common Ground, 
Tandridge will continue to liaise with and work with MSDC on the provision of SANG. 

 Gladman has concerns relating to strategic cross boundary issues, notably unmet 
housing needs, and what arrangements are in place to ensure housing needs of the 
HMA are met in full. (Developer). 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 To continue to work with Tandridge District to explore options for the provision on a 
strategic SANG. 

 The strategic issues, such as unmet housing need were dealt with during the District 
Plan Examination.  As the ‘daughter’ document, the Site Allocations DPD does not need 
to revisit this issue.  Strategic issues with be revisited through the planned District Plan 
Review.  

 
 

Typos/Errors 
 
Comments Received: 1 
 

 Description of the Development Plan in para. 1.4 should refer to Supplementary 
Planning Documents (CPRE Sussex). 

 Glossary definitions of “Section 278 Agreement” and “Sites of Nature Conservation 
Importance” have become subsumed into a single definition (CPRE Sussex). 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 Review the Sites DPD and make suggested amendments. 

 

Diagrams/Maps 
 
Comments Received: 12 
 

 SA5 map includes only one of the four sites being allocated (Developer) 

 The full extent of the addition to the built-up area is not possible to discern from the 
drawing provided in SA4. SMD consider that the full extent of the proposed addition to 
the built-up area to the west of Copthorne should be shown in the plan so that it can be 
commented upon in full. SMD suggests that it should encompass the area covered by 
the outline planning permission 13/04127/OUTES, as shown on the accompanying 
drawing TOR-185004-DPD-001 (Developer) 

 We are pleased to note that the SDNP boundary is shown on the proposed site 
allocation maps; a somewhat minor point, but we note that boundary is difficult to clearly 
recognise (South Downs National Park). 

 Figure 1.1 (page 9) refers to the West Sussex County Council Local Plan, there is not 
one Local Plan for West Sussex County Council and the reference should be amended 
to read Joint Minerals Local Plan and the West Sussex Waste Local Plan (West Sussex 
County Council). 

 In regard to SHELAA site 818 in SSP3, the Built-Up Area Boundary does not reflect the 
current built development adjacent the site, the boundary needs revision to reflect the 
true built form (Developer) 
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 In regard to SHELAA site 219 in SSP3, the Built-Up Area Boundary does not reflect the 
current built development adjacent the site, the boundary needs revision to reflect the 
true built form (Developer) 

 To ensure a consistent approach to the location of BUA boundaries revisions should be 
made as proposed (Developer) 

 Having objectively assessed the proposed ‘Built-up Area Additions’ as shown on the 
proposal map for Scaynes Hill we consider that a revision should be made to include 
the land to the north of Firlands to provide a consistent approach (Developer) 

 Given that the site (Land to the rear of 1 - 11A Crawley Down Road, Felbridge) benefits 
from a resolution to grant permission for its redevelopment and is identified in some 
evidence base documents as an existing housing commitment of the Council’s, we 
support the Council’s proposal to re-align the settlement boundary to include the site 
(Developer) 

 Crest Nicholson considers that the proposed Site (Land north of Old Wickham Lane, 

Haywards Heath) adjoins the actual built up area of Haywards Heath and that the 
Policies Map should be updated to reflect recent developments at the settlement 
(Developer) 

 A2D consider the settlement boundary defined on the adopted Policies Map to be out-
of-date, as it fails to take account of permitted developments which have subsequently 
been built out. This includes development to the West of Old Brighton Road North 
approved under planning ref. 12/02128/FUL and land north of Horsham Road, approved 
under planning consent DM/17/0747 and DM/15/3772 respectively (Developer) 

 The document: https://www.midsussex.gov.uk/media/2690/map-of-folders-meadow-
folders-lane-burgess-hill.pdf is very out of date (Resident). 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 Maps to be reviewed ahead of the Regulation 19 stage and amended to correct errors. 

 Regulation 19 stage will be accompanied by a draft Policies Map 

 Amendments to Built-Up Area boundaries will be addressed ahead of Regulation 19 
stage and made clearer. 

 

Saved Policies 
 
Comments Received: 1 
 

 Should Clock Field be deleted from this list, as this development is almost completed? 
(Resident) 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 This policy can now be deleted. 

 

Evidence Base 
 
Comments Received: 10 
 

 Highways England have no in principle objections to the Council's proposals. However, 
this position is subject to robust transport assessment of the individual and cumulative 
transport impacts of the council's proposals (Highways England) 

 The DPD/Local Plan should include a specific policy on the key issue of the provision of 
sewerage/wastewater [and water supply] infrastructure to service development. This is 
necessary because it will not be possible to identify all of the water/sewerage 
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infrastructure required over the plan period due to the way water companies are 
regulated and plan in 5-year periods. (Thames Water) 

 It is currently unclear from the published Transport Study documents how proposed 
development in the Plan will impact on the East Sussex road network particularly around 
Ditchling.  Further clarification is needed on the outputs from the transport modelling 
work on the East Sussex road network (East Sussex County Council). 

 Tandridge would be concerned at any worsening of the situation at the A264/A22 
junction which operates over capacity and welcomes the policy requirement requiring a 
Sustainable Transport Strategy (Tandridge District Council). 

 There appears to be a discrepancy between the additional allocated employment sites 
shown in table 2.1 of the DPD and the transport modelling assumptions from the Mid 
Sussex Transport Study (MSTS) scenarios 7and 8. (West Sussex County Council). 

 The Mid Sussex Transport Study report provided is not sufficiently detailed to 
demonstrate that the traffic congestion at East Grinstead can be mitigated (Felbridge 
Protection Group). 

 Whilst it is acknowledged that the IDP focuses on the infrastructure and community 
facilities required to support the proposed site allocations. It fails to acknowledge the 
need to provide for specialist accommodation, such as extra care accommodation. The 
need to deliver specialist accommodation must therefore also be addressed in the IDP 
(Developer). 

 In preparation of the SA DPD, the Council has not looked to update its assessment of 
need for specialist accommodation, now 3 nearly 4 years out of date. The HEDNA 2016 
Addendum is therefore the only available evidence base, although the DPD does not 
rely on it and is in need of updating (Developer). 

 The call for sites used to produce the SHELAA document on which the council basis its 
information can already be considered out of date. The Site Selection Paper 3 and its 
associated documents is based on a cut off point for site submission of 31st July 2018. 
This is already 15 months out of date as of October 2019 (the end of the DPD 
consultation period) and there has been no inclusion of new potential sites and no re-
assessment of sites which have been discounted for reasons where situations may have 
changed such as ownership/availability/marketability of sites (Developer). 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 To continue to work with WSCC and Highways England to ensure a robust transport 
assessment is undertaken. Site promoters are required to carry out site specific 
Transport Assessments and engage in pre-application discussions with WSCC. 

 To review and revise wording of Plan in relation to the provision of 
sewerage/wastewater infrastructure. 

 In the updated Transport Assessment specifically identify and provide analysis of 
impacts of development generated by the Site Allocations within the East Sussex area. 

 The updated Transport Assessment will review the impacts of development on the 
A264/A22 junction. The outcome of this work will be shared with the relevant highway 
authorities (West Sussex and Surrey) to ensure they are satisfied that the impact of 
development on the highway network at East Grinstead can be mitigated. 

 The Transport model scenarios will be updated to ensure the correct mix of sites is 
tested.  

 It is not considered necessary to identify specialist accommodation in the IDP as it 
cannot be considered infrastructure. 

 The evidence relating to the need for specialist accommodation will be updated as part 
of the District Plan review, along with the wider housing need. The supply of specialist 
accommodation will be monitored through Authority Monitoring Reports.  

 The Council have always maintained that the SHELAA is a live document and sites can 
be submitted to it at any time. The SHELAA will be updated as at 1 April 2020.  This 
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version will include new sites submitted during the Reg 18 consultation and those 
submitted to the Council outside the ‘call for site’ period. 

 

Climate Change 
 
Comments Received: 1 
 
 We do not consider that the Council can any longer avoid having a specific, robust, 

policy as an integral part of its Local Plan to address its own commitments to reduce 
climate change impacts via the planning process, and its expectations of those who 
become involved in the planning process to do so. A robust climate change policy would 
feed directly into your Local Plan objectives, particularly those addressing environmental 
protection, healthy lifestyles and economic vitality (CPRE Sussex). 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 The strategic issues, such as climate change, were dealt with during the District Plan 
Examination.  As the ‘daughter’ document, the purpose of the Sites DPD is to allocate 
sufficient sites to meet the residual housing requirement. The Sites DPD does not need 
to revisit this issue.  The correct time to revisit these strategic issues with be through the 
District Plan Review. 

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers to 
sustainability and references District Plan policies DP39-42. These principles will be 
made clearer in the Regulation 19 version of the Sites DPD.  

 The Council is preparing a Design Guide SPD which will contain principles for 
sustainable development related to design. 

 
 

Site Selection 
General Objection  
 
Comments Received: 29 
 

 Note that for a number of sites there are specific requirements for addressing surface 
water flood risk. We support this detail, however, for clarity where a site-specific Flood 
Risk Assessment is required on this basis the Environment Agency would not provide 
comment. We would look to West Sussex County Council as Lead Local Flood Authority 
alongside your own drainage engineer to assess the content (Environment Agency).  

 An assessment of impacts on heritage significance should be undertaken as a basis for 
the selection of each site for allocation. We are unable to identify the evidence that 
supported such assessments in the draft Site Allocation DPD, and cannot discern the 
measures that may be necessary to conserve and enhance heritage assets that may be 
affected within the draft DPD beyond generic statements on protection setting or 
assessing archaeology. (Historic England). 

 The scope for archaeological significance of allocated sites should be determined prior 
to allocation. Where there may be archaeology of possible national significance more 
detailed investigative work will be necessary. This may affect the developable area of 
sites or their capacity to deliver the floorspace or units proposed (Historic England). 

 We note that the Site-Specific Requirements for each of the employment sites allocated 
under policy SA1 include much less than those for housing under policy SA11. It is not 
clear why this is when employment sites should also deliver a net gain in biodiversity as 
required by NPPF paragraph 170 and could contribute to a coherent network of green 
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infrastructure as required in the majority of the housing allocations (Sussex Wildlife 
Trust). 

 Waste management facilities may need future improvements/ expansion to 
accommodate this requirement, but it is unknown at this time what this would be, and 
the timescales for this (West Sussex County Council – Waste management). 

 Future development should have regard for, and contribute to, the aspirations for new 
walking and cycling infrastructure listed in the West Sussex Walking and Cycling 
Strategy 2016-2026. (West Sussex County Council). 

 The developments should also seek to support the aspirations of the government’s 
Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy, which advocates the development of Local 
Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans (LCWIP). MSDC may wish to consider 
developing LCWIPs in the three main towns and perhaps also some of the larger 
villages. This may help to secure new walking and cycling infrastructure associated with 
future development (West Sussex County Council). 

 All sustainable infrastructure is required to be designed and provided at an appropriate 
scale to the development and surrounding environment to enable travel by sustainable 
modes that meet local and national objectives on sustainable travel and air quality (West 
Sussex County Council). 

 • The failure to allocate sufficient sites to meet the need for extra care housing is 
contrary to Adopted Local Plan Policies DP25 and DP30 and therefore fails to be 
“Justified” and “Effective” (Developer). 

 At present, the necessary evidence to demonstrate why these sites are deliverable has 
not been published. It is ultimately unclear as and when they will deliver and whether 
they could be considered ‘deliverable’ to contribute to the Council’s 5YHLS. We are also 
unable to undertake a review as to whether the delivery rates and lead-in times for these 
sites are realistic given no trajectory has been published (Developer). 

 None of the new plans – Northern Arc in particular, and now these new proposals, make 
any mention of the provision of new relief roads for the centre of Burgess Hill. Land and 
funds MUST be set aside, at the very least to provide a southern link from Jane Murray 
Way to Keymer Road and thence Ditching Road. More and more traffic being fed into 
Folders lane and Keymer Road are particular potential problems (Resident). 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 Amend text clarify that Local Authority Drainage engineers that would assess 
information submitted in relation to flood risk. 

 As set out in the Site Selection methodology, the Council’s Conservation Officers have 
undertaken assessment of impacts on heritage significance during the site selection 
process and informed the policy criteria.  These assessments can be shared with 
Historic England for review. Planning policy officers will continue to work with 
Conservation Officers and Historic England (where appropriate) to ensure heritage 
assets are not harmed. 

 The County Archaeologist has been consulted during the site selection process and 
informed the site selected for allocation. The need for investigative work has been 
identified in the policy where required.  

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers to 
biodiversity net gain. These principles will be made clearer in the Regulation 19 version 
of the Sites DPD.  

 Continue to liaise with WSCC waste management team. 

 To liaise with WSCC on update to IDP to ensure walking and cycling infrastructure is 
included. 

 The development of Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans (LCWIP) is not a 
matter for the Site Allocations DPD to consider. 

 To continue to liaise with WSCC and site developers to ensure sustainable transport 
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requirements are provided as part of the development of strategic sites   

 Prepare an AONB topic paper to further explain the site selection of sites in the AONB 
and how this conforms to the District Plan strategy and intentions of the NPPF. 

 Prepare a topic paper setting out how the demand for specialist accommodation (in the 
form of elderly persons accommodation) has been met. 

 An updated housing land supply position and further evidence of the deliverability of 
sites will be prepared to support the Reg19/submission versions of the Plan. 

 The strategic transport matters at Burgess Hill are being addressed through other 
Council projects. Policy requirements of sites in Burgess Hill will require contributions to 
these strategic transport projects. The Strategic Transport Study does not require such 
mitigation. 

 

Site Selection Paper 1: Assessment against District Plan Strategy  
 
Comments Received: 5 
 

 No specific justification is provided within the “High Level Assessment” document as to 
why it did not pass the above criteria. (Developer) 

 The latter section of this criterion states that “sites that deliver levels of growth, 
significantly beyond that required by the District Plan strategy, are not considered to be 
compliant with the strategy.” Crest Nicholson have significant concerns over the use of 
this criterion to identify additional development sites across the remainder of the plan 
period. In part this concern arises due to the fact that the requirements for specific 
settlements are expressed in the MSDP as being “minimum requirements”, rather than 
absolute requirements. (Developer). 

 This criterion seeks to differentiate between sites which are connected to or remote from 
existing settlements. We agree with the Council that this is a reasonable exercise in 
principle; however, the application in this case is flawed. In particular the Council’s 
approach appears to consider the relationship of sites to the built-up area boundary as 
defined on the out of date Policies Map. (Developer). 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 Review SSP1 to ensure methodology is clear; sites have been assessed in accordance 
with methodology and the currently adopted built-up area boundaries. 

 A review of a Built-up Area boundaries is taking place alongside the DPD and a Topic 
Paper will be produced. 

 

Site Selection Paper 2: Site Selection Methodology 
 
Comments Received: 0 

 
No comments were received that objected to the Site Selection Methodology 

 

Site Selection Paper 3: Housing 
 
Comments Received: 72 
 

 Object to the findings of individual site assessments (Developers – multiple) 

 Factual errors identified in the findings of individual site assessments (Developers – 
multiple) 

 An assessment of each proposed allocation should be undertaken to determine whether 
it comprises major development in the AONB; if determined to be major development 
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the allocation should be deleted (High Weald AONB Unit) 

 The site selection process should identify sites with potential to result in an 
unacceptable impact on a heritage asset; these sites should then be sifted out or 
assessed in greater detail (Historic England). 

 Support rejection of sites with potential for adverse effects on designated sites; concern 
in relation to proportion of greenfield sites proposed for allocation and absence of 
detailed ecological survey data (Sussex Wildlife Trust). 

 Support for the rejection of sites 495: Butchers Field and 691: Land east of High Street, 
Ardingly (Ardingly Parish Council and multiple residents) 

 Support for the rejection of site 688: Land to west of Turners Hill Road, Crawley Down 
(Rowfant Society and multiple residents) 

 Support for the rejection of site 727: Overshaw Cottage, Lewes Road, East Grinstead 
(multiple residents) 

 Object to the rejection of the strategic site at Crabbet Park (Site 18) – the site should 
have been tested further and could meet Crawley’s agreed unmet housing needs if 
allocated; the potential to meet a proportion of Mid Sussex’s housing need at a new 
settlement should also be tested further (Felbridge Protection Group). 

 Object to site selection methodology on the basis that sufficient weight is not assigned 
to different criteria of the assessment; object to conclusions reached in relation to 
Jeffreys Farm (Site 69) (Developer) 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 Evidence provided for sites will be reviewed. Site Selection Paper 3: Housing will be 
revised where appropriate to account for additional information where it is in accordance 
with the site selection methodology. Reported factual errors will be reviewed and 
addressed. 

 

 

Site Selection Paper 4: Employment 
 
Comments Received: 1 
 

 Site Selection Paper 4 concludes there is little difference between the two Science and 
Technology Park options. Evidence is provided to address the differences on Flood 
Risk, Ancient Woodland and Highways criteria. Additional evidence is provided related 
to highways and access arrangements for the option of a Science and Technology Park 
south of the A2300. The benefits and disadvantages of each site should have been 
considered more thoroughly  (Developer) 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 Evidence provided for sites will be reviewed. Site Selection Paper 4: Employment will be 
revised where appropriate to account for additional information where it is in accordance 
with the site selection methodology. Reported factual errors will be reviewed and 
addressed. 

 

Housing Requirement / Supply 
General Objection  
 
Comments Received: 29 
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 Support the aim of the DPD to allocate sufficient housing to address the residual 
necessary to meet the identified housing requirement for the district up to 2031. It is to 
be welcomed that the DPD meets in full the agreed quantum of unmet housing need for 
the Northern West Sussex Housing Market Area, to be addressed in Mid Sussex, of 
1,498 dwellings. (Horsham District Council). 

 The distribution of housing across the settlement categories is felt to be proportionate 
and is therefore supported (Developer). 

 Fails to identify a sufficient number of sites in order to be likely to deliver the residual 
housing requirement established under District Plan DP4. The limited number of sites 
places the overall level of delivery at risk, given that the relationship with the District 
Plan is not effectively balanced. Nor is there evidence that the approach established 
under DP6 to support the release of small sites is helping to re-address that balance. 
(Developer) 

 We welcome the aim of the document to allocate sufficient sites to ensure that the 
housing requirement in Mid Sussex is met in full (Wealden District Council). 

 MSDC is struggling to meet the substantial housing requirement as agreed in the 
adopted local plan. This issue will be compounded by the increase in housing 
requirement, as a result of the stepped housing trajectory, which increases to 1,090 dpa 
between 2024/25 and 2030/31 (Developer). 

 In order to rectify this issue of soundness prior to next stages of consultation of the Sites 
DPD it is suggested that the Site Selection process is revisited to consider sites which 
fall outside of the AONB (Developer) 

 We submit that the Site Allocations DPD as currently drafted, is unsound, on the basis 
that it doesn’t identify sufficient sites for development to meet the need, particularly 
those already identified as suitable for housing development (through the development 
control process) (Developer). 

 Concerned that the housing requirement will not be sufficient to meet the needs of the 
district over the plan period. Whilst it is noted that the policy allocates a number of sites 
from a variety of sources, we believe further allocations are needed to ensure a flexible 
and responsive supply of housing land is available over the course of the plan period, as 
a contingency (Developer). 

 The Council should take into consideration potential future unmet need (beyond what 
was considered in the District Plan) from neighbouring authorities at this stage, instead 
of waiting for the District Plan Review starting in 2021 (Policy DP5 – Planning to Meet 
Future Housing Need) to ensure the Plan is robust and addresses the OAHN across the 
Housing Market Area (HMA). (Developer) 

 It is our contention that the SADPD will not meet the minimum requirements for housing 
delivery as envisaged by the District Plan. Therefore, the SADPD is unsound 
(Developer) 

 The scale of growth proposed in policy SA10 of the Reg 18 Plan provides for limited 
flexibility and does not reflect the spatial strategy set out in the adopted Local Plan. The 
level of growth directed to category 2 settlements in policy SA11 of the Reg 18 Plan is 
significantly short of that proposed in the adopted Local Pan, and there is a clear miss-
match between what is said to be the minimum residual requirement for each settlement 
category in policy SA10 and what is actually allocated in policy SA11. (Developer) 

 The Council has only identified a surplus of 445 units that equates to 2.8% of the overall 
supply. The supply position is therefore more susceptible to rapid change if delivery 
from key sites stalls or slows. (Developer) 

 Policy SA10 (Table 2.3) is inconsistent with the NPPF and has not been correctly based 
on the evidence available. This has serious consequences for selecting an appropriate 
strategy for the future provision of housing in Mid Sussex District. The most obvious 
conclusion is that many more greenfield sites are allocated in the Draft Plan than are 
required (CPRE) 

 It is not apparent that resilience to the effects of global warming has been considered as 
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part of the assessment of individual site sustainability (CPRE). 

 It is also not apparent that the Council search for suitable housing development sites 
has given sufficient attention to maximising opportunities to increase housing within the 
major town centres as part of town centre regeneration opportunities and as an 
alternative to such extensive greenfield site allocations, some of them within or affecting 
important designated areas (CPRE) 

 
 
Actions to Address Comments: 
 

 The approach towards site selection is clearly set out in Site Selection Papers 1, 2, 3 
and 4. The Sustainability Appraisal sets out the assessment of reasonable alternatives. 
The assessment of omission sites and results will be set out in revised versions of Site 
Selection Paper 3: Housing, and 4: Employment. 

 The strategic issues, such as unmet housing need were dealt with during the District 
Plan Examination.  As the ‘daughter’ document, the Site Allocations DPD does not need 
to revisit this issue.  Strategic issues with be revisited through the planned District Plan 
Review. 

 Prepare an AONB topic paper to further explain the site selection of sites in the AONB 
and how this conforms to the District Plan strategy and intentions of the NPPF. 

 
 

Commitments 
 
Comments Received: 2 
 

 The Council have applied an optimistic trajectory for the delivery of development 
associated with Burgess Hill (Developer). 

 Hardriding Farm, Pease Pottage Phase 3 (SHLAA ID: 666) (200 units in phase), and 
absent clear evidence to explain its advanced trajectory - the development may deliver 
at a slower rate (Developer) 

 Land north of Clayton Mills, Hassocks (SHLAA ID: 753) (500 units): based on Start to 
Finish averages, the development may deliver later and at a slower rate than envisaged. 
(Developer) 

 From this review, the delivery from these four sites, in particular, appears to be based 
on overly optimistic lead-in times and delivery rates than that which would be expected 
from similarly sized sites as detailed in ‘Start to Finish’. Our review does not claim that 
these sites will not come forward in the plan-period, but if delivery was delayed and/or 
came forward at a slower rate, additional sites would be required to make up the 
shortfall. These examples serve to highlight that achieving the Council’s requirement for 
a rolling five-year supply is fragile. (Developer) 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 A revised Housing Trajectory will be prepared to support the Reg19/submission version 
of the Plan. 

 There will be continued dialogue with house builders to delivery trajectory are realistic 
and supported by evidence. 

 

Windfall Allowance 
 
Comments Received: 9 
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 The number of additional dwellings attributed to windfalls is inconsistent with evidence. 
The windfalls contribution of 588 dwellings shown in Table 2.3 significantly under-
represents the supply of housing which is likely to be derived from this source over the 
plan period. It is therefore clear that the windfall allowance shown in Policy SA10 (Table 
2.3) is not justified. A contribution of 972 dwellings from small windfall sites (up to 9 
dwellings) and 500 from large windfall sites is entirely justified by the evidence (Worth 
Parish Council). 

 The consequence of underestimating the windfall contribution is to overstate the 
residual housing requirement for the district by 884 dwellings (Worth Parish Council). 

 The Sites DPD places significantly greater reliance on windfall sites than the District 
Plan, without providing suitable evidence to support the assumptions made. The Council 
is therefore encouraged to rely less on non-identified sources of housing growth (which 
by their nature are unpredictable in relation to the realisation of the spatial strategy) and 
to plan more effectively by identifying additional sites for allocation in the Regulation 19 
version of the Sites DPD (Developer) 

  The Council’s now proposed approach doubles the windfall allowance, only a year on 
from the adoption of the Local Plan when a higher figure was not considered justified 
and the planning policy background has not materially changed. The Council’s 
approach, also potentially double counts housing already planned for in Neighbourhood 
Plans and is already accounted for in terms of overall housing numbers (Developer).  

 The Council currently place too heavy a reliance of windfall development, also allocating 
sites which could come forwards as windfall development (Developer). 

 Policy SA11 and SA33 identify the land at Ansty Cross garage (Ansty) for residential 
development of 12 dwellings. This is a brownfield site, the majority of which is within the 
development boundary and as such development of the site would already be supported 
by existing District Plan policy and would be considered a ‘windfall’ site. The Council 
cannot have it both ways, the reliance on windfall development cannot be increased 
whilst also seeking to allocate those sites which would be categorised as windfall, this 
results in double counting which would be unjustified and therefore unsound. 
(Developer). 

 Paragraph 2.24 of the Site Allocations DPD indicates that this increase is to “reflect 
changes in national policy and District Plan Policy DP6 that supports development of up 
to 9 dwellings that are contiguous to existing Settlement Boundaries and based on past 
performance”. However, the wording of Policy DP6 of the District Plan was of course 
known at the time of agreeing the current windfall allowance and therefore a change 
could only be justified through the availability of new evidence since the adoption of the 
District Plan. (Developer). 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 The Windfall Topic Paper will be reviewed and updated in light of any additional 
evidence and the passing of time since its preparation.  

 
Housing Requirement – Under/Over Supply  
 
Comments Received: 17 
 

 The addition of these two ‘marginal’ sites takes the number of units allocated within 
Category 1 settlements to 1412, this is 572 units above the minimum residual housing 
figure. This oversupply is not justified within the DPD or supporting evidence base. 
Removing these ‘marginal’ sites will still result in the DPD that delivers more than the 
minimum housing requirement in the lifetime of the local plan (Sussex Wildlife Trust) 

 It is agreed that the Council applying a buffer to the residual requirement was entirely 
appropriate and necessary in order to ensure delivery of the Council’s housing 
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requirement. Without this buffer then any non-delivery, or even delay in delivery, of 
individual sites, which is inevitable to some extent over the Plan period, would have the 
potential to result in the Council not being able to achieve its housing requirements 
(Developer) 

 The overall supply from Table 2.3 is 16,845 dwellings which aims to exceed the District 
Housing requirement by 455 dwellings by the end of the Plan period, but there is bound 
to be slippage and the flexibility of a 2.7% over-provision is supported in principle. 
However, the figures are not precise, and it is considered that this is still a fragile margin 
to compensate for non-delivery, particularly in the strategic housing allocations. The 
margin should be greater and a 10% non-delivery margin to extant planning consents 
and outstanding allocations is standard practice and should be applied (Developer) 

 The Parish Council notes that the superior performance of Option B over Option A 
arises from its ability to deliver significantly more new homes that the District Plan 
Minimum Requirement. The Parish Council believes that it is unnecessary to deliver 
significantly more new homes than the District Plan Minimum Requirement. The Parish 
Council proposes that the size of the ‘buffer’ should be reduced in part by the elimination 
of the Site 519 to address the points made in points 8 and 9 above. (Worth Parish 
Council) 

 Additional land should be identified and the inclusion of an appropriate buffer to be 
included on top of the housing requirement as it is unlikely that all of the sites in the 
Council’s housing land supply will come forward as anticipated due to the complex 
nature of schemes as stated above. (Developer) 

 We note that the total supply is only 3% above the minimum requirement. This leaves 
very little flexibility to address any delays in sites coming forward or a reduced level of 
development being achieved on the strategic sites during the plan period (as evidenced 
by the Burgess Hill reduction). Para 11a of the NPPF is clear in the need for local 
planning authorities to ‘positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of 
their area’ and to ‘be sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid change’. The lack of flexibility 
in the housing supply leads us to question whether the Reg 18 Plan complies with 
national policy (Developer). 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 The under/over supply against the District Plan requirement will be finalised in the Reg 
19/submission version of the Plan. Table 2.3 will be updated following this. 

 
Five Year Housing Land Supply 
 
Comments Received: 2 
 

 It is unclear how the Council will seek to maintain a 5-year housing land supply over the 
plan period as there does not appear to be any policy trigger to bring forward corrective 
action. Owing to the fact that the authority is encircled by Green Belt to the north it is 
recommended that the Local Plan Review mechanism is included within the policy 
wording which includes appropriate triggers in the event that the Council and/or 
neighbouring authorities are not meeting their full identified housing needs (Developer).  

 In the absence of a Planning Inspectorate review (either by appeal or through the formal 
APS examination) we have undertaken our own deliverability assessment of the supply 
to determine whether there is sufficient evidence to demonstrate a 5YHLS. From this 
review (informed by the latest relevant policy and guidance) we have amended the 
delivery from nine sites. From these amends we consider that in fact the Council can at 
best only demonstrate 4.80 years (i.e. a shortfall of 192-units) (Developer).  

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
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 There will be continued dialogue with site promoters/house builders regarding delivery 
trajectories, supported by evidence. A revised Housing Trajectory will be prepared to 
support the Reg19/submission version of the Plan. 
 

 
Settlement Hierarchy (DP4/DP6) 
 
Comments Received: 21 
 

 There is an error in Appendix B of the DPD with regards to the figures at West 
Hoathly and Sharpthorne (West Hoathly Parish Council) 

 The Parish Council believes there are inaccuracies in commitments/completions 
figures for Crawley Down and Copthorne; therefore, the residual requirement at 
these settlements should be zero meaning no sites should have made it past the first 
stage of the site selection process. (Worth Parish Council) 

 There is a deficit at Category 3 settlements of 136. The DPD seeks to increase 
development at Category 1, however this approach does not meet the development 
needs at Cat3 and there are opportunities for additional sites to be allocated in this 
category (Developer) 

 There are limited or no allocations at Category 2 settlements, particularly Cuckfield 
and Hurstpierpoint. There are sites in these areas which are less constrained than 
those chosen at Category 3. (Developer) 

 It is not clear what the purpose of Appendix B is given the residual requirements are 
‘met’ within the DPD (Developer) 

 The distribution is not in accordance with DP4/DP6 as more homes are directed to 
category 3 than category 2. (Developer) 

 There are insufficient allocations to meet the need at Bolney, the Council has 
rejected all site options at this settlement which appears unsound. (Developer) 

 Hurstpierpoint should not have a residual need of zero as it is a category 2 
settlement, the DPD presents the best opportunity to allocate additional sites at this 
location to meet needs. It is unclear whether Hurstpierpoint has met its need. 
(Developer) 

 Although DP4/DP6 were approved in the District Plan, the Sites DPD should re-
assess whether this is fit for purpose. (Developer) 

 Additional development should be directed to Haywards Heath given it is a Category 
1 settlement (Developer) 

 Handcross, as a Category 3 settlement, is well placed to accept additional housing 
growth (Developer)  

 No rationale is given in the Sites DPD to explain the difference between the figures 
set out in the District Plan (DP4/DP6) and the revised figures. (CPRE) 

 
 

Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 Individual sites are assessed in Site Selection Papers 1, 3, 4 and the Sustainability 
Appraisal, giving reasons for why they were rejected at each stage. The site selection 
process accounts for the Settlement Category (DP4) as well as individual settlements 
(DP6) - the sites chosen were those that were most consistent with this strategy.  

 Review Appendix B, amend where required to address any errors in the figures or for 
clarity. 

 The approach towards site selection is clearly set out in Site Selection Papers 1, 2, 3 
and 4. The Sustainability Appraisal sets out the assessment of reasonable 
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alternatives.  

 
C2 Need / Requirement / Supply 
 
Comments Received: 5 
 

 It is generally welcomed that the Council has acknowledged a need for Extra Care 
accommodation. It is strongly contested that the HEDNA significantly underestimates 
the actual need which is not being met. The actual unmet need now is calculated as at 
least 462 units, of which 75% need to be for sale (367 units), with the undersupply of for 
sale units increasing to 604 units by 2030 (Developer). 

 It is therefore evident that the sites on which the Local Plan is wholly reliant in delivering 
specialist accommodation for older people will not address the identified need for 
specialist older persons accommodation or need for extra care accommodation 
specifically. In short, the problem will continue to worsen (Developer). 

 There are only 88 potential extra care units identified, against a need now for 492 units 
(as identified in the Need Assessment), leaving a residual shortfall of at least 404 units 
now (72%) which will increase to at least 516 units by 2032 (Developer). 

 The Adopted Local Plan is wholly reliant on the Sites DPD to identify and address any 
shortfall (Developer). 

 The need to deliver extra care housing (and other forms of specialist accommodation) 
should have therefore been an essential consideration at the outset to accord with the 
Adopted Local Plan, the NPPF (para 61) and the PPG guidance that specifically 
supports the provision of and allocation of sites for specialist accommodation where 
there is an identified unmet need (reference 006 Ref ID: 63-0013-20190626) 
(Developer). 

 In summary our representations on the Draft Plan relate specifically to the failure to 
address the need for housing for elderly people within the plan. This is against a 
background of a number of evidence documents produced in respect of the District Plan 
(adopted 2018) which demonstrate an ageing population in Mid Sussex, a shortage in 
provision of specialist accommodation and, fundamentally, a need for policy intervention 
to deliver specialist housing. The Site Allocation DPD fails to achieve this (Developer). 

 There is no specific policy in the DP which allows for the delivery of specialist 
accommodation or care homes, albeit it is recognised that policy DP6 does allow for 
development within towns and villages with defined built-up area boundaries. The Site 
Allocations Document and its relationship with the DP and its supporting housing 
evidence is therefore fundamentally flawed. The Site Allocations Document fails to 
grapple with housing requirements of a significant specialist sector in the face of 
evidence of demonstrating clear need (Developer). 

 The consultation on the Site Allocations DPD does not include any additional evidence-
based documents in respect of housing for older people or specialist accommodation. 
No mention is made in the Site Selection Paper 3: Housing Sites as to whether the need 
for care homes has been assessed (Developer) 

 It is necessary for the Council to allocate additional sites for Care Home developments 
to meet the need identified in the District. If land is not allocated then, as identified in the 
PPG, there is no certainty over the delivery of this type of development and the Plan will 
fail in a key objective (Developer). 

 There is clear and immediate need to allocate specific sites for C2 uses and that the 
failure to do so renders the SADPD unsound. (Developer) 

 

Actions to Address Comments: 
 

 Prepare a topic paper setting out how the demand for specialist accommodation (in the 
form of elderly persons accommodation) has been met. 
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 Consider if the Sites DPD requires additional policy relating to provision of specialist 
accommodation in light of this. 

 
Residual Housing Figure 
 
Comments Received: 2 
 

 Delivery assumptions are optimistic and do not form a credible baseline.  If a more 
realistic trajectory were applied, it would leave the Council short of their target by circa 
2,000 new homes (Developer) 

 We commend the Council for seeking to meet their residual housing requirement in full, 
however the proposed housing supply components do not represent a credible baseline 
from which to calculate residual need. In this respect, we have some concerns regarding 
the balance between strategic and non-strategic scale allocations and the anticipated 
delivery trajectory. We would encourage the Council to allocate additional sites to 
deliver this increased residual need. Further, we would urge them to prioritise medium 
sized sites that can delivery quickly and require minimal intervention to supporting 
infrastructure, but still make a meaningful contribution to affordable housing needs. 
(Developer) 

 The actual ‘Updated Minimum Residual Requirement’ does not, at 1,507 reflect the 
target set out in the table 2.3 in policy SA10 (1,962); and that the associated 
commentary on the overall housing requirement in section 2.3 of SSP3 (Oct 2019) also 
contradicts table 2.3 in policy SA10, such that clarification needs to be provided as to 
what the correct residual requirement is. Reading between the lines it would appear that 
the Minimum Residual Requirement is 1,507, but that 1,962 is being allocated to provide 
some flexibility. In addition to the above, table 2.4 of Policy SA10 does not then reflect 
what is actually proposed in policy SA11 and table 2.5 (Developer) 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 There will be continued dialogue with site promoters/house builders regarding delivery 
trajectories, supported by evidence. A revised Housing Trajectory will be prepared to 
support the Reg19/submission version of the Plan. 

  
Self-Build / Custom Build 
 
Comments Received: 1 
 

 None of the allocations set out in the Site Allocations DPD make any reference to 
self-build. It is considered that MSDC has failed in their duty under the self-build act 
and consideration towards the provision of self-build within the district must be given 
within the DPD (Developer) 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 A topic paper setting out how the self-build duty is being for filled will be prepared to 
support to Reg 19/submission version of the Plan. 

 
 

Employment Requirement / Supply 
General Objection  
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Comments Received: 6 
 

 Notes that the employment figures have been updated in accordance with the method 

used for the District Plan, that additional need has been identified, and that there is an 

excess in supply identified to provide a buffer. This is supported. (Developer) 

 Development for additional employment would be best sought from brownfield sites 

(Developer) 

 Note that additional sites are located close to the Horsham boundary, therefore await 

further information in the emerging evidence base to assess any impacts (Horsham 

District Council) 

 A broader spread of sites across the district would have been preffered as a strategy 

(Developer) 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 Additional sites put forward during the consultation period will be reviewed in a revised 
Site Selection Paper 4: Employment, subsequently appraised in the Sustainability 
Appraisal to assess their suitability for allocation. 

 Continued liaison with neighbouring authorities regarding any potential cross-boundary 
impacts (none identified in the evidence to date). 

 

 

Development Policies 
Additional Policy Area Suggested 
 
Comments Received: 3 
 

 We strongly advise the Site Allocations DPD should include clearer and stronger policy 
wording upfront on requiring biodiversity net gain, for individual employment and 
housing allocations, and strategic allocations (Natural England). 

 In order to achieve a robust ‘plan-led’ approach, we request that: 
1. Substantial efforts are made to maximise the number of allocations for residential 
development on sites within town centres – presently there are no allocations for 
residential development within Burgess Hill town centre in the DPD and we would 
request the Council undertakes a thorough review of sites within the town centre and 
their potential to deliver residential development; and 
2. Minimum densities should then be set for those sites (Developer). 

 A policy in the DPD should be included confirming a presumption in favour of supporting 
residential land uses on town centre sites such as the Shopping Centre in order to 
support brownfield residential delivery (Developer). 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 Appendix C of the Sites DPD includes General Principles for development, this refers to 
biodiversity net gain. These principles will be made clearer in the Regulation 19 version 
of the Sites DPD.  

 

General Principles (Appendix C) 
 
Comments Received: 4 
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 We would ask that mention is made of aerodrome safeguarding considerations (Gatwick 
Airport). 

 Landscape and Visual Impact Assessments (of an appropriate level of detail for plan-
making stage) should be carried out of those sites proposed in the AONB to better 
inform the decision on whether they should be allocated and to inform the criteria that 
accompanies the allocations (High Weald AONB Unit). 

 Under ‘Landscape considerations’, we welcome the third bullet point which sets out 
requirements with regard to the SDNP, however, we request that this requirement is 
integrated within the development criteria of the relevant allocation policies for 
allocations within the setting of the National Park. Under ‘Historic environment and 
cultural heritage’ we suggest reference is also made to historic landscape (South Downs 
National Park). 

 Amend wording in Appendix C to include reference to waste safeguarding (West 
Sussex County Council). 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 Appendix C to be reviewed and additional requirement added where necessary.  
 

 

Supporting Documents 
Sustainability Appraisal – General Comments 
 
Comments Received: 20 
 

 Although we wholly support the SA process and assessment of land east and south of 
Imberhorne Upper School, it does not appear to identify the additional positive 
contributions the proposal will make towards education and health through the delivery 
of a 2FE primary school, land for Imberhorne Secondary School, a care village and GP 
surgery. (Developer) 

 The SA/SEA has not considered/assessed all reasonable alternatives which suggests 
that the Draft SA DPD has not been Positively prepared as it does not meet the 
objectively assessed needs of the Category 3 Settlements or is Justified by not having 
the most appropriate strategy when considered against the reasonable alternatives 
(Developer) 

 The Options presented were not sufficiently different in terms of addressing the 
approved spatial strategy. The choice around options was solely a choice around the 
overall number of units to be delivered in excess of the minimum residual requirement. 
There was no reasonable alternative presented in relation to the spatial strategy and the 
distribution of development between the settlement categories. (Developer) 

 Support the conclusions reached in the SA with regard to the inclusion of a supplement 
policy for existing employment sites in the draft Site Allocation DPD, however concern 
with the conclusion reached regarding the preferred strategy for meeting the 10-15ha of 
employment need over the plan period. (Developer) 

 All of the options contain the ‘20 Constant Site’ with no derivation of alternative options 
such as those which seek to divert housing growth away from the AONB or designated 
heritage assets (Developer) 

 Whilst the SA concludes that Option A is the most suitable approach for meeting 
employment need, need for B8 accommodation could be met through further provision 
of B8 at the existing Hub site (Developer) 

 The Sustainability Appraisal (SA) does not identify the need for specialist 
accommodation (beyond residential nursing care) as a sustainability issue or problem to 
be addressed (Developer) 
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 The SA should consider a pallet of non-AONB sites first, to ensure the protection of 
designations of a national importance, and only when the most appropriate sites have 
been considered, move towards the identification of AONB sites (Developer) 

 Land opposite Stanford Avenue, London Road, Hassock has been excluded through the 
Sustainability Appraisal based on a flawed assessment of the other site at Shepherds 
Walk in Hassocks (Site 221). Concern that the Council have not rigorously considered 
the reasonable alternative of allocating more of, or all of, the remaining 47 sites (that 
meet the Council’s own suitability criteria) (Developer) 

 The SA supporting the Site Allocations DPD must consider a reasonable alternative of 
removing any prospect of impacts upon the Ashdown Forest. (Developer) 

 We support the council’s decision to prefer option A (for existing employment sites), as 
we believe that option A would present greater certainty in regard to environmental, 
economic and social sustainability objectives for the delivery of development on existing 
employment sites. (Developer) 

 
Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 Site appraisals will be reviewed following any updates to site assessments in the revised 
Site Selection Paper 3: Housing 

 Assessments related to AONB sites will be reviewed following the additional work on 
AONB sites requested by the High Weald AONB Unit (assessment of ‘Major’ 
development and production of Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment) 

 A revised Sustainability Appraisal, addressing any additional site options, policy options 
and necessary amendments, will be published at Regulation 19 stage. 

 
 

Habitats Regulations Assessment – General Comments 
 
Comments Received: 6 
 

 Concur with the findings of the HRA report for both the air quality impact pathway and 
recreational pressure (Natural England). 

 For the air quality impact pathway, Natural England agrees with the conclusions drawn, 
at this stage, that proposed growth through the Mid Sussex draft Site Allocations DPD is 
unlikely to have an adverse effect on integrity of the Ashdown Forest SPA/SAC. This is 
given the context of longer-term projections in emissions improvements along with 
proposed highway improvements as part of the District Plan and Site Allocations DPD, 
to minimise retardation of improvement in air quality in Ashdown Forest (Natural 
England). 

 Similarly, for recreational pressure, Natural England agrees with the conclusions drawn, 
at this stage, that proposed growth through the Mid Sussex draft Site Allocations DPD is 
unlikely to have an adverse effect on integrity of the Ashdown Forest SPA/SAC. This is 
given the requirement for residential developments to contribute to the Strategic Access 
Management and Monitoring (SAMM) Strategy as agreed with Natural England and 
other affected local authorities, as well as the provision of strategic SANG to provide for 
the target housing growth through the DPD (as in line with District Plan Policy DP17) 
(Natural England). 

 The proposed SANG associated with SA20 will need to be carefully and sensitively 
designed, in line with agreed SANG guidance, but also to address potential impacts on 
the nearby ancient woodland at this location (Natural England). 

 Wealden District Council notes the direction of the HRA and certain considerations, 
which are key to the conclusion made of ‘no adverse impact’ as a result of air pollution 
on Ashdown Forest, diverge from the approach taken and the overall conclusion made 
in respect to the HRA Submission Wealden Local Plan. Wealden District Council wishes 
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to reserve the right to further comment on the HRA, when it has had the opportunity to 
consider the Inspector’s letter in detail (Wealden District Council). 

 Welcomes the detail of the draft HRA, however, considers that further evidence will be 
required for the next version of the HRA to support the current recommendations and to 
conclude that the Site Allocations DPD will not adversely affect the integrity of the 
Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC (CPRE Sussex). 

 Requests that the next version of the HRA includes the number of new dwellings and 
employment places that are being assessed. It should also state whether the step-up in 
the housing trajectory as outlined in District Plan Policy DP4 has been taken into 
account. The HRA should include details of the highways improvements (CPRE 
Sussex). 

 The Council’s evidence fails to show that development of the proposed sites at East 
Grinstead will have no adverse effect on the Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC. No 
monitoring available for the East Court & Ashplats Wood SANG and the SAMM Strategy 
to assess its effectiveness (Felbridge Protection Group). 

 There is a difference in approach to air quality impacts between Mid Sussex District 
Council and Wealden District Council (Felbridge Protection Group). 

 Acknowledges that the HRA concludes that the Site Allocations DPD will not result in 
likely significant effects on the Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC (Developer) 
 

Actions to Address Comments: 
  

 In the next version of the HRA report provide additional information on the number of 
dwellings being assessed and the highways improvements. 

 A SANG Topic Paper will be prepared to present evidence on visitor surveys. 

 A monitoring strategy is being prepared for SAMM. 

 Ongoing discussions with Wealden related to the findings of the Inspector’s report into 
the Wealden Local Plan Examination. 
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MID SUSSEX DESIGN GUIDE SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING DOCUMENT – 
OUTCOME OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION 
 
REPORT OF: DIVISIONAL LEADER FOR PLANNING AND ECONOMY 
Contact Officer: Alma Howell 

Email: alma.howell@midsussex.gov.uk Tel: 01444 477263 
Wards Affected: All 
Key Decision Yes 
Report To: Scrutiny Committee for Housing, Planning and Economic Growth  

Date of meeting: 22nd January 2020 
 
 
Purpose of Report 
 
1. The purpose of this report is to inform Members of the outcome to the public 

consultation on the draft Mid Sussex Design Guide Supplementary Planning 
Document (SPD) which took place from 9th October until 20th November 2019. 
It asks Members to note the representations received and consider and agree 
the Officer recommended actions to address issues raised in the 
representations.  

Summary 
 
2. This report: 

a)   Provides the background and context to the preparation of the Mid 
Sussex Design Guide;  

b)   Summarises the representations received from the public consultation; 
and 

c) Sets out recommendations to address the issues raised in the 
representations.  

Recommendations  
 
3. That the Scrutiny Committee: 
 

(i) Notes the responses to the public consultation on the draft Mid 
Sussex Design Guide SPD, as set out in Appendix 1 to this report;  

 
(ii) Considers and agrees the Officer recommended actions to 

address the issues that have been raised; and 
 
(iii) Notes the next steps as set out in paragraph 31. 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Background  
 
4. The scale of housing and employment growth in Mid Sussex is one of the most 

significant in the region. Alongside this, the District is characterised by a high 
quality landscape and by its distinctive towns and villages. If the character and 
quality of our towns and villages is to be maintained, it is vital that new 
development in Mid Sussex is responsive to its local context and is designed to 
a high standard. 
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5. District Plan Policy DP26 Character and Design sets out a series of high level 
design principles that new development is expected to achieve. However, 
further detailed guidance is needed to secure a step change in the quality of 
design in Mid Sussex which will also help communities better accept the 
growth agenda for the District. 

6. This approach is in line with Government policy in the revised National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) which places more emphasis on design. In 
paragraph 124, the NPPF states that the “...creation of high quality buildings 
and places is fundamental to what the planning and development process 
should achieve.” Under paragraph 126 it adds: “To provide maximum clarity 
about design expectations at an early stage, plans or supplementary planning 
documents should use visual tools such as design guides and codes. These 
provide a framework for creating distinctive places, with a consistent and high 
quality standard of design.” 

7. To support this emphasis on design, the Government has also recently 
published a new National Design Guide. This encourages Local Authorities to 
formulate local design guides to meet the priorities of its communities based on 
understanding of the local context and an analysis of local character and 
identity. 

8. The preparation of a comprehensive District-wide Design Guide as a 
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) accords with the principles set out 
in the NPPF and the National Design Guide. It will assist landowners, 
developers, applicants and planners in the process of assessing the design 
quality of schemes. It will also help to support decision making by the Council’s 
Planning Committees.   

9. As well as providing guidance on planning applications, the Design Guide has 
been prepared to inform the preparation of the Site Allocations Development 
Plan Document (DPD), providing information on appropriate design, density 
and layout. 

Scope and Content of Document  
 
10. District Plan Policy DP26 Character and Design sets the overall framework for 

the detailed guidance provided in the draft Design Guide. The document is 
structured according to a series of integrated design themes, including 
understanding the context, establishing well defined streets and layouts, 
transport connectivity, parking strategies, sustainability, and optimising site 
potential through building heights and housing density that reduces future 
pressure on development in the countryside. A series of Design Principles for 
each theme has been prepared, supported by illustrations of good and bad 
practice, including through local examples. 

 
11. The Design Guide provides guidance and best practice on the following types 

of development: 
 

•  Urban extensions (residential based developments)  
•  Brownfield sites / urban infill / mixed-use developments 
•  Rural developments 
•  New dwelling design (houses and apartments) 
•  Residential extensions 
•  Building conversions 
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•  Commercial buildings / business parks / industrial estates. 
 

Public Consultation 
 
12. At its meeting on 18th July 2019, this Committee considered the draft Design 

Guide before public consultation. The Committee welcomed the draft Guide 
and subject to the removal of some illustrations that were not to scale, resolved 
to delegate authority to Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning to approve 
the document for public consultation.  

13. Public consultation was carried out alongside the Site Allocations Development 
Plan Document (DPD) for six weeks from 9th October until 20th November 
2019. Exhibitions were held in libraries and at the District Council Offices. In 
addition, the consultation was published on the Council’s website and social 
media feeds.  

Summary of Key Issues 

14. A total of 41 individual respondents commented on the draft Design Guide with 
231 individual responses seeking specific changes to different parts of the 
document. Responses were received from eight Town and Parish Councils, 
Highways England, Historic England, Natural England, Sport England, South 
East Water, Thames Water, the Mid Sussex Design Review Panel, three local 
interest groups, two local architects, five developers, one District Councillor 
and thirteen members of the public. There were two respondents (Surrey 
County Council and Southern Water) who had no comments to make. 

15. A more detailed schedule of responses received during the consultation is 
available to view on the Councils’ webpage at: 
https://www.midsussex.gov.uk/planning-building/supplementary-planning-
documents/ A copy has also been placed in the Members Room. 

16. The majority of statutory consultees have welcomed the draft Design Guide 
and consider it will be very useful in raising design standards in Mid Sussex. 
The Town and Parish Councils who have responded support the document 
although some have also sought specific changes to different parts. 

17. The key comments from Statutory Consultees, Town and Parish Councils and 
the Mid Sussex Design Review Panel are summarised below: 

 Natural England references the importance of Green Infrastructure and 
biodiversity, and the opportunities to enhance local character and local 
distinctiveness through the design of new development.  

 South East Water seeks more emphasis on the reduction of water 
consumption in Principle DG41 (energy efficient and sustainable design).  

 Sport England suggests some additions to text relating to the relationship 
between the built environment and health and wellbeing, and seeks 
further design guidance for walking and cycling infrastructure.  

 Burgess Hill Town Council, Hassocks and West Hoathly Parish Councils 
consider that the document should be revised to provide specific, 
achievable standards relating to carbon emissions.  
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 Balcombe, Turners Hill and West Hoathly Parish Councils request 
reference to village design guides, more guidance on design in villages 
and reference to the High Weald AONB Design Guide principles.  

 The Mid Sussex Design Review Panel (DRP) raises issues regarding: 
the structure of the document; the need for separate Sustainability and 
Employment Chapters and also question the tick/cross image system 
which illustrates examples of good and bad design.  They also comment 
that the last three chapters (7-9 of the document on Residential Amenity, 
Household Extensions and Building Conversions) appear less 
substantial compared to the other chapters and also, as they relate to 
small scale development, should be provided as part of a separate 
volume.  

Key issues and broad actions  

18. The representations seeking changes to the document can be grouped around 
the themes of Detailed Design Issues, Sustainability and the Structure and 
Format of the document. A summary of the key issues under each of these 
themes and proposed actions to address the issues is set out below and in 
more detail in Appendix 1 to this report. 

Detailed Design Issues 
 
19. 28 respondents made comments on detailed design issues, providing a total of 

137 individual comments on different parts of the draft Design Guide.  
 
20. Three rural Parish Councils have sought greater reference to rural 

development and to the High Weald AONB Design Guide. The Mid Sussex 
Design Guide already cross references the High Weald AONB Design Guide 
and provides guidance on development in rural areas, therefore Officers 
consider no further amendment in this respect is required. 

 
21. In response to the DRP’s comments regarding the scope of the guidance on 

residential amenity, extensions and conversions; Officers recommend that 
additional guidance and images relating to these topics and the provision of 
examples of sympathetic design solutions should be added to the Design 
Guide.  

 
22.  The DRP and a local architect also request that more emphasis is given to 

Employment and Brownfield Sites. In response to these comments it is 
proposed to provide a separate chapter on Employment Sites with specific 
guidance on layout, landscaping and the design of buildings relating to this 
use. It is also proposed to provide additional information on Brownfield Sites 
and include a reference to the Mid Sussex Brownfield Sites Register. 

 
23. Two individuals have also commented that the section on materials needs to 

be expanded. Officers recommend that the draft Design Guide includes more 
information on appropriate, locally distinctive materials, including suitable 
modern or contemporary materials and their application. 

 
Sustainability  
 
24. 10 out of 18 respondents making comments on Sustainability consider that the 

Design Guide does not go far enough in addressing this issue. The DRP 
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considers that there should be a separate chapter on this topic and six 
respondents, including local residents, request that the document should 
require new buildings to meet specific carbon reduction standards such as 
Passivhaus standards.  

 
25. In response to these comments, Officers recommend the inclusion of a new 

section on Sustainability in the Introduction to the document that sets out the 
sustainability objectives of the Design Guide. This section will clearly signpost 
how the Design Guide covers a wide range of interconnected sustainable 
design themes relating to green infrastructure, biodiversity, trees, sustainable 
transport, site optimisation and mixed use as well encouraging the highest 
standards in the design of buildings to minimise the use of resources and 
energy. In addition it is proposed to highlight at the start of each chapter how 
this particular topic helps to deliver a low carbon and climate resilient future for 
the District. 

 
26. Officers recommend that there be no change to the draft Design Guide in 

response to representations seeking the inclusion of specific carbon reduction 
standards such as Passivhaus standards because: 

 
1) In early 2015, the Government announced the withdrawal of the Code for 

Sustainable Homes. In its Ministerial Statement in March 2015 
(www.gov.uk/government/speches/planning-update-march-2015) the 
Government made clear that planning policies should not duplicate other 
regulatory regimes such as the Building Regulations and that policies 
should not be used to set conditions on planning permissions with 
requirements above the equivalent of the energy requirement of Level 4 of 
the Code for Sustainable Homes (this is approximately 20% above current 
Building Regulations across the build mix); 
 

2) The Government in its recent consultation on ‘The Future Homes 
Standard’ has reaffirmed its approach as set out above. It proposes that in 
2020, Part L of the Building Regulations will be improved to require a 20-
30% reduction in carbon emissions from current levels.  By 2025 all new 
build homes will be required to be future-proofed with low carbon heating 
and high levels of energy efficiency requiring a 70-80% carbon reduction. 
The document also clarifies the role of planning authorities in setting 
energy efficiency standards and is explicit that these requirements are to 
be delivered through the Buildings Regulations and not through separate 
Local Planning policies; and 

 
3)  An SPD cannot introduce new policy but instead should supplement and 

provide additional detail to existing Development Plan policies. As set out 
in the paragraph 34 of the NPPF, it would not therefore be appropriate for 
the District Council, at this stage, to introduce new carbon reduction 
standards that have not been tested through a District Plan Examination in 
terms of their impact on the viability of development.  

 
Structure and Format 
 
27. Balcombe Parish Council, the DRP and a local architect consider the 

document could be more concise. In response to this, Officers recommend a 
thorough review of the Document to make it more clear and succinct in line 
with the advice for clarity in the NPPF, including removing any repetition in the 
‘reasons’ sections and any overlap between chapters. 
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28.  The DRP and the local architect also suggest that the last three chapters 

should be separated from the main document and provided as a second 
volume as these relate to smaller scale development. Officers disagree with 
this suggestion and recommend no change as it is considered that the Design 
Guide needs to be kept as a whole. These chapters cover the main routine 
business of the Development Management service and are therefore integral 
to achieving high quality design across the District.  

 
29. In addition, the DRP has questioned the tick/cross image system which 

illustrates good and bad design examples. Officers also disagree with this 
representation and recommend the retention of these images as they clearly 
illustrate what constitutes good design and how to avoid common pitfalls of 
poor design. Therefore no change to the Design Guide in this respect is 
proposed. 

 
Next Steps 
 
30. Following consideration by this Committee, the draft Design Guide will be 

amended as set out above and in Appendix 1. The final draft version of the 
document, along with a schedule of the detailed changes, will be presented to 
this Committee in March 2020 for consideration, before being submitted to Full 
Council for adoption as an SPD. 

 
31. Once adopted the Design Guide SPD will be a material consideration in the 

planning process. A training session on the effective use of the Design Guide 
for Members and Officers will also be delivered by the consultants appointed to 
prepare the Design Guide in Summer 2020. 

 
Policy Context 
 
32. The National Planning Policy Framework emphasises the importance of high 

quality design. The Mid Sussex District Plan was adopted in March 2018 and 
seeks to ensure that well located and designed development, that reflects the 
distinctive character of the towns and villages, is delivered in the District. The 
Draft Design Guide supplements and adds detail to the District Plan policies. 

 
Other Options Considered 
 
33. An option would be not to prepare a Design Guide and rely on District Plan 

Policy DP26: Character and Design. However, this would mean that the 
Council would miss an opportunity to provide clear design guidance that 
supplements Policy DP26, and addressing the design issues that are specific 
to Mid Sussex.  

 
Financial Implications 
 
34. The cost of the preparation of the Design Guide SPD is £30,000, which 

includes training sessions, and has been funded from the Development Plan 
Reserve. 

  
Risk Management Implications 
 
35. Without the detailed design guidance set out in the Mid Sussex Design Guide, 

it would be difficult to secure a step change in design quality in the District. 
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Given the growth agenda, there is the risk that this may result in adverse 
impacts on the character and quality of our towns and villages. 

Equality and customer service implications  
 
36. It is important that the Council is able to secure high quality design for new 

development that creates inclusive and sustainable neighbourhoods. The draft 
Design Guide has been subject to an Equalities Impact Assessment. This 
concludes that the document does not discriminate against any members of 
the community that have ‘protected characteristics.’  

 
Other Material Implications 
 
37. Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Habitats Regulations 

Assessment (HRA) Screening have been undertaken on the draft Design 
Guide.  

 
Appendix 1 – Summary of Consultation Responses and Broad Actions to address 
these 
 
Background Papers - Mid Sussex Design Guide SPD (Consultation Draft) - 
https://www.midsussex.gov.uk/media/4483/mid-sussex_design_guide-
supplementary-planning-document_2019.pdf 
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Summary of Consultation Responses and Broad Actions to 
address these 
 

 
Draft Mid Sussex Design Guide SPD – Detailed Design Issues 
Total respondents: 
28 

Supporting 
comments: 20 

Total comments: 
137 

Requesting 
amendments: 117 

Main Issues Raised 
Statutory Respondents 

 Historic England supports the intention to provide guidance to householders and 
developers to ensure the highest standards of design are incorporated in planning 
new large-scale developments, residential extensions and alterations. 

 Sport England requests reference to its ‘Active Design’ guidance document which 
they consider is particularly relevant to Design Principles (DG) 11, 12, 15, 19, 24, 
25, 26, 29 and 34. Good design should consider opportunities to incorporate 
inclusive active environments that can have a positive impact on physical health as 
well as people’s wellbeing and mental health. 

Town and Parish Councils 

 Balcombe Parish Council supports most of the Design Principles, though 
suggest some points of clarification, including reference to village design guides, 
more guidance on design in villages, that the parking section is complex, with 
some contradictions. Concerned there is overlap and duplication between some 
sections. 

 Bolney Parish Council is in full support of the Design Guide which will ensure 
that all future developments in Mid Sussex are built to a high quality. 

 Burgess Hill Town Council considers some phrases are too vague: ‘coarse grain 
and fine grain’; ‘improving legibility’; ‘rationalise parking’. 

 Hassocks Parish Council welcomes the Design Guide SPD. In particular, the 
need to avoid pastiche design, and the need for sustainable buildings for both new 
homes and alterations. 

 Haywards Heath Town Council supports the adoption of clearer planning design 
guidelines which will hopefully encourage the delivery of a more modern and 
welcoming visual townscape for future communities. Appreciates the significant  
reference to its Neighbourhood Plan. 

 Horsted Keynes Parish Council welcomes the Design Guide SPD as a means of 
promoting better quality planning applications and higher standards of design in 
new development. 

 Turners Hill Parish Council welcomes this SPD and agrees with many of the 
points raised. Have concerns over the lack of reference to Neighbourhood Plans 
and requests that greater consideration is given to the design needs of rural 
villages. 

 West Hoathly Parish Council considers that the Design Guide is focused on town 
design and should reference the High Weald AONB Design Guide principles 
relating to small villages. 

District Councillors 

 A District Councillor highlights that providing useful routes both within the 
development and connecting with neighbouring public rights of way. Requests that 
the lack of connection between East Grinstead and Haywards Heath / Burgess Hill 
by railway or major road is mentioned in the East Grinstead section.  

Other Local Organisations 

 Campaign to Protect Rural England congratulates MSDC on the production of a 
very practical, informative and clearly expressed guide, which has their support. 

APPENDIX 1 
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Suggests guidance should discourage standard designs by volume house builders 
when they are not altered to meet local context.  Considers that the relationship 
between this guide and equivalent guides in the South Downs National Park or the 
High Weald AONB is not clear. They also propose a number of changes to the 
Design Guide Principles related to biodiversity, hedgerows, parking, open space 
and its maintenance, public realm, affordable housing and dwelling space 
standards. Request that greater clarity is provided on the role of the Mid Sussex 
Design Review Panel (DRP). 

 Gatwick Airport Ltd requests that regard is given to aerodrome safeguarding 
considerations. 

 East Grinstead Town Local Action Team raises issues with regards to on/off-
street parking; adoption of roads; access for emergency and service vehicles and 
traffic calming measures. Considers that the new development at Queens Walk, 
East Grinstead does not successfully integrate with the townscape and that 20mph 
speed limit on roads on new development may be desirable but is extremely 
difficult to achieve without numerous traffic calming measures. 

Architects / Developers / Planning Agents 

 Crest Nicholson consider there is bias in the document towards encouraging 
more contemporary residential development, which while welcomed, needs to 
recognise that volume house builders are more reliant upon standardised 
traditional housing types. More encouragement is needed for contemporary 
materials.  

 DMH Stallard consider that it is difficult for small sites to provide positive 
development edges and that the guidance on bin and cycle storage is too 
prescriptive as are the suggested materials for hard landscaping. Requests that 
Principles DG55 and DG56 relating to building conversions acknowledges rights to 
carry out works under permitted development.  

 Jake White Architects commends the ambition of the document. Advises that 
greater flexibility is needed for high quality design e.g. in adhering to the building 
line, where some positive extensions can be made. Need for greater emphasis on 
brownfield development not just in relation to large scale development. Exemplars 
of projects showing contrast between new and old should be included.  

 Jenny Lewin Architects has issues with Chapter 8, in particular, that it is too 
prescriptive and simplistic. Considers that the Guide inappropriately encourages 
demolition rather than retrofit and re-design and that flat roofed ‘Georgian’ style 
dormers can be appropriate. 

 MSDC’s Design Review Panel praises the guide, but has a number of comments. 
Recommend that: there is  a separate Employment Chapter and reference to the 
new National Design Guide. Considers that the treatment of building alterations 
(chap. 7 – Residential Amenity, 8 – Household Extensions and 9 – Building 
Conversions)  are disproportionately lightweight. Opportunity missed in suggesting 
only coarse grained areas have potential for change; this neglects brownfield site 
development as well as lower density areas such as the suburbs. Further coverage 
needed of Brownfield development. 

 Pegasus Group submitted the same rep. on behalf of both Persimmon 
Homes  and Thakeham Homes. They recommend a number of textual changes 
for clarity and as the document can be too prescriptive in areas. These changes 
include a definition of larger schemes; reference to the National Design Guide; 
clarity on when schemes are referred to the Design Review Panel and definition of 
small rear court parking. A number of comments and suggested amendments are 
also made with regards to front threshold parking; movement networks; street 
enclosure; refuse areas; tree planting; materials; affordable housing; innovative 
design; public realm and open space.  

 Rodway Planning considers the Design Guide to be a generic document that 
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lacks the detail that would guide the applicant and the design team. Greater 
reference should be given to the National Design Guide. While applicants are 
required to understand the context, this is undermined by the priority for perimeter 
block development as the only suitable typology which can reduce the 
opportunities for rhythm or reflecting the local grain. More useful guidance for a 
variety of scenarios and therefore typologies is needed. More information on 
materials is also needed. 

Residents 

 Need to ensure consideration and protection are given to character homes which 
are not Listed or included in Conservation Areas.  

 No guidelines to prevent inappropriate garden grabbing. 

 Cumulative impacts of developments need to be considered. 

 East Grinstead map – suburban should be semi-rural. 

 Adoption of roads should be agreed at an early stage in the design process. 

 Guidance discourages off-street parking and recommends on-street parking – this 
is opposed by multiple respondents. 

 Streets should not be designed for play. 

 Footways should not be used by cyclists. 

 Fails to address the risk presented by permitted development. 

 Concerns over encouragement for high density development and tall buildings, 
with reference to Haywards Heath. 

Officer Recommended Actions  

 Include reference to the National Design Guide in place of Buildings for Life (BfL). 

 Include reference to Village Design statements. 

 Ensure that terms including ‘coarse’ and ‘fine grain’ are clearly defined. Review the 
need for a glossary of terms. 

 Comprehensively review chapters 7-9 (Residential Amenity, Household Extensions 
and Building Conversions .  

 Include greater reference to Brownfield Sites and the MSDC’s Brownfield Sites 
Register. 

 Provide a separate chapter for Employment Sites with further guidance on the 
layout, landscaping and design of buildings.  

 Provide further guidance on office to residential conversions where prior approval 
relating to the changes to the external appearance of the building is required.  

 Include more information on appropriate, locally distinctive materials, and 
application of materials including suitable modern/contemporary approaches. 

 Review the document to ensure it strikes the right balance between setting clear 
guidance and not being overly prescriptive so that it does not stifle innovation.  

 Ensure the reasoning for the approach to parking is clearly explained. 

 It is not recommended that there is a change to the principle of positive 
development edges and perimeter block development for all the good design 
reasons explained in the draft document, and that they are supported by other best 
practice documents. 

 It is not recommended to include further reference to rural development. The 
Design Guide already cross references the High Weald AONB Design Guide and 
South Downs Local Plan and also provides guidance relating to development that 
has a rural context through case studies and examples.  
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Draft Mid Sussex Design Guide SPD – Sustainability Issues 
Total respondents: 
22 

Supporting 
comments: 3 

Total comments: 
62 

Requesting 
amendments: 59 

Main Issues Raised 
Statutory Respondents 

 Natural England references the importance of Green Infrastructure and 
biodiversity, and the opportunities to enhance local character and local 
distinctiveness through the design of new development.  

 South East Water seeks more emphasis on the reduction of water consumption in 
Principle DG41(energy efficient and sustainable design). They also request 
additional text to encourage high water efficiency in new dwellings. 

 Sport England suggests a number of minor additions to text relating to the 
relationship between the built environment and health and wellbeing, and seeks 
further design guidance for walking and cycling infrastructure.  

 Thames Water proposes additional text related to sustainable surface water 
drainage. 

Town and Parish Councils 

 Burgess Hill Town Council recommends that a reference to the recent West 
Sussex Cycling Design Guide should be included as a design requirement under 
principle DG19 (providing active streets that are defined by buildings rather than 
roads). They also request that DG41(energy efficient and sustainable design) be 
revised to include specific achievable sustainability targets for zero carbon 
emissions. 

 Hassocks Parish Council considers it is necessary to set a numeric figure for 
energy efficiency standards of new build homes and any large extensions based 
on Passivhaus standards, and request additional guidance related to insulation. 

 West Hoathly Parish Council requests that more emphasis is given to Climate 
Change. 

District Councillors 

 A District Councillor highlights the importance of Passivhaus standards or net 
zero energy performance indicators and that DG41(energy efficient and 
sustainable design) should include options for solar and thermal energy collection 
and storage. Consider there should also be  convenient storage for bicycles, 
provision of electric charging points in both private and public settings. Greater 
support is needed for public transport and cycling infrastructure. Case Study Two 
St Margaret’s Convent, East Grinstead is not a good case study and could have 
been delivered at a much higher density with less reliance on cars. 

Other Organisations 

 Campaign to Protect Rural England requests that sustainable development and 
energy efficiency guidance should extend to building alterations. They also 
propose a number of changes to the Design Guide Principles related to 
sustainability, including that new homes should be built as close as possible to 
zero emission requirements; Principle DG41 should address energy efficiency 
retrofitting and reference that water use is limited to 110 litres/person/day. 

Architects / Developers / Planning Agencies 

 Crest Nicholson highlight the need for further guidance on the positioning of solar 
panels, car charging points, SuDS and tree planting. 

 Jake White Architects considers demolition / rebuild projects should require a 
significant improvement in efficiency and site density to justify the environmental 
cost of demotion. Disagrees with requiring all PV arrays to be integrated systems. 
No mention of super-insulated buildings or Passivhaus principles. BRE diagram 
showing a passive stack system looks good, but this is not current thinking on 
green building. No reference to the Government’s Future Homes Standard 
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initiative. 

 MSDC’s Design Review Panel consider that the absence of a separate chapter 
on sustainability is severe oversight. The subject should be considered more 
ambitiously and cover headings such as lifespan, biodiversity, renewable energy 
sources and Passivhaus design. The opportunities presented by brownfield sites 
needs wider consideration beyond the town centres. Retrofit and refurbishment 
need encouragement.   

 Rodway Planning feel that more guidance should be given regarding the issue of 
resilience and lifespan.  

 Pegasus Group submitted the same rep. on behalf of both Persimmon and 
Thakeham. They suggest amendments with regards to solar shading, car clubs, 
electric charging points, tree planting and landscaping. 

Residents 

 Support the aim of the Design Guide to deliver a low carbon and climate resilient 
future for Mid Sussex. 

 Much greater emphasis or ambition should be given to sustainability and low 
carbon, energy efficient design as this is one of the most urgent issues facing 
society. Sustainability is short on detail compared to other design issues. 

 Lack of reference to insultation. 

 Lack of reference to ground source heat pumps. 

 All developments that include apartment blocks should provide electric charging 
points and solar panels. 

 Building orientation should be encouraged to support solar panels. 

 Greater reference to decentralised renewable energy systems. 

 Need to protect PROW in greenfield developments. 

Officer Recommended Actions 

 Include reference to the recent West Sussex Cycling Design Guide and also 
Depart of Transport best practice guidelines. The Design Guide will also reference 
the forthcoming work on Local Cycling and Waking Infrastructure Plans (LCWIPS) 
that are being developed. 

  Provide a new section in the introduction to the Design Guide on Sustainability. 

 Highlight and emphasise at the start of each topic chapter how this particular topic 
helps to deliver a low carbon and climate resilient future for the District as well as 
comprehensively reviewing the references to sustainability throughout the 
document.  

 No change recommended in response to including specific carbon reduction 
standards such as Passivhaus standards. While the Design Guide already seeks 
to encourage the highest standards, Government advice makes it clear in the new 
Future Homes Standards that higher standards will delivered through the Building 
Regulations starting in 2020 and planning policies should not duplicate other 
regulatory regimes. 
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Draft Mid Sussex Design Guide SPD – Structure and Format 
Issues 
Total respondents: 
10 

Supporting 
comments: 2 

Total comments: 
32 

Requesting 
amendments: 30 

Main Issues Raised 
Statutory Respondents 

 Highways England ask that it is added to the list of Relevant Statutory Authorities 
and Organisations. 

Town and Parish Councils 

 Balcombe Parish Council suggests changes to the length and layout of the 
document to make it more concise.  

Other Organisations 

 Gatwick Airport Ltd request that they are included in the list of relevant statutory 
authorities and organisations. 

Architects / Developers / Planning Agencies 

 DMH Stallard suggest amendments to Fig. 1.1 relating to the contents matrix at 
the start of the document which sets out which Development Principles are 
applicable to the different development types. 

 Jake White Architects considers the design of the document is well laid out but 
breaking the last three sections into a second volume or addendum documents 
would avoid a reduction in the overall quality of the former sections. Ideally a 
document like this should only highlight high quality design and images.  

 MSDC’s Design Review Panel cite a lack of consistency and clarity in the 
presentation styles, coupled with a tendency towards literal repetition. They 
suggest a number of changes to the presentation of information, particularly 
towards the beginning of the document, including the contents matrix. Also 
highlight features which they consider are not helpful, such as ‘Reasons’ and ‘How 
to use’ sections. They consider that chapters 7-9 are too ‘lightweight’ while other 
chapter headings are confusing due to overlapping topics which could be 
consolidated. Reduced number of images, presented at a larger scale, would aid 
clarity, as would a separate “Employment” section. Tick / cross system is too 
prescriptive and harms scope for innovation. Question whether individual architect 
practices should be credited against images.   

Residents 

 The Design Guide is thoughtful and well set out with good and bad examples 
illustrated. 

Officer Recommended Actions 

 Review the document to identify opportunities to make the document more clear 
and succinct, including reviewing the need for the ‘Reasons’ sections and any 
overlap between chapters.  

 Update and include additional guidance and images relating to the last three 
chapters 7-9 (which cover Residential Amenity, Extensions and Conversions). It is 
not considered appropriate to separate these chapters into a second volume, as 
they are integral to achieving high quality design across the District. 

 It is not recommended that the tick/ cross image system, which illustrates good 
and bad design examples, be removed as these images are very useful for 
applicants and Development Management officers in understanding what 
constitutes high quality design and how to avoid common pitfalls of poor design.  

 Improve the quality, consistency and relevance of the images.  

 Review the contents matrix and opportunities to improve the navigation of the 
document including the incorporation of a separate “Employment” section.  
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HOMELESSNESS STRATEGY 2016 - 2021 
 
REPORT OF: Judy Holmes, Assistant Chief Executive  
Contact Officer: Emma Shuttleworth, Business Unit Leader for Housing Services 

Email: Emma.Shuttleworth@midsussex.gov.uk Tel: 01444 477431 
Wards Affected: All 
Key Decision: 
Report to: 

No 
Scrutiny Committee for Housing and Planning 
Date of meeting 22 January 2020 

 
 
Purpose of Report 
 
1. The purpose of this report is to ask the Scrutiny Committee to recommend the 

Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy 2020-2025 to Council for adoption. 
 
Recommendations 
 
2. The Committee is requested to: 

I. Comment on the Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy 2020-2025 
II. Recommend to Council that the Homelessness and Rough Sleeping 

Strategy 2020-25 be adopted 
 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Background  
 
3. The Homelessness Act, 2002, requires all local authorities to conduct a review of 

homelessness in their district and use this to inform a strategy for tackling 
homelessness which they must publish at intervals of no longer than five years. 

 
4. The current Homelessness Strategy runs until 2021 but it has become necessary to 

carry out an early review, due to the implementation of the Homelessness Reduction 
Act 2017 and the new requirement to incorporate within Homelessness Strategies a 
special focus on rough sleeping.  The Homelessness Reduction Act introduced new 
homelessness Prevention and Relief duties on local housing authorities.  In its Rough 
Sleeping Strategy August 2018, the Government committed to halve rough sleeping 
by 2022 and end it by 2027. The Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local 
Government (MHCLG) has pledged to increase scrutiny of local housing authorities’ 
homelessness strategies, and in August 2019, the Homelessness Advice & Support 
Team requested all local housing authorities submit their homelessness strategy for 
their consideration.  We have advised HAST that we anticipate our Strategy will be 
adopted by 1st April 2020.  

 
 
5. The Homelessness Strategy sets out how services will be delivered in the future to 

tackle homelessness and the available resources to prevent and relieve 
homelessness.   

 
6. In developing the new Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy, a 

comprehensive review of homelessness in the District and an assessment of likely 
future trends was carried out.  The review assesses the nature and extent of 
homelessness in the District, together with its causes and an analysis of those 
groups most affected.  The review also considers the use of temporary 
accommodation by the Council, the availability of social housing, access to the 
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private rented sector and the affordability of market housing.  The review can be 
found at https://www.midsussex.gov.uk/media/4622/msdc-homelessness-strategy-
review-final-draft-7jan-2020.pdf 

 
7. The Council consulted on the strategy between 9th August to 4th October 2019.  The 

consultation comprised a web survey and a consultation event attended by key 
stakeholders.  The online survey was sent to stakeholders and service users and 
was available on the Council’s website for members of the public and 45 responses 
were received.  The key issues identified by the review and the responses to the 
consultation have been used to inform and develop the strategic objectives/priorities 
for the new Strategy.  93% of the respondents agreed that the proposed priorities for 
the new strategy are the right ones.  A summary of the outcome of the consultation 
can be found at https://www.midsussex.gov.uk/media/4620/homelessness-strategy-
2019-short-summary-consultation-response-report.pdf 

 
Homelessness Strategy 2020-25 
 

8. The Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy is included at Appendix 1 of this 
report and sets out five strategic objectives and actions for their achievement in 
preventing and dealing with homelessness in the District.  The overall aim of the 
strategy is to deliver an accessible service to prevent homelessness and assist 
homeless households in finding long term affordable and sustainable housing. 

 
 
9. The strategic objectives identified in the Strategy are: 

 Preventing and relieving homelessness 

 Minimise the use of and improve temporary accommodation 

 Prevent recurring homelessness 

 Tackle rough sleeping and homelessness amongst vulnerable groups 

 Enable access to suitable and affordable accommodation 

The Strategy includes an Action Plan detailing how the strategic objectives will be 
achieved. 

 
9.1 Priority 1: Preventing and relieving homelessness 

The Council’s focus is on the prevention and relief of homelessness.  Its objectives 
are to prevent homelessness at an early stage and, where this is not possible, to 
support homeless households and those in housing need to secure suitable 
affordable housing.  These objectives will be delivered through the priority actions 
outlined in the strategy on pages 17 to 20: 

 
9.2 Priority 2: Minimise the use of and improve temporary accommodation 
 

The Council recognises that being in temporary accommodation can be a very 
stressful and negative experience, particularly when placed outside the district away 
from their support network, health care providers, place of employment and schools.  
The Council aims to provide more good quality temporary accommodation within the 
district and to enable households to move through temporary accommodation into a 
settled home as soon as possible.  These objectives will be delivered through the 
priority actions outlined in the strategy on pages 23 to 24. 
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9.3 Priority 3: Preventing recurring homelessness 
 

The Council is committed to preventing previous households from becoming 
homeless again wherever possible.  This objective will be delivered through the 
priority actions set out in the strategy on pages 27 and 28 

 
9.4 Priority 4: Tacking rough sleeping and homelessness amongst vulnerable groups 
 

The reported number of people sleeping rough within the district is low, for 2019 the 
reported figure for Mid Sussex for the annual Rough Sleeper count was 8.  Despite 
the low numbers, the Council believes that no-one should have to sleep rough and it 
is therefore a priority to ensure that there is sufficient provision in place to provide 
effective support to anyone doing so.  The Council also recognises the importance of 
ensuring that vulnerable groups are provided with the appropriate support to prevent 
them from becoming homeless and to enable them to remain in their current homes 
where they are likely to have established support networks and community links.  
These objectives will be delivered through the following priority actions set out in the 
strategy on pages 34 to 38: 

 
 
9.5 Priority 5: Enable access to suitable and affordable accommodation 
 

It is important that a range of suitable and affordable accommodation is available to 
meet the differing housing needs of the residents of Mid Sussex.  It is recognised that 
the demand for social housing outweighs the supply and that home ownership and 
private rents are not affordable for residents on low incomes.  The Council intends to 
deliver this priority through the priority actions set out in the strategy in pages 41 to 
42. 

 
10. The Council will monitor delivery of the key actions in the strategy and the impact on 

key performance measures including: 
 

 Number of approaches from households with a housing enquiry 

 The number of homeless prevention and prevention duties accepted 

 Numbers of households placed into temporary accommodation 

 Number of households in nightly paid temporary accommodation 

 Average cost of temporary accommodation 

 Number of households accepted as homeless 

 The average amount of time a household has spent in temporary accommodation  

 Number of households assisted to access the private rented sector 

 Number of affordable homes delivered 

 
The Strategy and action plan will be reviewed on an annual basis and reported to 
scrutiny    

 
 
Next steps 
 
11. Subject to the Committee’s comments and amendments, the Strategy will be 

submitted for approval by Council at its meeting on 1 April 2020.  
 
Policy Context 
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12. The delivery of the Homelessness Strategy will make a significant contribution to the 
priorities set out in the Corporate Plan, and to the Council’s aim to be an effective 
council delivering value for money services and helping to create a strong economy, 
environment and community. 

 
Other Options Considered 
 
13. The report provides a Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy which sets out 

how the Council will meet its homelessness duties.  No other practicable options 
were identified. 

 
Financial Implications 
 
14. The actions set out in the Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy can be met 

from existing resources.  If additional resources are required this will be considered 
by Cabinet. 

 
Risk Management Implications 
 
15. The Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy will enable the Council to 

demonstrate how it is meeting its duties under the Homelessness Act 2002,and will 
avoid the risks associated with non-compliance. 

 
Equalities and customer service implications 
 
16. An impact assessment has been completed to support the Homelessness and Rough 

Sleeping Strategy.  Those assisted by the Council to prevent them becoming 
homeless include some of the most vulnerable residents of Mid Sussex. 

 
Other material implications 
 
17. None. 
 
Background Papers 
 

1. Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy Equality Impact Assessment. 
2. Consultation Outcomes (see links above) 
3. Review (see links above) 
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MID SUSSEX DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

Equality Impact Assessment  
 

Title of Policy/Service/Contract: Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy for 
the period 2020 - 2025 
 
Division:  Assistant Chief Executive.  Housing. 
 
Lead Officer:  Samantha Horne/Emma Shuttleworth 
 
Date Assessment completed:  November 2019 
 
1.  SCOPING 
 

1.1 What are the aims of the policy, service/service change or contract? 
 
The strategy relates to the delivery of the Council’s responsibilities regarding 
homelessness and rough sleeping.  The Strategy sets out five objectives and 
associated actions to address homelessness and rough sleeping in the District over 
the next 5 years: 
- Preventing and relieving homelessness 
- Minimise the use of and improve temporary accommodation. 
- Prevent recurring homelessness 
- Tackle rough sleeping and homelessness amongst specific vulnerable groups 
- Enable access to affordable and suitable accommodation. 

 

1.2 Who does the service/policy/contract affect? Who are the main customers 
(internal or external)?  
 
People who are homeless or threatened with homelessness.  People in the District 
who are rough sleeping.  Those seeking housing advice and people in housing need.  
This affects in the main people on low to modest incomes.  Homelessness also 
disproportionately affect people who are vulnerable due to physical or mental 
disability, learning disabilities, those suffering domestic violence, young people, older 
people, ex-offenders and substance misusers. 
Other vulnerable people requiring housing related support and/or accommodation. 
Key partners involved in the delivery of the strategy include housing associations, 
private landlords and letting agents.  Other external stakeholders include West 
Sussex County Council, Sussex Police, the Probation Service, Clarion Housing 
Association, Peabody as well as other social housing providers in the district, 
Southdown Housing, Citizens Advice and WORTH Services. 
Internal partners within the Council include the Revenues and Benefits Service, 
Corporate Estates, Legal, Finance and the Housing Standards Team. 

 

1.3 What equality information is available, including any evidence from 
engagement and analysis of use of services? 
 
A review of homelessness in Mid Sussex has been completed with detailed 
information regarding the client group dealt with by the Housing Needs service.  This 
includes breakdowns of the ethnicity of those approaching the Housing Needs Team 
for advice and the priority need category of those accepted as homeless. 
Information is provided from West Sussex County Council on young people in the 
District assisted by the Youth Homelessness Prevention Team and Leaving Care 
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Service.  The review includes an assessment of the affordability of rented 
accommodation in the social and private sector. 
A consultation exercise has been undertaken to inform the Strategy, which has 
involved partner organisations connected to homelessness and rough sleeping in Mid 
Sussex, such as the YMCA, Turning Tides, mental health groups, the Police, the 
Department of Works and Pensions, Probation Service, Housing Associations and 
Furnihelp.  There has also been a web survey available on the Council’s website. 

 

1.4 What does this information tell us about the equality issues associated with 
the service and implications for the protected groups? 
Monitoring of those approaching the Council for housing advice and are then 
accepted as homeless by ethnicity does not show any marked differences with that of 
the background population in Mid Sussex.  
The number of approaches from people who have identified that they are from the 
Gypsy and Traveller community is relatively few, although this may reflect some 
under reporting as those seeking housing advice may not self-identify in all 
instances.  The service deals with a high proportion of vulnerable people, especially 
due to old age, physical disability and mental illness.   Of those accepted as 
homeless in 2018/19, 63% had a vulnerability.  A lack of access to affordable 
accommodation is a major factor for people on low incomes and supported by 
benefits. The homelessness review found a high incidence of mental health needs 
amongst those approaching the Council who are threatened with homelessness.  
Domestic abuse is also a significant factor in reasons for people seeking housing 
advice from the Council (8% of approaches in 2018/19). 

 

1.5 Are contractors or partnerships used to deliver the service? Y/N 
If No go to section 2. 
If yes, please refer to the guidance notes for completing impact assessments and 
complete the next three questions. 
Identify the contractors/partnerships used to deliver the service. 
There are a number of services that the Housing Needs Team works with to prevent 
homelessness which are procured through West Sussex County Council or 
countywide partnerships.  Clarion provides access to temporary accommodation and 
manages the Common Housing Register on behalf of the Council.  Other temporary 
accommodation is provided by Sussex Oakleaf HA and where necessary procured 
on a nightly basis from privately run guest house and bed and breakfast 
establishments. 
Turning Tides provides support to rough sleepers and to those at risk of rough 
sleeping in the district. 
Citizens Advice provide a Homelessness Prevention & Money Advice Service 
What is their contribution to equality in service delivery and the promotion of 
equality? 
Partner organisations support the activities of the Housing Needs Team in preventing 
homelessness amongst often vulnerable people and through supporting people who 
need temporary accommodation or are rough sleeping.  Clarion’s Homemove Team 
ensures that social housing is allocated in accordance with the Council’s Housing 
Allocation Scheme.  The scheme is designed to ensure allocations are based on 
housing need and that all applicants are treated fairly and in a transparent way. 
Citizens Advice aim to prevent homelessness where possible through the timely 
intervention of debt and money advice for people at risk of losing their homes through 
rent or mortgage arrears.  Turning Tides support those who are rough sleeping or at 
risk of rough sleeping to make sustainable changes to their lives to enable them to 
move away from rough sleeping. 
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How are equality issues addressed through contractual arrangements and 
service level agreements? 
The SLA with Clarion sets out equal opportunities expectations and requires the 
contractor to monitor its work and the outcomes, e.g. who gets housed 
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2. Assessment of Impact; Analysis and Action Planning 
 

Any gaps in information or provision, opportunities to promote equalities and good relations identified above need to be translated into SMART actions and 
recorded here.  These actions need to be delivered and monitored through the service planning process. 

 

Opportunity to promote equality, 
good relations and/or address 
barriers to service/differential impact 

Current action taken to address these Further actions 
required and 
timescales 

Lead 
Officer 

How will impact be 
measured 

The needs of different ethnic groups including white minorities, but also established white communities 

BME groups may be disadvantaged in 
terms of accessing housing service.   
This includes the Gypsy and Traveller 
community. 

Analysis is undertaken of the ethnicity of 
those seeking housing advice in comparison 
with census information on their makeup (see 
the review of Homelessness).  Also of the 
Housing Register and lettings. 

Support for the work 
required to meet the 
District Plan 
requirements to provide 
23 additional pitches by 
2031. 

BUL for 
Housing 
Services 

Number of new 
pitches provided. 

The needs of men and women.  Including taking account of pregnancy and maternity.  

Homelessness may be caused by 
women and men suffering domestic 
abuse. 
 
 
 
 

Households subject to domestic abuse are 
referred to the relevant support service, such 
as WORTH, which provides immediate 
support for high risk cases and the Stonham 
Outreach Service which supplies long-term 
floating support.  We also input to Multi-
Agency Risk Assessment Conferences 
(MARAC) which consider how individual 
domestic violence cases can be best 
managed. 

None identified.   

The needs of disabled people  

The availability of wheelchair accessible 
temporary accommodation for those who 
need it.  
 
 
There is a high incidence of mental 
health needs amongst those 
approaching the Council who are 
threatened with homelessness. 

Wheelchair accessible hotel temporary 
accommodation is procured when necessary. 
 
Designated temporary housing is provided in 
the District by Sussex Oakleaf HA, who 
provides an intensive housing management 
service for vulnerable people who may have 
mental health issues. 
 
The Housing Needs Team works with mental 
health services and the Community Mental 
Health Teams and with WSCC’s Housing Co-
ordinator through the multiagency Mental 
Health and Housing Liaison Group. 

The project to procure 
the Council’s own 
temporary 
accommodation 
includes provision of 
wheelchair accessible 
units – by April 2020. 
 
Mental health training 
to be provided to the 
Housing Needs Team 
by April 2021 to assist 
with relevant 
assessments. 

BUL for 
Housing 
Services 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Housing 
Needs Team 
Manager 

Number of units of 
wheelchair accessible 
temporary 
accommodation in the 
District. 
 
Number of Disabled 
Facilities Grants 
provided. 
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Disabled Facilities Grants are provided to 
enable adaptions to allow households to 
remain in their own homes. 
 

The needs of people with a religion or belief  

None identified. 
 
 

    

The needs of gay men, lesbians, bisexuals and heterosexual people  

None identified. 
 

Services for those suffering domestic abuse 
are available to those in same sex and 
heterosexual relationships. 

None identified.   

Issues from marriage and civil partnership 

None identified. 
 

Same sex partnerships are considered the 
same as heterosexual ones in assessing 
housing need. 

None identified.   

The needs of different age groups, for example older and younger people  

Prevention of homelessness amongst 
young people who are especially 
vulnerable to becoming homeless and 
sometimes reluctant to come to the 
Council’s offices. 
 
Young and single people are more likely 
to be rough sleepers. 
 

Countywide WSCC Youth Homelessness 
Prevention Scheme in place for homeless 
16/17 year olds, including mediation, 
emergency accommodation and long-term 
housing support. 
Joint Working Protocol for dealing with Care 
Leavers in place between WSCC and District 
and Borough Councils.   
Rough sleepers are assisted through Turning 
Tides outreach service who are jointly 
commissioned with other West Sussex 
District and Borough Councils. 

Further measures to 
address rough sleeping 
such as: 
looking to establish a 
Rough Sleeper Forum 
by April 2021, 
bidding for future 
funding to provide 
accommodation for 
rough sleepers in cold 
weather. 
 

Housing 
Needs 
Team 
Manager 

Rough sleeper count 
numbers 

The needs of transgender communities  

None identified. 
 

    

The needs of people who are disadvantaged by socio-economic factors such as low incomes, skill or living in a deprived area 

Homelessness applications and requests 
for housing advice are most common 
from people on low incomes. 
 
There is a lack of access to affordable 
social housing and affordable private 

Working with the benefits section to ensure 
access to Discretionary Housing payments, 
including those who have been affected by 
welfare reforms such as the Benefit Cap and 
Universal Credit.  The Housing Needs Team 
signposts to the crisis support available from 

Delivery of further 
affordable homes. 

Housing 
Enabling 
Team 
Manager 

Number of new 
affordable home 
delivered. 
 
Numbers assisted to 
access the private 
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rented properties in the District. 
 

the WSCC Local Assistance Network and 
provides Food Bank tokens. 
Assistance through the Council’s rent in 
advance and deposit guarantee scheme is 
provided to assist people to access the 
private rented sector.  the Council also 
employs a Private Sector Tenancy 
Negotiator, to engage with private sector 
landlords who may be willing to offer 
tenancies to clients of the Housing Needs 
Team. 
The Housing Enabling Team works to 
negotiate the delivery of more affordable 
homes in the District. 

rented sector. 

The needs of people who live in a rural area 

Those in rural areas may have difficulty 
in accessing the Oaklands office at 
Haywards Heath. 

The Housing Needs Team attends regular 
Help-Points sessions at Burgess Hill and 
East Grinstead.  The team also carry out 
home visits when appropriate.   
Advice is made available on the Housing 
pages of the Council’s website to provide 
housing advice services. 

None identified.   
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3. Mid Sussex District Council Equality Impact Assessment Summary 

 
Key Findings Future Actions 

 The Housing Needs Team deals with a range of often vulnerable 
people requiring housing advice.  63% of households accepted as 
homeless last year contained a vulnerable person. 

 Monitoring by ethnicity of those using the service does not suggest 
that the make-up of applicants is different from the background 
population. 

 Households facing homelessness due to domestic abuse are referred 
to support services such as WORTH and the Stonham Outreach 
Service when they are assisted by the Housing Needs Team. 

 There is a high incidence of mental health needs amongst those 
approaching the Council who are threatened with homelessness and 
rough sleepers.  The support provided includes working with mental 
health services and the Community Mental Health Teams. 

 Young people facing homelessness are being effectively supported by 
the WSCC Youth Homelessness Prevention Service. 

 There is a general lack of access to rented accommodation in both 
the social and private rented sectors for people on low 
incomes/benefits.  This is being exacerbated by the level of Local 
Housing Allowance, which makes most private rented accommodation 
unaffordable to those who rely on benefit for part or all of their rent. In 
addition, private landlords are increasingly unwilling to accept tenants 
in receipt of benefit. 

 

 Annual monitoring of the ethnicity of those approaching the Council 
for housing advice and being accepted as homeless. 

 Further measures to identify landlords in the private rented sector 
to accept those in housing need. 

 Provision of more new affordable housing in the District. 

 Provision of additional wheelchair accessible temporary 
accommodation. 

 See the Homelessness Strategy 2020 – 2025 Action Plan for 
detailed actions. 

 

 
4. Signing off this assessment and action plan 
 
 
Signature …………………………………………………………………  Date …………………………………….. 
Person undertaking the assessment 
 
 
Signature …………………………………………………………………  Date …………………………………….. 
Head of Service 
 
Please send your completed impact assessment to Neal Barton for publication on the website. 
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Homelessness & Rough Sleeping Strategy 2020 - 2025

Foreword by Councillor Andrew MacNaughton, 
Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Housing and Planning
Mid Sussex District Council’s Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy for 2020-2025 has been 
developed at a time of significant change in the legislation governing homelessness and against a 
background of acute housing shortages, particularly affordable housing shortages, across the county 
with affordability ratios a significant issue for Mid Sussex. 

Mid Sussex District Council has always made the provision of housing a priority as we understand 
the fundamental role good housing makes in contributing to lifetime opportunities.  Homelessness, in 
all its forms, can have a significant detrimental impact on many areas of life, including undermining 
educational achievement and acting as a barrier for those seeking and keeping employment.  It also 
puts extra demand on health services.

Nationally homelessness is on the increase.  There is growing evidence that the impact of welfare 
reform is putting additional pressure on households to find and sustain suitable affordable homes 
and this is likely to result in increase in demand on our Housing Services in the forthcoming years.  
We do not underestimate the challenge that the current housing market and the impact of welfare 
reform presents for some, but we believe we are well placed and determined to provide our residents with the best possible solutions to prevent 
homelessness wherever possible.  

This Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy sets out the Council’s proactive approach to the prevention of homelessness. Our objectives 
are to target resources earlier to those most at risk of homelessness; to minimise the use of temporary accommodation; work towards the end of 
rough sleeping; prevent recurring homelessness and enable access to suitable and affordable accommodation.  

I look forward to working with our partners over the next five years to realise this aim.

Councillor Andrew MacNaughton

2
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Homelessness & Rough Sleeping Strategy 2020 - 2025

1. Introduction
This Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy sets out the Council’s priorities for addressing homelessness in the District over the next five 
years and how it intends to endeavour to meet the Government’s pledge to halve rough sleeping by 2022 and eliminate it altogether by 2027 in 
Mid Sussex.  

We want fewer people in Mid Sussex to experience the trauma of homelessness and ensure that those who do can find a settled home as 
quickly as possible. Tackling homelessness involves strong partnerships with other local authorities, housing associations, positive engagement 
with the private rented sector and other agencies in both the statutory and voluntary sectors.  There is much to build upon, and in particular 
we want to build on our successful proactive housing options approach, as strengthened by the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017, which has 
helped to prevent homelessness and limit the use of temporary accommodation in the past.  

The Council has a duty under the Homelessness Act 2002 to conduct a review of the nature and extent of homelessness in its District every five 
years and use this review to develop a strategy setting out how services will be delivered in the future to tackle homelessness and the available 
resources to prevent and relieve homelessness.  In 2018 the Government published their national rough sleeping strategy which obligated local 
authorities to include a special focus on Rough Sleeping and this is Mid Sussex’s first Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy.

In developing the new Strategy, a comprehensive review of homelessness in the district was undertaken.  Identifying and understanding the 
impact of the challenges in Mid Sussex will be crucial to the delivery of this revised strategy and the future delivery of services.  In conducting 
the review and formulating the strategy, the Council has taken into account the new duties introduced through the Homelessness Reduction Act 
2017.  This Strategy sits alongside Mid Sussex District Council’s District Plan, the Tenancy Strategy and the Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy.  

The Council’s latest review to this Strategy and the key issues identified in this review as well as the responses to the consultation with residents, 
service users, partner and stake holders have been used to inform and develop the strategic objectives.  The consultation was undertaken via a 
consultation event and an online survey available to the public on our website and over 244 individuals and partner organisations were sent the 
survey direct and invited to contribute their views and perceptions of homelessness within the district. 

3
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Key Findings of the Review
PRIVATE RENTED SECTOR - Landlords and letting agencies remain reluctant to let to 
households in receipt of benefits. Universal credit is compounding this issue due to concerns about tenant 
arrears. Upfront costs can equate to over £2,500 and rents are on average £1,255pcm, 27% higher than the 
Local Housing Allowance. This leaves the sector largely inaccessible to households on low incomes or in receipt 
of benefits.

HOUSING MARKET - In Mid Sussex the average asking price for a property increased by approximately 49% in 
the last 10 years to approx. £370k in September 2018.  On average residents can expect to pay around 11 times 
their annual household earnings to purchase an average priced property in Mid Sussex, making home ownership 
largely unattainable to households on low incomes.

SUPPLY OF HOUSING - The supply of housing is unable to meet the demand.  
Approximately 386 social homes become available each year, but there are over 1424 households 
on the housing register (this includes existing social tenants seeking to transfer to an alternative 
property). From 2014/15 to 2018/19 3914 new homes were built in the district of which 709 were 
affordable housing, approximately 140 per annum.

HOMELESSNESS - Over 930 households approach the Council annually for advice and assistance 
regarding housing and homelessness. The most common reason for being accepted as homeless in 2018/19 was 
parents/relatives/friends being unable to accommodate them (31%), followed by loss of privately rented 
accommodation (28%).  These remain the predominant causes of homelessness in Mid Sussex.

ROUGH SLEEPING - There is a local and national trend in the rising number of people sleeping rough. 
This is not believed to be attributable to one specific issue, but a variety of complex factors, such as the 
impact of welfare reforms, rising housing costs, mental health issues, substance addictions, and a lack 
of affordable and supported housing.  In the last 5 years (2014 – 2018) the numbers reported in Mid 
Sussex for the annual winter count have fluctuated between 7 and 11, the number for 2018 was 10. 
For 2019 = 8.

FUTURE FUNDING OF HOUSING RELATED SUPPORT SERVICES - Pressure on budgets at West Sussex County 
Council is placing supported accommodation and services for vulnerable people at risk, requiring new models of 
service delivery or alternative funding streams to continue to provide services for this group.
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Homelessness & Rough Sleeping Strategy 2020 - 2025

Vision
Mid Sussex District Council’s main purpose is to be an 
effective Council delivering value for money services and 
helping to create a strong economy, environment and 
community.  

The Council remains committed to preventing and reducing 
homelessness, tackling the main causes of homelessness 
and supporting those in need. The overall aim for this 
Strategy is to deliver an accessible service to prevent 
homelessness and assist homeless households in finding 
long term affordable and sustainable housing.  

The following sections explain in more detail the 
specific commitments that we will drive forward to deliver 
our vision for Mid Sussex. Those sections include a detailed 
view of the outcomes we aim to deliver along with the key 
actions and measures of success.  They also include details 
on the key partners we will be working with to deliver
those outcomes.

As a result of the Homelessness Review, 
the Council has indentified the following 5 priorities 
for addressing homelessness within Mid Sussex:

 Preventing and relieving homelessness
 Minimise the use of and improve temporary 

 accommodation
 Prevent recurring homelessness
 Tackling rough sleeping and homelessness amongst

 vulnerable groups
 Enable access to suitable and affordable 

 accommodation 

The Action Plan explains in more detail how the Council 
plans to address these priorities.   

5
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Homelessness & Rough Sleeping Strategy 2020 - 2025

3. Strategic Framework
The work of local authorities is carried out against an evolving back drop of legislation, guidance, and wider market influences. It is led nationally 
by central Government, but applied locally through policies and procedures that allow authorities to tailor their services to meet the needs of their 
residents. 

National Context
The Government’s White Paper on housing, ‘Fixing our broken housing market’, in March 2018 acknowledged the scale of the problem in 
providing a range of housing that meets a cross-section of need.  Without a cure to the imbalance in the market, the result has been a national 
increase in all forms of housing need, exhibiting itself in the most acute forms of housing need – homelessness and rough sleeping.  On 30 June 
2018 the number of households in temporary accommodation was 82,310, up 5 per cent from 78,540 on 30 June 2017, and up 71 per cent on 
the low of 48,010 on 31 December 2010.  According to the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG), from January to 
March 2019, 32,740 households were considered homeless, a rise of 11.2% from 29,430 in the quarter before.  84,740 households with 126,020 
children were in temporary accommodation in March 2019.  

Affordability and the issue of households on low incomes being able to resolve their housing need is particularly challenging in London and the 
South East. The ratio that demonstrates the cost of housing against earnings has increased in a negative way, to the point now that for residents 
in Mid Sussex the cost of housing within the open market is 11 times the earning capability.

The Local Housing Allowance (LHA) has not kept pace with the market resulting in an increasingly unaffordable private rented market for 
households on low incomes who are dependent either wholly or in part for assistance with their housing costs.  A direct correlation can be 
made between the increasing disparity between the LHA and the increase in the number of homelessness applications resulting from a loss of 
accommodation within that sector. 

It has been acknowledged that there have been unintended consequences from the various measures introduced through welfare reform. In 
February 2019, the Minister for the Department of Works and Pensions conceded challenges with the initial rollout of universal credit and that the 
difficulty in accessing money was “one of the causes” of the rise of food-banks. 

6
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Homelessness & Rough Sleeping Strategy 2020 - 2025

Homelessness Reduction Act 2017
Homeless households are provided with assistance under Part VII of the Housing Act 1996, as amended by the Homelessness Act 2002 and the 
Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 (‘the HRA’), which came into force on 3rd April 2018. The HRA renewed the focus on preventing and relieving 
homelessness, placing duties on local authorities to intervene at earlier stages, and to provide homelessness services to all those affected, not 
just those who were protected under existing legislation. 

On 1st October 2018 the ‘duty to refer’ came into force, giving certain public bodies a legal duty to refer households who are homeless or 
threatened with homelessness to a local authority for advice and assistance. Whilst registered providers do not have a duty to refer, a number 
have signed up to the ‘Commitment to Refer’, a voluntary commitment to making referrals where no statutory duty to do so exists. The Council 
encourages registered providers with housing stock in the district to adopt such practices as it provides earlier opportunities to intervene and 
potentially prevent homelessness. 

Rough Sleeper Strategy 
The Government published a Rough Sleeper Strategy in August 2018 that lays out their commitment to halve rough sleeping by 2022 and 
end it by 2027.  Work to deliver these aims is built around three core pillars: Prevention (understanding the issues that lead to rough sleeping 
and providing timely support for those at risk), Intervention (helping those already sleeping rough with swift support tailored to their individual 
circumstances) and Recovery (supporting people in finding a new home and rebuilding their lives). The strategy acknowledges that ending rough 
sleeping will require central and local government, as well as business, communities, faith and voluntary groups and the general public to work 
together to tackle the problem.

Welfare Reform
Welfare reforms introduced since the previous Strategy present ongoing challenges to households in receipt of benefits and to the organisations 
and individuals that house and support them. 

Most notably, since the introduction of Universal Credit, local authorities and social housing providers have reported its impact on claimants’ 
ability to meet their household costs and there has been a reported increase in rent arrears as a result.  On 15 July 2019 the National Federation 
of ALMOs published a survey into the impact of Universal Credit.  The survey of 39 respondents managing over half a million social and 
affordable properties found that:

7
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12% or households are on UC, increasing from 4% last year.
30% of all households have arrears, owing an average of 4 weeks rent (£320)
21% of households on HB have arrears, owing on average 3 weeks rent (£221)
67% of households on UC have arrears, owing 7 weeks rent (£564)

BENEFIT CAP – Benefits have been capped to limit the 
amount households can receive unless they are working 
for the required hours:

• £384.62 (£20,000 a year for 1 or 2
• parent families
• £257.69 per week (£13,400 a year
• for single people)

SINGLE ROOM RATE – Single people under the age of 
35 are only able to claim the single room Local Housing 
Allowance Rate – the rate of a room in a shared house.  

This makes it very difficult for those under 35 to secure a 
home in the private rented sector that they can afford. 

SPARE ROOM SUBSIDY – Children of different sexes 
are expected to share a bedroom until aged 10 and of the 
same sex until aged 16.  

Housing benefit is calculated on this basis and where fam-
ilies are ‘under-occupying’, tenants are required to meet 
any shortfall in rent.

LOCAL HOUSING ALLOWANCE – In 2016 
Local Housing Allowance (LHA) rates were 
frozen for four years until 2020.  

PERSONAL INDEPENDENCE PAYMENT – 
Personal Independence Payment (PIP) has 
replaced Disability Living Allowance (DLA) for people aged 
16 to 64 making new claims. 

This is based on how a person’s condition 
affects them, not the condition they have.

UNIVERSAL CREDIT – Universal Credit (UC) sees all 
working age benefits (excluding 
Personal Independence Payment and Carer’s Allowance) 
rolled into one single monthly 
payment.  

This payment includes the housing element and is paid 
direct to the tenant.

8
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Leaving the European Union
In the national referendum on 23 June 2016 the United Kingdom voted to leave the European Union.  The ramifications for housing-related areas 
(such as the housing market, the labour market, forecasted and actual population growth, the economy, financing programmes and procurement 
rules) are as yet unknown.

Local Context

The Homelessness & Rough Sleeping Strategy sits within a framework of documents that guide the Council’s approach to housing and 
homelessness (as shown below) underpinned by the Council’s corporate priority and commitment to drive down homelessness in the District. 

  West Sussex Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2019 – 2024

  District Plan 2014-2031

  Strategic Housing Market Assessment

  Tenancy Strategy

  Allocations Scheme

  Registered Providers Tenancy Policies

Local Plan

The Mid Sussex District Plan 2014-2031, (as adopted in March 2018) sets the way forward for planning the future for Mid Sussex.  The plan 
identified a total housing need of 16,390 homes for the period 2014-2031. The District Plan examination concluded that Mid Sussex has a 
housing need of 876 dwellings per annum until 2023/24.

9
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Homelessness & Rough Sleeping Strategy 2020 - 2025

Tenancy Strategy

A requirement of the Localism Act 2011 is that local authorities have a Tenancy Strategy in place which sets out their expectations of social 
housing providers operating within their district to ensure that housing is provided to meet local housing need. Social housing providers are to 
have regard to this Tenancy Strategy when adopting or reviewing their own tenancy policies and operating procedures. The Tenancy Strategy 
sets out the Councils expectations of registered providers operating in the District in relation to: 

  To meet housing need, including the needs of those who are homeless, those to whom we must give reasonable preference owing to the  
 inadequacy of their housing, and those who are older or vulnerable for some other reason. 

  To create balanced and sustainable communities. This means giving people tenancies that help them put down roots. It also means   
 achieving mixed-income communities. A mix of incomes can be achieved by including affordable housing within open market sites, and   
 by including social and/or affordable rent alongside intermediate tenures, including shared ownership. Where appropriate, a mix of   
 working and non-working households can be achieved through the use of local lettings policies. 

  To ensure that low income households can continue to be housed. Providers should consider and take into account the impact of different  
 rent levels on different household types, and ensure that all household types in need of affordable housing can be catered for, including   
 larger families requiring three or four bedroom accommodation. Providers need to take this into account in setting their rent policies   
 for new build housing, and also in their approach to converting existing stock from target to affordable rents. Affordable housing is very   
 over-subscribed in the District, and disposals of social or affordable rented homes should be the exception. 

  To make best use of stock and facilitate movement within the sector. This would include enabling under occupiers, including existing social  
 tenants, to downsize by considering the terms of any alternative tenancy that would encourage them to move, as well as encouraging   
 those in substantially adapted properties to move if they no longer need those adaptations. 

  To help people make informed choices through effective communication and information regarding rents and fixed term tenancies,   
 especially for existing social housing tenants. 

  To prevent homelessness arising as a result of the ending of fixed term tenancies.

10
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The Council also encourages registered providers with housing stock in the District to sign up to the “Commitment to Refer”, a voluntary 
commitment to making referrals where no statutory duty to do so exists. This encouragement will be included in the Council’s Tenancy Strategy 
when it is next reviewed. This is also reinforced in the Council’s Joint Protocol on Tenancy Sustainment and Homelessness Prevention.  The 
Council encourages such practices as it provides earlier opportunities to intervene and potentially prevent homelessness.  

Allocation Scheme

Part 6 of the Housing Act 1996 requires local authorities to have a published Allocation Scheme for defining the procedure to be followed in the 
allocation of social housing. Mid Sussex District Council use a banding scheme to assess the relative priority of applicants on the housing 
register, and ensures that priority is given to those with a reasonable preference. Households who are homeless within the meaning of Part 7 of 
the Act have a reasonable preference, along with others as specified by the Scheme. 

Social housing is a limited resource and the Allocation Scheme has to balance the needs of housing homeless households to whom a duty is 
owed (and whom might be living in temporary accommodation), with those who have had their priority assessed through an application to join the 
housing register and who are in housing need for one or more other reasons. 

Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2019 – 2024

The West Sussex Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) encompasses a range of work, including detailed needs assessments and a range 
of briefings and ad hoc analyses. The JSNA 2018 details the evidence base for the Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2019 – 2024. 

The West Sussex Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2019 - 2024 is a tool to enable the Health and Wellbeing Board to set out the plan for 
action by the Council County, Clinical Commissioning Group, NHS providers, district and borough councils, voluntary sector and other partners to 
inform their planning, commissioning and provision of services. 

To achieve the vision and reduce health inequalities as set out in the strategy, work that sets the direction of travel for health and wellbeing 
across the county is divided into three themes;

1) Starting well (covering pregnancy to young adulthood) 

11
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2) Living and working well (covering adulthood) 
3) Aging well (covering later life to end of life) 

One of the four goals within the ‘Living and Working Well’ theme is that “People have access to good quality homes providing a secure place for 
families to thrive and promote good health, wellbeing and independent living”. This is elaborated on as: 

“Adequate housing, where people can live in security, peace and dignity, is a basic human right. The quality of housing plays a critical role in 
creating and maintaining good health, as well as helping individuals to recover from illness and remain independent. We will champion prevention 
and support targeted action towards those at risk of homelessness, including those in contact with mental health services.” 

One of the key initiatives through which it is envisioned this goal will be achieved is “Preventing homelessness – working with frontline staff to 
identify risk factors and intervene early”. West Sussex County Council is the lead authority for the Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2019-
2024. 

4  UNDERSTANDING HOMELESSNESS 

We know that at different points in people’s lives there are specific triggers and risk factors that affect the likelihood of a person experiencing 
homelessness. However, homelessness and rough sleeping are not inevitable consequences of these drivers, as many people who experience 
them do not become homeless. 

Understanding the events that may lead to or contribute towards homelessness assists the Council in highlighting who is most at risk of 
becoming homeless and therefore which organisations and services the Council need to work with to maximise opportunities for early 
intervention and the prevention of homelessness. 

Housing is often part of a wider problem and symptomatic of deeper issues. Frequently these underlying causes are not being adequately 
addressed by the services the person has come into contact with. Often this is because the person does not meet relevant service thresholds 
where the right expertise may otherwise be available, or because we can sometimes – even when trying to operate collectively - work in isolation. 
Sometimes the person we need to help is viewed by agencies, including ourselves, through the lens of our own constraints. This strategy looks 
to challenge that approach and rethink how we work with people and support agencies to improve outcomes for our service users.
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PRIORITY ONE: PREVENTING AND RELIEVING 
HOMELESSNESS
The Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 introduced duties to ensure that local authorities 
focus on working with service users to try to prevent and/or relieve their homelessness.  
This Strategy reflects this approach.

Challenges 

The Homelessness Review and consultation responses identified the following 
challenges to preventing and relieving homelessness in Mid Sussex: 

EXPECTATIONS - Expectations of accessing social housing are not realistic relative to 
the actual supply and demand of social housing locally. 
THE PRIVATE RENTED SECTOR - The costs and challenges associated with 
accessing the private rented sector limit our ability to prevent/relieve homelessness this 
way. The end of assured shorthold tenancies (within private rented accommodation) is 
also one of the two most common causes of homelessness in Mid Sussex. 
FAMILY EVICTION - Eviction from the parental home is the other predominant cause 
of homelessness in Mid Sussex. Young people remaining in or returning to the parental 
home is often symptomatic of wider issues, such as an inability to afford accommodation 
locally. Involvement at the point of crisis can mean missed opportunities for early 
intervention and the prevention of homelessness. 
WELFARE REFORMS - Single people under the age of 35 who are in receipt of benefits 
can only claim the shared accommodation rate of the Local Housing Allowance. This 
limits our options for preventing or relieving their homelessness. Those affected by the 
benefit cap are also adversely affected and in some cases are not even able to afford 
social housing social rents.
HIDDEN HOMELESSNESS - Identifying and tackling hidden homelessness (where 
households do not have a place to call home but are not reflected in official statistics 
as homeless, such as those who are sofa surfing with friends for example) remains a 
challenge, as the scale of the situation remains largely undetermined. 
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Action Taken 
1. ALLOCATION SCHEME – The demand for social housing outweighs the supply.  Through its published Allocations Scheme, the Council 
balances the competing demands of households to whom a housing duty is owed under homelessness legislation with those in housing need on 
the housing register (including those who under-occupy or are overcrowded in their existing accommodation). 
Mid Sussex District Council reviews its Allocations Scheme as required by legislation.  The Scheme seeks to balance conflicting priorities 
for housing.  In doing this it provides vulnerable households to whom a Relief Duty is owed reasonable preference and on depending on 
the circumstances of the household, this may mean they are able to access social housing avoiding the need to be placed into temporary 
accommodation.

2. PREVENTING AND RELIEVING HOMELESSNESS – This Council’s focus is on the prevention and relief of homelessness.  Over the past five 
years we have worked with a variety of different services and agencies to achieve positive outcomes for households whilst minimising the impact 
on multiple services and the wider public purse. Projects have included: 

  Working with Revenues and Benefits department to:
 Maximise the use of qualifying Discretionary Housing Payments (DHP) to prevent and relieve homelessness where there are financial   
 difficulties that can be assisted with time limited payments through the Housing Benefit system to sustain current or access new    
 accommodation
 Secure funding from the Department of Work and Pensions for an Employment Support Co-Ordinator post to reduce the risk of    
 homelessness by maximising a person’s income
  Working with Citizen’s Advice to provide money advice and homelessness prevention service
  Working with Turning Tides to provide support to those who are or are at risk of rough sleeping
  Development of the Joint Protocol on Tenancy Sustainment and Homelessness Prevention and improving referral processes for those at  
 risk of eviction with RSLs
  Having Joint Protocols for agencies in West Sussex to improve outcomes for 16/17 year olds and Care Leavers
  Working with the Accommodation Team and Adult Services within WSCC to prevent homelessness in partnership to achieve better   
 outcomes for families and vulnerable adults 
  Working with Probation Services to help offenders to access accommodation and reduce re-offending
  Working with the Youth Homelessness Prevention Team to secure positive outcomes for young people in West Sussex
  Referring to the Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) to protect the welfare of children and adults who we come into contact with
  Working with Health Visitors and other health professionals to recognise housing difficulties when visiting people at home 
  Working with the Integrated Prevention and Earliest Help (IPEH) Team to ensure families are supported when experiencing difficulties 
  Intentionally Homeless Families Project with West Sussex County Council (WSCC)
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3. RENT IN ADVANCE AND DEPOSIT GUARANTEE SCHEME – For those 
who are eligible, the Council provides Rent in Advance and/or a Deposit Bond to 
prevent and relieve homelessness by assisting households into the private rented 
sector.  In order to access the service the household must have a connection to 
Mid Sussex and not have a housing related debt with the Council.  Over the last 
five years, we have assisted over 470 households into the private rented 
sector as at the end of March 2019.  

4.  FINANCING THE HOMELESSNESS PREVENTION FUND – through the 
Governments Flexible Homelessness Support Grant the Council has set up a 
fund to prevent and relieve homelessness.

5. SUPPORT – Where the Council has provided assistance to help households 
secure private rented housing it will provide tenancy sustainment support to 
prevent homelessness from their privately rented home.  The Council also 
provides support to prevent households from losing Temporary Accommodation.
Mid Sussex District Council also funds a Homeless Prevention and Money Advice 
Service through Citizens Advice.  The aim of this is to prevent homelessness 
where possible through the timely delivery of specialist debt and money advice 
for households at risk of losing their homes.  Since the service has been in 
operation from November 2018 to October 2019, over 140 households have 
been referred and assisted through this service.  This service has been 
extended from 3 days a week to 5 days from November 2019.

6. SERVICE DELIVERY - Since the Homelessness Reduction Act was 
introduced in April 2018, the way in which statutory homelessness services are 
delivered has changed.  The Council has established 6 additional posts, including 
2 Homelessness Prevention Officers, these officers work with households who 
are threatened with homelessness as soon as a risk is identified.

Over the last 5 years, 

we have assisted over 

470 households into 
the private rented sector 
as at the end of March 2019.
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A new IT system enables the Council to implement and deliver the Homelessness Reduction Act and provide the quarterly statistical returns 
required by central government.

The Council have been developing digital solutions to facilitate easy and convenient contact for customers at an early stage.  

7. DUTY TO REFER – In partnership with other Councils in West Sussex we have developed a generic countywide referral form and dedicated 
email address for all housing authorities to ensure all relevant agencies are able to make referrals quickly and easily for individuals and 
households who are homeless or threatened with homelessness.  Between 1st October 2018 and 31st July 2019, the Council received 62 
referrals.

8. COMMITMENT TO REFER - Many Housing Associations, who do not have a duty to refer have committed to referring households who are at 
risk of homelessness to intervene earlier, and have signed up to the Commitment to Refer.

9. GOVERNMENT CONSULTATION – Mid Sussex District Council have raised and highlighted the affordability issues caused by the difference 
between the LHA rates and actual rental charges in Mid Sussex with central government at every opportunity.
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Action Plan to Meet Priority One: Preventing and relieving homelessness

Action Desired Outcomes Lead Partners Target Timescale
1.1 Provide timely and accurate 

information, advice and 
assistance to enable people to 
resolve their housing difficulties 
without becoming homeless

Maximise the opportunities to 
prevent households at risk from 
becoming homeless.

Housing Needs 
Team Manager, 
(MSDC)

2020 - 2025

1.2 Maximise the use of Discretionary 
Housing Payment to prevent and 
relieve homelessness

Best use is made of DHP to prevent 
those affected by welfare reform 
and benefit issues from becoming 
homeless.
Improved outcomes for households 
at risk of homelessness due to 
welfare reform and benefit issues

Senior Housing 
Needs Officer 
(MSDC),

Employment 
Co-Ordinator 
(MSDC), Housing 
Benefit Service 
(MSDC), JCP

2020 - 2025

1.3 Review the Housing Allocation 
Scheme to make sure it 
continues to make best use of 
available social housing stock

A Housing Allocation Scheme that 
continues to support homelessness 
prevention

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

RSL partners and 
Homemove Team

Review in response 
to relevant 
legislative and case 
law changes

1.4 Ensure that Flexible 
Homelessness Support Grant is 
used effectively to help prevent 
and relieve homelessness.

Increase in the number of 
successful prevention and relief 
cases.

Business Unit 
Leader for Housing 
Services (MSDC)

Review annually

1.5 Assess demand and evolve 
services to ensure it is structured 
to best meet the needs of our 
customers

Structure the service to ensure 
that it continues to effectively meet 
demand
Increase in the number of 
successful homeless preventions.

Business Unit 
Leader for Housing 
Services (MSDC),

Review annually
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1.6 Ensure the new CBL and HOPE 
software system meets the IT 
needs of the Homelessness 
Reduction Act and the Housing 
Register.

Ensure system provides a robust 
efficient system to manage HCLIC 
data requirements, provides 
effective and reliable functionality to 
deliver our Homelessness 
Reduction Act duties and manage 
the Housing Register and lettings of 
social housing in Mid Sussex.

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

Homemove 
Manager

2020 - 2025

1.7 Highlight the issues of affordability 
caused by the difference between 
the Local Housing Allowance 
(LHA) rates and actual rental 
charges in Mid Sussex with 
central government at every 
opportunity

Change to central government 
policy to bring LHA rates and 
private sector rents closer and more 
affordable

All relevant MSDC 
staff

All relevant 
agencies in Mid 
Sussex

In response to 
relevant government 
consultations

1.8 Explore revising the Council’s 
Private Rented Sector Tenancy 
Start up Scheme (Rent in 
Advance and Deposit Bond) and 
Landlord Offer

Increase in the number of private 
rented properties available to 
households being assisted by the 
Council thereby maximising 
opportunities to prevent and relieve 
homelessness
Fewer private sector evictions.

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

Private landlords
Letting Agents

August 2020 and 
thereafter kept 
under review

1.9 Continue to work with Registered 
Social Landlords to improve joint 
working processes to reduce 
evictions.  This includes working 
closely with RSL’s to encourage 
them to sign-up to the 
Homelessness Prevention and 
Tenancy Sustainment Protocol 
and the Commitment to Refer

Increase in number of RSLs who 
have signed up to the Protocol.
Protocol in place and implemented.
Reduction in the number of 
avoidable rent arrears and other 
evictions.

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC), 

RSLs October 2020 and 
thereafter kept 
under review
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1.10 Improve opportunities to identify 
those at risk of homelessness 
earlier by working in partnership 
with agencies.  

Timely and accurate information 
advice and assistance is provided 
to prevent homelessness.

Services are more aware of 
homelessness, and able to identify 
earlier, households who might be at 
risk and what they can do to work 
together to prevent it.

Housing Needs 
Team Manager, 
(MSDC)

MSDC Employment 
Co-ordinationer
CAB 
JCP
RSLs
MSDC Family 
Intervention Officer,
WSCC (children & 
adult services)
All willing 
statutory and 
voluntary agencies

Review annually 
and in response to 
relevant changes

1.11 Work jointly with Housing Benefit 
service to ensure funding for 
Employment Co-Ordinator 
continues.

Funding for the Employment 
Co-ordinator post continues where 
available.

Those affected by welfare benefit 
issues are provided with support 
and assistance to maximise their 
income and get them into 
employment.

1.12 Review the referrals received 
through the Duty to Refer to 
establish where further work 
needs to be undertaken in terms 
of links and training.

Increase in appropriate referrals are 
received and ensure that agencies 
are aware of their statutory 
responsibilities and provide training/
information where required.

Senior Housing 
Needs Officer 
(MSDC)

West Sussex 
district and borough 
Councils, relevant 
public bodies 
subject to the duty 
to refer

Start project April 
2020
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1.13 Consider establishing a regular 
multi-agency homelessness forum 
to design and deliver 
homelessness prevention 
measures

Increase in effective joint working to 
prevent homelessness.

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

Statutory and 
Voluntary agencies

April 2021

1.14 Provide low income households 
with debt and budget 
management advice through the 
commissioned Citizens Advice 
Money Advice and Homelessness 
Prevention Service.

Fewer rent arrears amongst private 
and social housing sector tenants.
Fewer evictions for rent arrears.

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

Citizens Advice Review annually
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PRIORITY TWO: MINIMISE THE USE OF & IMPROVE 
TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION 

The Council recognises that being in temporary accommodation can be a very stressful and 
negative experience.  For those households that need temporary accommodation, the 
Strategy prioritises the provision of more good quality temporary accommodation within the 
district and to enable those households to move through temporary accommodation into a 
settled home as soon as possible.
 

Challenges
The Homelessness Review and response from the consultation process identified the 
following challenges to minimising the use of and to 
improving temporary accommodation in Mid Sussex:

Lack of temporary accommodation within the district – The Council has access to 19 
units of temporary accommodation within the District provided by Clarion Housing and up 
to 14 units with other supported housing providers.  We also have 13 units provide by this 
Council but this is not sufficient to meet the need.

Lack of affordable housing in both the private and social rented sector – The costs 
and challenges associated with accessing the private rented sector limit our ability to move 
households out of temporary accommodation into a home in this sector.  There is also 
insufficient social housing to meet the demand and this limits our ability to move households 
into a home with a Registered Social Landlord.

Personal issues preventing move on from temporary accommodation – In addition to 
the issues above, there are some households that find it more difficult to move from 
temporary accommodation than others.  There are a variety of reasons which include a the 
benefit cap, history of rent arrears, anti-social behaviour, offending, complex health issues 
and other risk issues that make both social and private landlords reluctant to accept them as 
tenants.
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Action Taken

ALLOCATION SCHEME ALLOCATION SCHEME – Mid Sussex District Council amended the Housing Allocation Scheme to award additional 
priority to those households to whom the Council owes an accommodation duty under the homelessness legislation.  It also allows such 
households to place unlimited bids within each bidding cycle to maximise their chances of making a successful bid (however they are required to 
accept the first suitable offer).  The Scheme has also been amended to allow direct allocations with the agreement of the Council and the RSL to 
be made in exceptional circumstances.

ACQUIRING and LEASING COUNCIL MANAGED TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION - During 2018/19, the Council set aside £4m, to acquire 
up to 20 units of temporary accommodation within the District, either through acquisition or lease.  As at the end of August, the Council has 
acquired 13 properties, including one which is to be adapted for wheelchair users.  In addition we are working to lease Private Sector properties.  
This will increase the provision of good quality temporary accommodation within the District.  In 2018/19 a duty to house 13 households 
whose priority need was due to physical disabilities was accepted compared to just 1 in 2014/15. 

CREATION OF ADDITIONAL POSTS - The Council has invested in the Housing Needs service to meet the requirements of the Homelessness 
Reduction Act, the demands of increased homelessness and to best achieve Homelessness Prevention.
Temporary Accommodation Support and Homelessness Prevention Officer post has been created support households in temporary 
accommodation.  The primary objective of this role is to ensure that households move out of temporary accommodation into more settled 
accommodation as soon as possible.  This includes identifying any support needs and ensuring that appropriate support is put in place to 
address issues that may result in them being unable to move out of temporary accommodation expediently. 
Two Homelessness Prevention Officer roles have been created to concentrate on preventing homelessness at the earliest opportunity. They 
work proactively with any households threatened with losing their accommodation and ensuring practical interventions are put in place wherever 
possible. 

A Temporary Accommodation Management Officer has been recruited to manage Council owned temporary accommodation and provide 
intensive housing management support to assist the move into more settled accommodation as soon as possible.

 Private Rented Sector Tenancy Negotiator and Sustainment Officer post has been created to increase access to the private rented sector  
 to assist households in temporary accommodation into a suitable home in the private rented sector.
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Action Plan to Meet Priority Two: Minimise the use of and improve temporary 
accommodation.

Action Desired Outcomes Lead Partners Target Timescale
2.1 Minimise the use of expensive 

nightly paid accommodation 
where better alternatives exist.

Use of expensive private guest 
house type of accommodation kept 
to a minimum.
Temporary accommodation costs to 
the Council are contained.

Housing Needs Team 
Manager (MSDC)

TA providers 2020 - 2025

2.2 Expand the provision of 
temporary accommodation by 
acquiring Private Sector Leasing 
housing in the district.

Use of expensive guest house type 
accommodation kept to a minimum.
Placements of households in 
temporary accommodation outside of 
the District is reduced.
Provision of better quality temporary 
accommodation.

Business Unit 
Leader, Housing 
Services (MSDC) 
Housing Enabling 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

Legal Services, 
Corporate 
Estates,

April 2021

2.3 Evaluate options to increase 
temporary accommodation in the 
district in line with known needs 
particularly for those with mental 
health and complex needs.

Temporary accommodation that is 
close to people’s health care and 
support that can best enable 
resettlement and recovery

Business Unit 
Leader for Housing 
Services and Housing 
Needs team Manager 
(MSDC)

Mental Health 
Services, WSCC 
Adult Services 
and Housing 
Support 
providers

April 2021

2.4 Ensure that the range of 
temporary accommodation 
available to the Council remains 
flexible and diverse to meet 
changing needs.

Sufficient supply of suitable 
temporary accommodation available 
to meet the need e.g. wheelchair 
accessible

Housing Needs Team 
Manager (MSDC)

TA Providers Review annually
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2.5 Ensure that those households 
placed in temporary 
accommodation are receiving 
appropriate support and 
assistance with payment of 
charges and their efforts to 
secure longer term housing, 
so as to minimise the time they 
spend in such accommodation

Issues preventing households from 
moving through temporary 
accommodation are identified and 
measures put in place to address 
them 

Housing Needs Team 
Manager (MSDC)

Private 
Landlords and 
Letting Agents

Review annually

2.6 Make greater use of assured 
shorthold tenancies in the private 
rented sector to discharge 
homelessness duty

Households in temporary 
accommodation are supported to 
access private rented 
accommodation. 
Reduced costs to the Council.

Housing Needs Team 
Manager (MSDC)

Private 
Landlords and 
Letting Agents

Review annually

2.7 Improve processes with 
temporary accommodation 
providers to ensure unnecessary 
delays are avoided

Placement of households in 
temporary accommodation is kept to 
a minimum.
Reduce costs to the Council.

Housing Needs Team 
Manager (MSDC)

Clarion Housing Review annually
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PRIORITY THREE: PREVENTING RECURRING 
HOMELESSNESS 
For some people, homelessness can be a revolving door of seeking assistance, accessing 
services, only to later become homeless again. The reasons for this vary from person to 
person but are often linked or attributable to the following: 

Lack of the skills needed to maintain a tenancy, such as budgeting, managing debts, 
understanding utilities, savings and financial products.
Lack of support in place to help sustain the tenancy.
Poor live choices, (such as breaching the tenancy agreement, anti-social or criminal 
behaviour).  
Alcohol and or substance misuse issues.
Complex health factors including mental health.

Challenges 

The Homelessness Review and responses from the consultation process identified the 
following challenges to preventing repeat homeless: 

Tenancy sustainment - The ability to access tenancy sustainment/support, regardless 
of tenure. The availability of tenancy sustainment support services. The timing of tenancy 
sustainment/support (whether support is offered at the beginning of the tenancy or not 
until the point the tenancy has started to fail). The duration of tenancy sustainment/support 
(some people may need ongoing support, rather than it being limited to the first few weeks 
of the tenancy for example). The type of tenancy support available, as some people may 
have specific needs (if living independently for the first time for example).

Life choices - Neither statutory nor non-statutory services can prevent a tenant from 
making poor life choices or misusing substances. Support can only be put in place to 
minimise the likelihood of such events, but ultimately it is the individual’s decision to act in a 
manner that will put their tenancy at risk. 
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Complex health factors – The ability to access appropriate support for those with complex health factors, particularly mental health needs which 
may result in behaviour which puts their tenancy at risk.

No fault evictions - The private rental sector is buoyant and a household may be subject to a no fault eviction from any point after the end of the 
fixed term. It is not possible to prevent or influence this as it is a consequence of wider market conditions.

Barriers – Landlords in the private and social housing sector are unwilling to let to those who have a history of rent arrears, anti-social behaviour, 
offending and other challenging behaviour.  Welfare reform is another barrier as the benefit cap can make renting in both sectors unaffordable.  

Action Taken 

SUPPORT - When a household is placed into temporary accommodation with known support needs, where possible and with the agreement of 
the household, the Temporary Accommodation Support Officer works to ensure that appropriate support is provided either by the Council or an 
external agency. This includes support from the Homelessness Prevention and Money Management Service commissioned by the Council from 
Citizens Advice. 

Where a household is assisted to access private rented accommodation via the Council’s Rent in Advance and Deposit Guarantee Scheme, if 
there are known support needs they are offered support by the Private Sector Tenancy Negotiator and Sustainment Officer. 

The Council’s Employment Co-ordinator will ensure that households in need are receiving all the benefits they are entitled to and are provided 
with advice and assistance to enable them to find employment.
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Action Plan to Meet Priority Three: Preventing Recurring Homelessness

Action Desired Outcomes Lead Partners Target Timescale
3.1 Review the internal and 

external support services 
provided and explore 
opportunities to provide a more 
targeted and efficient service, 
particularly to those with 
complex needs, to intervene 
early to prevent recurring 
homelessness

Provision of tailored support (such 
as tenancy sustainment and debt 
advice).
Reduction in recurring 
homelessness amongst 
vulnerable households.
Reduced temporary 
accommodation costs to the 
Council.

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

External providers of 
support

April 2021

3.2 Work with registered providers 
to encourage them to provide 
tenancy sustainment support 
when they move on to their own 
tenancies to ensure that they 
do not end up being homeless 
again.

Reduction in recurring 
homelessness by provision of 
appropriate support.
Reduction in recurring 
homelessness by provision of 
appropriate support.
Reduction in temporary 
accommodation costs to the 
Council.

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

RSLs & other external 
support providers

October 2021

3.3 Through the Homelessness 
Prevention and Tenancy 
Sustainment Protocol and the 
Tenancy Strategy, encourage 
registered providers to ensure 
that homelessness prevention 
is at the core of all tenancy 
policies and procedures

Reduction in recurring 
homelessness by provision of 
appropriate support.
Reduction in temporary 
accommodation costs to the 
Council.

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

RSLs Ongoing
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3.4 Pilot a Tenancy Training 
Programme targeted at those in 
Temporary Accommodation and 
assisted by the Council’s Rent 
in Advance and Deposit 
Guarantee Scheme with the 
aim of breaking the cycle of 
homelessness and reducing 
the negative impact on those 
households.

Reduction in recurring 
homelessness.
Reduction in temporary costs to 
the Council.
Improved outcomes for 
households.

Private Sector 
Tenancy Officer

RSLs, external training 
resource

October 2021
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PRIORITY FOUR: TACKLING ROUGH SLEEPING AND 
HOMELESSNESS AMONGST VULNERABLE GROUPS
a) Rough Sleepers
Rough sleepers are defined as people seen either sleeping, about to bed down or actually 
bedded down in the open air (such as streets, in tents, doorways, parks, bus shelters or 
encampments). People in buildings or other places not designed for habitation (such as 
stairwells, sheds, car parks and cars) are also included in this definition. 

Many rough sleepers have complex needs that can affect their willingness to engage with 
service providers and receive support. Even with support in place, some do not feel ready 
or able to engage with the services that are available. The Strategy identifies how services 
will tackle rough sleeping and ensure everyone has the opportunity to access 
accommodation when they need it. 

The Governments Rough Sleeping Strategy published in August 2018 sets out its aim to 
halve rough sleeping by 2022 and end rough sleeping by 2027. Its vision to achieve this is 
through three core principles, prevention, intervention and recovery. These principles will 
be used as the drivers for our approach to tackling rough sleeping.

Challenges 
The Homelessness review and responses from the consultation process identified the 
following challenges to tackling rough sleeping in Mid Sussex: 

Welfare reforms - Single people under the age of 35 who are in receipt of benefits can 
only claim the shared room rate of the Local Housing Allowance, meaning the only housing 
option affordable to them in the private rented sector is a room in a shared house.  A room 
in a shared house may not be an ideal environment for individuals who are vulnerable or 
have support needs and who may be liable to sleeping rough if they lose their 
accommodation. Furthermore, there is a shortage of this type of accommodation in Mid 
Sussex.
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Access to non-statutory services - Whilst there is small amount of support available for rough sleepers in Mid Sussex, there is no specific 
supported accommodation service for this client group. 
Funding – Funding for statutory and non-statutory services are under threat or are reducing nationally and locally.  Across West Sussex the 
budget cuts that West Sussex County Council has made will have a significant impact on service provision.
Accessing health services - The ability to access mental health services and support as and when needed. Any delay in accessing services 
initially can result in an individual deciding not to engage in the future, potentially making them more susceptible to losing their accommodation, 
sleeping rough, or becoming resistant to support. 
Reactive services - The majority of services that exist for single people with housing issues are reactive and respond at or after the point of 
crisis. The opportunity to prevent homelessness (and thereby minimise the risk of rough sleeping) having passed. 

Action Taken 

1. MULTI AGENCY WORKING – In partnership with WSCC and other West Sussex district and borough Councils we have jointly commissioned 
a service through Turning Tides (a community led homelessness organisation) to provide support to both entrenched rough sleepers and those 
new or at risk of rough sleeping. Turning Tides staff are co-located within the Housing Needs Team meaning that knowledge and expertise is 
shared to find suitable outcomes for individuals supported. 

2. SHORE - Mid Sussex District Council formed part of the Single Homeless Outreach Reconnection and Engagement (SHORE) Service from 
2013-2017. This Sussex partnership was recognised as one of the best rough sleeping and single homelessness partnerships in the country by 
DCLG and Homeless Link. Through SHORE, hundreds of vulnerable people were helped out of homelessness and supported in their 
accommodation. Much of the work was delivered by voluntary organisations. SHORE also brought people together from multiple services at 
various events to help tackle the multiple and complex needs of rough sleepers.  Funding for this service came to an end in 2017.   

3. BID FUNDING - Mid Sussex District Council was part of a successful Sussex wide Rough Sleeper bid to Government in 2016, receiving 
£470,000 to work with rough sleepers across East and West Sussex over two years. This coalition of partners included all District and Borough 
Councils across Sussex, East and West Sussex County Councils, Sussex Police, Clinical Commissioning Groups in Sussex, Fulfilling Lives, 
Community Safety Partnership and Safer West Sussex Partnership.  The West Sussex target of 406 interventions for the duration of the project 
was met through an extension of the TAP Project through Crawley Open House for one year, an Arun Rough Sleeper Outreach worker for two 
years, Worthing Churches Outreach Worker for two years. 

In the winter of 2018 Mid Sussex District Council was part of a successful West Sussex Countywide Rapid Rehousing Pathway Bid in partnership 
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with West Sussex County Council and all West Sussex District and Borough Council.  The project is being delivered in partnership with Turning 
Tides, Crawley Open House and Stonepillow and has secured £355,000 to assist 160 – 180 individuals.  Five Supported Lettings Officers across 
West Sussex will increase housing opportunities for those who have had a history of rough sleeping by encouraging landlords to come forward 
and can offer additional support to those placed in to accommodation. Four navigators will follow a rough sleeper from the street through to a 
range of accommodation services, being the constant and consistent connector between services and the individual.

The Council has also secured additional funding from the MHCLG Cold Weather Fund to provide more intensive support and accommodation 
for rough sleepers during the coldest months.  The first 2018/19 programme supported 6 individuals, 50% of whom did not return to rough 
sleeping and remain housed. The 2019/20 programme aims to provide an increased level of support and accommodation for a further 
7 individuals most at risk. 

b) Other Vulnerable Groups
In the context of the homelessness legislation, a person may be considered vulnerable and in priority need due to physical disability, mental 
illness, age, having been in care, having served in the armed forces, having been in custody or on remand, or fleeing their home due to actual 
or threatened violence. People who are vulnerable may require or benefit from additional support when accessing Council services and where 
possible and appropriate, the Council will endeavour to put such support in place. 

Challenges 

The Homelessness Review and responses from the consultation process identified the following challenges to meeting the needs of vulnerable 
people: 

Supply of supported housing - There are limited opportunities for accessing supported accommodation locally.  Whilst there is some provision 
locally, the Council do not have exclusive direct access or nomination rights to all of these. Across West Sussex the budget cuts that West 
Sussex County Council has made will have a significant impact on service provision going forward. 
Access to health services - Demand on health services (in particular mental health services) locally can result in people struggling to access 
assistance as and when needed. This can affect the individual’s future willingness to engage. Historically there has been also a restriction of 
mental health services to those who have dual diagnosis and are not addressing their alcohol or substance misuse. This resulted in individuals 
not being able to access mental health services as and when needed. 
Temporary accommodation – Accessing suitable supported accommodation for people with medium to high support needs is challenging. 
There are a small number of temporary accommodation units for people with support needs in Mid Sussex but these are for those with low to 
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medium support needs and single people only.   Finding both temporary and settled accommodation for people who have been in custody and 
who are on remand can be challenging, as accommodation providers are able to refuse nominations. 
Tenancy sustainment – Whilst being young does not necessarily make individuals vulnerable, if they are living independently for the first time 
they may benefit from support to help them acclimatise to the responsibilities that come with having a tenancy (regardless of whether living in the 
private rented sector or in social housing). 
Working in isolation - Most services work in relative isolation from one another and within their own legal parameters and financial 
restraints. This can limit the ability across departments/organisations to flexibly respond to situations, best meet the needs of customers and 
make best use of limited resources.

Action Taken 
1. MULTI AGENCY WORKING - The Mid Sussex Partnership (MSP) is an overarching partnership of organisations working to improve the 
quality of residents’ lives across the District.  The MSP is led by Mid Sussex District Council and includes West Sussex County Council, Sussex 
Police, Sussex Fire and Rescue Service, the Sussex Police and Crime Commissioner, NHS West Sussex, Horsham and Mid Sussex Clinical 
Commissioning Group, Clarion Housing and Mid Sussex Voluntary Action Watch.  The MSP support for the Early Intervention project (linked to 
the Troubled Families initiative) and the Targeted Intervention project to support vulnerable families in Mid Sussex to access support services 
where they do not have the means to pay.

The Council participates in multi-agency meetings with agencies including the Police and probation services to identify the accommodation 
options available to ex-offenders and create positive pathways, and for high risk victims of domestic abuse to provide advice and assistance from 
a housing perspective to help reduce the risk to those victims.

2. ALLOCATIONS SCHEME - Mid Sussex District Council’s Allocations Scheme has been amended to enable people who are in or have served 
in the armed forces to access social housing regardless of local connection. They are also given priority within their band above applicants who 
do not have an armed forces connection. 

The Council’s Allocations Scheme provides specific move-on arrangements for vulnerable households from supported housing and the resulting 
vacancy is used to prevent and/or relieve homelessness for other vulnerable households requiring the support being offered where possible. 

3. CREATING PATHWAYS - Mid Sussex District Council has been engaging with local services to identify and provide housing pathways for 
vulnerable service users.  This has been challenging given the pressures many statutory and non-statutory services are under, and is on-going 
work.  
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We continue to develop working relationship between agencies and local mental health services in order to better assist service users with 
mental health issues to achieve successful outcomes. A Hospital Discharge Worker employed by Southdown Housing through WSCC identifies 
housing pathways for people who are at risk of being discharged from hospital with no onward accommodation.
 
4. SUPPORTED ACCOMMODATION PROVISION – The Council has supported housing provision for young people (including care leavers), 
young parents and those with mental health or other support needs through the Resettlement panel and the supported housing resettlement 
service.  These services are funded by West Sussex County Council through its Housing Related Support budget.  However this budget is 
subject to significant cuts.

An important local context for the Homelessness Strategy is West Sussex County Council’s reduction in the Housing Related Support budget 
from £6.4 million to £2.3 million by April 2020.  The services impacted include specialist accommodation based schemes for residents who are 
at risk of homelessness, as well as “floating support” to residents living in the community.  Risks from the withdrawal of these services include 
increasing pressure on the homelessness services, rising costs of placing families and adults in temporary accommodation and increasing 
numbers of intentional homelessness.  A West Sussex Supported Housing Task and Finish Group was established to mitigate the impact of these 
reductions, identifying other funding sources and longer term service redesign.  The Group includes West Sussex County Council and District 
and Borough Councils; WSCC have retained responsibility albeit at a reduced level of resources for funding a number of the housing support 
services including those providing assistance to single homeless people through hostels and outreach services as well as for young people.  
Consultants were commissioned to assist with reviewing all the existing services and the levels and types of need across the county. The Task 
and Finish Group has established a new commissioning framework that will utilise the remaining WSCC funding as well as some match funding 
from the district and boroughs to provide a service for vulnerable households with support needs, many of whom will be owed legal duties under 
the homelessness legislation.  The service for Mid Sussex will be jointly commissioned by MSDC and WSCC in accordance with a county wide 
specification, which is based on seven design principles as follows:
• To build on strengths
• To adopt a whole systems approach
• To design develop and deliver together
• To be focused, efficient and valued
• To be outcome based
• To be dynamic and resilient
• To be coherent, simple and accessible

A set of quarterly monitoring returns and meetings with the provider will be established through the commissioning process to ensure the 
service objectives and positive outcomes for service users are maintained.
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5. WELFARE BENEFIT SUPPORT - With the introduction and roll-out of Universal Credit, the Council delivered budgeting support, debt advice 
and advice with benefit claims to households moving on to Universal Credit in partnership with Citizens Advice and the Job Centre Plus. Mid 
Sussex District Council set up a working group that continues to operate and is attended by relevant local partners to discuss best practice and 
provide updates on these issues. 

6. DISABLED FACILITIES GRANTS - Mid Sussex District Council has been actively involved in a countywide project to streamline the Disabled 
Facility Grant process and to minimise the need for households to move if appropriate property adaptations can be made enabling them to re-
main in their homes as their needs change. 

Action Plan to Meet Priority Four: Tackling Rough Sleeping & Homelessness amongst 
vulnerable groups
Action Desired Outcomes Lead Partners Target Timescale
Rough Sleepers
4.1 Work with partners to explore 

the possibility of establishing 
a Homelessness and Rough 
Sleeping Forum

Better partnership working to 
assist rough sleepers off the 
street and into accommodation 
and or treatment pathways.
Halve the number of rough 
sleepers in Mid Sussex from 10 
in November 2018 to 5 or less in 
March 2022 in accordance with 
the Governments Rough 
Sleeper Strategy. 

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

Turning Tides, 
Community Mental 
Health Team, CGL, 
Citizens Advice, Local 
Pastoral Groups, 
Sussex Police, 
Community Safety 
Teams, Other Partners 
to be identified

Forum to be set up by 
April 2021

4.2 Identify vulnerable households 
at risk of rough sleeping early 
and intervene to prevent this 
occurring wherever possible

Early identification to maximise 
potential to prevent rough 
sleeping

Senior Housing 
Needs Officer 
(MSDC)

Turning Tides, 
Community Mental 
Health Team, CGL, 
Citizens Advice, Sussex 
Police, Probation, 
Community Safety 
Teams

2020 - 2025
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4.3 Deliver effective services, to 
include provision of an outreach 
service for those people who 
are sleeping rough or 
imminently at risk of doing so, 
to support rough sleepers into 
sustainable accommodation.

Targeted support for those who 
are sleeping rough or are in 
danger of doing.

Ensure funding is acquired/
provided to provide ongoing 
support to rough sleepers.

Housing Needs 
Team 
Manager  
(MSDC) and 
Senior Housing 
Needs Officer 
(MSDC)

WSCC & District and 
Borough Councils, 
Turning Tides.

Bid for Rough 
Sleeping Initiative 
Funding for 2020 
submitted by 6 
December 2019

4.4 Examine feasibility of 
introducing Housing First 
Support Model for Rough 
Sleepers in Mid Sussex

Provision of accommodation for 
rough sleepers.
Provision of ongoing support to 
those accommodated.

Business Unit 
Leader for 
Housing 
Services (MSDC) 
and Housing 
Needs Team 
Manager (MSDC)

RSLs, Turning Tides, To be set up by 
August 2021

4.5 Continue to bid for future Cold 
Weather Payment funding as 
and when available

Extended winter provision 
funding awarded to assist rough 
sleepers, including the provision 
of accommodation and support 
during the cold weather

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC) and 
Senior Housing 
Needs Officer 
(MSDC)

Turning Tides Bid for winter 2019/20 
submitted and 
approved.

Other Vulnerable Groups
4.6 Increase the supply of suitable 

temporary accommodation in 
the district for people with 
mental health needs

Increase in supported temporary 
accommodation in the district 
enabling those with mental 
health needs to maintain their 
support networks including 
health

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

Temporary 
Accommodation 
Providers

October 2021
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4.7 Continue to engage with 
hospital discharge teams to 
ensure an effective working 
protocol is in place

Enable managed moves from 
hospitals and prevent 
emergency discharge presenta-
tions

Housing 
Co-Ordinator – 
Mental Health 
(WSCC), Senior 
Housing Needs 
Officer (MSDC)

Hospital Discharge 
worker (Langley Green 
Hospital)

Agreed Protocol to be 
in place by October 
2020

4.8 Continue to work with 
stakeholders and partners to 
identify and provide clear 
housing pathways for 
vulnerable groups.

Pathway Plans in the form of a 
Personal Housing Plan in place 
for vulnerable groups to prevent 
homelessness.

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC) and 
Senior Housing 
Needs Officer 
(MSDC)

Relevant partner 
agencies

August 2021

4.9 Work in partnership with West 
Sussex districts and boroughs 
and West Sussex county 
council to Review the Joint 
Protocols for 16/17 year olds 
and care leavers

16/17 year olds and Care 
Leavers facing homelessness 
receive the appropriate support 
and avoid placements into 
temporary accommodation.
Homelessness prevented 
amongst young people.

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

WSCC and District and 
Borough Councils in 
West Sussex

Ongoing.
Review of Protocols 
by April 2021.

4.10 Input into the Multi-Agency 
Risk Assessment Conferences 
(MARAC), which considers how 
individual domestic violence 
cases can be best managed, 
referring victims of domestic 
abuse to the relevant support 
services such as WORTH for 
immediate support and Safe in 
Sussex services which supplies 
longer term floating support

Fewer people fleeing domestic 
abuse at point of crisis.
Increased resilience for 
individuals suffering domestic 
abuse.
Increased homelessness 
prevention for victims of 
domestic abuse.

Senior Housing 
Needs Officer 
(MSDC)

WSCC, Worth, Safe in 
Sussex, Sussex Police 
and other partner 
agencies

2020 - 2025
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4.11 Work closely with supported 
housing providers to ensure 
clear housing pathways are in 
place to facilitate planned move 
on

Homelessness prevented 
amongst vulnerable households

Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC) and 
WSCC

Peabody, Sussex 
Oakleaf, YMCA,
Hope Into Action, RSLs, 
Resettlement Panel

2020 - 2025

4.12 Work in partnership with District 
and Boroughs and WSCC to 
reconfigure and recommission 
supported housing to meet the 
needs of those that require this 
type of support. 

Homelessness prevented 
amongst vulnerable households.
Enhanced partnership working.

Business Unit 
Leader for 
Housing Services 
(MSDC)

WSCC, District & 
Boroughs, Supported 
housing providers

Recommissioned 
service to be in place 
by October 2020

4.13 Input into the Multi Agency 
Public Protection Arrangements 
(MAPPA) and the Integrated 
Offender Management Scheme 
(IOM) to assist with the 
management of those who are 
a serious risk to the public and/
or prolific offenders.

Reduction in re-offending rates 
amongst ex-offenders.
Close working relationship with 
Probation, Police and support 
providers
Engagement with services 
managing offenders to prevent 
homelessness.

Probation & 
Sussex Police

Housing Needs Team, 
CGL, WSCC

2020 - 2025

4.14 Continue to be actively involved 
in the countywide Disabled 
Facilities Grant project to 
ensure DFGs are used 
effectively to achieve 
homelessness prevention when 
applicable.

Minimise the need for 
households to move and enable 
them to remain in their homes 
as their needs change.

West Sussex 
County 
Adaptations 
Manager, 
Housing 
Standards Team 
Leader

Project Working group, 
Steering group, all West 
Sussex district and 
borough councils, 
WSCC, Public Health 
and NHS

Revised countywide 
common policy due to 
be implemented from 
January 2020
Review of policy 
impact and 
assessment of 
potential for single 
pooled budge August/
September 2020
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4.15 Create and share a directory of 
statutory, non-statutory, 
voluntary and charitable 
services to assist people 
affected by homelessness in 
Mid Sussex

Knowledge of services available 
locally easily assessable for the 
public and agencies

Senior Housing 
Needs Officer 
(MSDC)

April 2021

4.16 Provide Housing Staff with 
specific training in mental health 
issues.

Increase staff knowledge and 
confidence in dealing with 
priority need assessments and 
support requirements for this 
vulnerable group

Senior Housing 
Needs Officer 
(MSDC)

Community Mental 
Health Services, 
Training Providers

April 2021
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PRIORITY FIVE: ENABLE ACCESS TO SUITABLE AND 
AFFORDABLE ACCOMMODATION 

The housing market has seen considerable change and continues to evolve in response to 
local pressures and the wider economic climate. Nationally we have seen the private 
rental sector grow, partially in response to market conditions and partially due to the widening 
disparity between incomes and housing costs. As rates of home ownership decline the need 
to be able to access accommodation across multiple tenures to discharge the Councils duties 
under the homelessness legislation is significant.

Challenges 

The Homelessness Review and responses from the consultation process identified the 
following challenges to accessing suitable and affordable housing in Mid Sussex: 

Welfare reforms - The cumulative impact of welfare reforms on affordability and a 
households ability to access settled housing, combined with the gap between wages and/or 
benefits and housing costs. Finding affordable housing for single people, especially those 
under the age of 35 can be difficult, with housing options restricted to a room in a shared 
house. 
The private rented sector - Mortgage lenders, letting agents and landlords continue to deny 
access to the private rented sector to households in receipt of benefits. Those that are able to 
access the sector face upfront costs (rent in advance, deposit, agency fees) of up to £2,500. 
In addition, some households on a low income or in receipt of benefits do not have a 
guarantor whose earnings could cover the rental commitment.
Supported accommodation - Accessing suitable settled accommodation for people with 
support needs can be difficult, their needs may be considered to be too high and there are 
also issues of affordability. 
Funding – Funding for statutory and non-statutory services is under threat or being cut as 
budgets are reduced. 
Social housing - Registered providers of social housing apply their own criteria for 
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assessing nominations into their social housing and this can result in nominations being refused if criteria is not met.

Temporary Accommodation - The Council have a small portfolio of temporary accommodation and limited access to self-contained temporary 
accommodation that is wheelchair accessible. Nightly paid guest house accommodation is expensive for the Council to use and only suitable in 
an emergency.

Action Taken 

1. HOUSES OF MULTIPLE OCCUPATION (HMO) LICENCING - In October 2018 the law changed and any accommodation that is occupied by 
five or more people from two or more households with shared facilities requires a licence. The Council’s Housing Standards Team have been 
working hard to ensure Landlords are aware of their new responsibilities and to meet HMO licence application demands. 

2. STANDARDS IN THE PRIVATE RENTED SECTOR - The Council’s Housing Standards Team have taken the opportunity of the change in 
legislation to work with a greater number of landlords to achieve compliance and raise the standard of shared accommodation in Mid Sussex’s 
private rented sector. Our new Private Sector Housing Enforcement Policy has introduced a number of measures to assist with dealing with 
unscrupulous landlords.

3. HOUSING DELIVERY - MSDC’s affordable Housing Policy DP31 requires that all residential development over the threshold of 11 units or > 
1,000 m2 should provide 30 % affordable housing.  In addition, in areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, (AONB) sites between 6 and 10 units 
(<1000m2) are required to provide the equivalent of 30% in the form of a commuted sum for off-site provision.  The Housing Enabling Team aim 
to utilise every opportunity to meet the need for affordable housing through the application of our planning policies as well as working directly with 
housing associations and other affordable housing providers and maximising affordable housing on MSDC owned sites.  

4. EMPTY HOMES – MSDC has worked in partnership with the YMCA to bring empty homes back into use which have been used to relieve 
homelessness.
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Action Plan Meet Priority Five: Enable Access to Suitable and Affordable Accommodation

Action Desired Outcomes Lead Partners Target Timescale
Make best use of existing stock
5.1 Maximise the number of empty 

homes brought back into usage 
to provide more accommodation 
supply in the district

Increased number of Empty 
Homes brought back into use to 
prevent homelessness.

Housing Enabling 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

Revenues 
(MSDC)

2020 - 2025

5.2 Work in partnership with 
Registered Social Landlords to 
apply the Tenancy Sustainment 
and Homelessness Prevention 
Protocol making best use of stock 
and ensure nominations are not 
unfairly rejected.

Best use of social housing and 
homelessness prevented for more 
households

Housing Need Team 
Manager (MSDC)

RSL, Homemove 
Team

2020 - 2025

5.3 Review and update the Tenancy 
Strategy setting out the Council’s 
expectations of social housing 
providers.

To ensure fair and equitable 
allocation in line with the Council’s 
Housing Allocation Scheme, 
ensuring that it prioritises 
Homelessness Prevention, 
tenancy sustainment, affordability 
and security for tenants.

BUL
Housing Needs and 
Enabling Team 
managers (MSDC)

RSL’s April 2021

5.4 Monitor void turnaround times of 
the main social housing providers 
in the district

Delays do not impact on 
capacity to meet housing need 
and the length of time households 
need to occupy temporary 
accommodation

Business Unit 
Leader for Housing 
with Housing Needs 
Team Manager 
(MSDC)

RSLs 2020 - 2025
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Deliver more new affordable homes
5.5 Work closely with development 

partners to maximise the 
development of affordable homes

Increase the supply of affordable 
homes to prevent homelessness. 
Ensure that the required 
proportion and relevant type of 
affordable homes are delivered

Housing Enabling 
Team Manager

Housing 
Providers, 
Developers, 
Planning (MSDC), 
Legal (MSDC)

Target 200 new 
affordable homes 
a year 2020 to 
2025

5.6 Maximise affordable housing 
delivery on all MSDC owned sites 
brought forward for disposal.

Creation of affordable properties. Business Unit Leader 
for Housing Services

Legal (MSDC), 
Planning (MSDC)

2020 - 2025

Improving standards in the private rented sector
5.7 Identify accommodation that 

requires but have not yet applied 
for a HMO licence and work with 
landlords to meet their legal 
responsibilities and improve 
standards where needed.

Ensure that properties that require 
a HMO licence have one and 
improve standards of 
accommodation

Business Unit Leader 
Environmental Health 
& Building Control 
(MSDC)

Housing Needs 
(MSDC), Private 
landlords, letting 
agents

2020 - 2025

Meet the need for new gypsy and traveller pitches
5.8 Support the work required by 

DP33 in the Mid Sussex District 
Plan

Ensure that a sufficient amount 
of culturally suitable housing for 
settled Gypsies and Travellers to 
meet the identified need.

Business Unit Leader 
for Housing Services 
(MSDC) & Housing 
Enabling Team 
Manager (MSDC)

Planning and 
Economic 
Development and 
Legal Services 
(MSDC)

23 additional 
pitches to be 
provided by 2031
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DELIVERING THE STRATEGY 
Consultation 

Mid Sussex District Council carried out a consultation as part of the review into homelessness in the district.  The Council consulted with 
residents, service users, partners and stake holders.  The consultation was undertaken via a consultation event and an online survey in which 
over 244 individuals and partner organisations were invited to contribute their views and perceptions of homelessness within the district.  The 
results of this consultation have been used to inform and develop the strategy and determine its priorities. 

Working in Partnership 

Whilst the provision of services to homeless households is a statutory duty of the Council, in practice the delivery of the service benefits from the 
support of many formal and informal partners including West Sussex County Council, registered providers, support organisations and agencies 
including the voluntary and charitable sectors.  We will continue to work closely with these partners if we are to realise the ambitions of the 
strategy. Partnership working across the statutory and non-statutory sectors will become increasingly critical to efficiently utilise resources and 
deliver effective outcomes for customers.   The Action Plan expands upon how we will work with partner agencies to deliver the actions identified 
in the Strategy between 2020 – 2025.

Monitoring and Review 

The Strategy has been developed in consultation with partners and stakeholders, who will continue to be involved in the delivery of the Strategy 
and Action Plan.  The progress against the targets and outcomes set out in the Action Plan will be reviewed annually.
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SCRUTINY COMMITTEE FOR HOUSING, PLANNING AND ECONOMIC GROWTH WORK 
PROGRAMME 2019/20 

Purpose of Report 

1. For the Scrutiny Committee for Housing and Planning and Economic growth to note 
its Work Programme for 2019/20. 

Summary 

2. Members are asked to note the attached Work Programme.  The Work Programme 
will be reviewed as the final piece of business at each meeting, enabling additional 
business to be agreed as required. 

Recommendations  

3. The Committee are recommended to note the Committee’s Work Programme as 
set out at paragraph 5 of this report. 

Background 

4. It is usual for Committees to agree their Work Programme at the first meeting of a 
new Council year and review it at each subsequent meeting to allow for the scrutiny 
of emerging issues during the year.  

The Work Programme 

5. The Committee’s Work Programme for 2019/20 is set out below: 

Meeting Date Item Reason for Inclusion 

11 Mar 2020 Site Allocation – Development 
Plan Document. 

Post Consultation Report 

 Mid Sussex Design Guide – 
Outcome of Public Consultation. 

Post Consultation Report. 

25 Mar 2020 Draft Haywards Heath 
Masterplan. 

Prior to consultation. 

 Draft Parking Strategy Prior to adoption by Council 

 

Policy Context 

6. The Work Programme should ideally reflect the key priorities of the Council, as 
defined in the Corporate Plan and Budget. 

Financial Implications 

7.  None. 

REPORT OF: Tom Clark, Head of Regulatory Services 
Contact Officer: Alison Hammond,  Member Services Officer 

Email: alison.hammond@midsussex.gov.uk Tel: 01444 477227 

Wards Affected: All 
Key Decision: No 
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Risk Management Implications 

8. None. 

Background Papers 

 None. 
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